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The Brownell Family Tree which goes back
to 1705, but hopefully it will be researched
back further in England to a much earlier date.
The small family tree featured here is an outline of the direct descendants.
Dr.
Thomas
Coke
Brownell
M.Ch,
Ch.M.,l.S.A.,F.R.C.S.
London was a highly
qualified Surgeon and Medical Practitioner.
He was trained at Guys Hospital. London and
examined by the Court of Examiners of the
Royal College of Surgeons
in London and
"found fit and capable to exercise the Art of
Science of Surgery" in 1822.
The Tranby arrived at Fremantle
on 3rd
February 1830. On Saturday 6th Dr. Brownell
went to the seat of Government and obtained
a license to live in the Colony. He and his
family of one little girl Jane Ann and new
baby boy left the Tranby after about
fortnight. Dr. Brownell had constructed
a tent
on the beach at Fremantle and resided there
for eight weeks, five of which he waited for
the opportunity
to convey his family and
goods 19 miles up river to the Peninsula Farm
a Government
Reserve which H.E. Capt.
Stirling
distributed
in small
proportions
among the party who had come out in the
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Tranby. Dr. Brownell was 29 years of age. He
was entitled to 1,200 acres of land but, as he
said, all the best land at and near Guildford
.nd York etc. had been taken up, and being ill
with dysentery and his family with eye trouble
he decided to sail for Van Diemens land in the
"Warrior Stone" for Hobart Town on April
15th, 1830.
On their arrival in Van Diemens land he was
met by friends in Hobart Town. He was
granted a Town Allotment
near Warwick
Street and some good farm land at Granton,
near Bridgewater,
about ten miles from
Hobart Town. He practised
his prefession,
farmed his land and filled several Government
positions, the first of which was Assistant
Colonial Surgeon and Catechist at the Penal
Settlement
at Maria Island and later at Port
Arthur from 1830, and in 1848 he was
.ppointed
as R.M. Officer at Hobart General
Hospital.
Families were large in those days and without doubt it was survival of the fittest. Most
families
descended
from the Brownells
.ttled
in Tasmania,
Victoria and South
Australia,
although
one of the families
eventually settled in Western Australia.
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Dedicated to my parents
to whom I owe so much
and
to my wonderful husband
who was a devoted and loving
father to our two daughters

The Sampler

Preface
Several years ago, during a visit to Tasmania, I stayed with my cousin in
Launceston. She was at that time the President of the Embroiderers' Guild, and
knowing that I was interested in needlework, took me to one of the meetings.
One of the members, May Scott, who was also a friend of hers, invited us to
visit her. She lived in the country not far from Longford where I was born. I
was delighted to accept this invitation.
During the course of the visit May showed me an American Book of
Samplers in which was a photograph of one she had worked. It depicted the
lovely old home on the estate owned and lived in by the Scott family for several
generations. I felt it was a wonderful piece of work to hand down to her family.
I was very impressed. So much so that, on my return home to Perth, I decided
to work a sampler of my own telling the story of my life in needlework.
This has culminated in writing the story of my life in words. I have given it
the title of Recollections and Reflections.
I have had pleasure and sadness in writing my story - most of all it has given
me food for thought. Little things happen during one's lifetime and on looking
back one realises what a big part they have played in determining the course of
one's life.
I feel I have now lived my life fourfold: in reality, by picture, in retrospect,
and in writing.
I have been helped so much in many ways. First of all my thanks go to my
daughters Geraldine and Patsy for their patience and encouragement. And in
alphabetical order my sincere thanks go to Russell Atkinson, Ida Birchall, Winsome Davies, Peter Firkins, Nan Fraser, Eric Hinchcliffe, John Hodgson,
Grayam and Karen Sandover, May Scott, and Jo Slattery.

R.J.B. -

1954

Foreword

It gives me great pleasure to write the foreword to Recollections and Reflections which was originally written by the author mainly as a form of occupational therapy for herself.
However as the story unfolded it gradually assumed a different character and
became a letter from her to her family, and how fortunate, not only for her
family, but also to the broader community.
As a people, Australians have been slow to acknowledge the importance of
recording and appreciating their history, although happily, this is now showing
dramatic signs of change to the extent that all sections of our society are taking
a greater pride in their country and its achievements.
The publication of this autobiography is a fascinating record of an interesting life that covers a very long span of Australian history and as such is an important contribution to our social history.
From books such as this, future historians will be able to gauge the life and
times of this country far more accurately than previously because of the awful
scarcity of similar material that relates to our earlier settlers during the first century of settlement in this continent.
Recollections and Reflections covers Mrs. Rhyllis Brownell's early life in Tasmania and what a picturesque study that is of her home state. Then comes her
marriage to a distinguished soldier lairman and the interesting experiences she
had as the wife of a senior serving officer in many parts of the world, and of
course her own family life.
r hope her family appreciate the significance of this book not only as a personal memento, and history, but perhaps more importantly, also the story of a
very fine person.
Peter Firkins
Perth
February

1982

PERTH,

WESTERN

AUSTRALIA,

Early this year a notice appeared

1981

in The West Australian

newspaper. It was entitled "Writing for the Over 70's".
This attracted my attention - so much so, that I phoned

the

Y. WG.A. in Perthfor more information. This was posted to me
with an entry form which I have filled in and despatched to
y. W. G.A. Headquarters in Melbourne from where this correspondence

course is conducted,

as well as many other subjects.

How lucky we are that these are available to us. I look forward
to a year of mental activity.
Under guidance

through

this course I hope to write of my

memories from asfar back as I am able to remember.
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Chapter One

Looking Back
was born in 1896 in a small town called Longford in northern Tasmania,
not far from Launceston, the second largest city in Tasmania. My father
was Willian Andrew Bayly Birchall, the eldest son of Andrew William Birchall,
who came from Manchester, England, and who was the founder of the firm of
A. W. Birchall & Sons, Booksellers and Stationers, of Launceston. My father
was educated at the Launceston Church Grammar School and qualified as a
solicitor and notary public, winning on the way many beautiful leather-bound,
gilt-edged prizes, including 12 volumes of Chambers Encyclopaedia. I am very
proud to have these on my bookshelves.
My father practised law for some time in Launceston, then moved to
Longford, where he was appointed Council Clerk. My parents spent many happy years there in that lovely countryside, which is so like England with streams
meandering lazily along, bordered by willow trees, village greens nestling
among the charming little stone houses, and roads winding past meadows and
fields bordered by hawthorn hedges that smell so sweetly in the spring and summer.
It was there in Longford where I was born. I was an afterthought, for I had a
brother who was ten years older than I. He was a big hero in my eyes and I
adored him, but I didn't see much of him; after attending the local school he
went to boarding school in Launceston, where he finished his education and
ultimately became a very clever electrical engineer.
When I was five years of age, we moved from Longford, my father having
accepted a position in Queenstown, a mining town on the north-western coast
of Tasmania. Life had been very pleasant for my parents during the happy
years spent at Longford and they had made lasting friendships, but inevitably
farewells had to be said.
As I left the place of my birth at such an early age, I cannot remember much
of this period. Three things, however, stand out vividly - my brother's
holidays and homecomings, and the kindness of a teenage girl called Nella
Whitfield, who must have been very fond of little girls to devote so much time
to me. She implanted on my young mind an imprint that has lasted for 80 years.
Nella was the daughter of the local chemist. She took, me for walks and
taught me little games to play to amuse myself, but best of all, she taught me to
skip. From then on one might say I skipped my way through life till my school
days were over. This may have been responsible for my very slight figure, which
I kept until I married. In the years after school, I had to put up with some
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friendly teasing from my friends, who said that when I turned sideways they
thought I had gone home.
I guess there are many "old girls" who remember skipping at school in lots
of different ways. I think our favourite involved a long rope with a girl at each
end turning the rope. Lots of girls would run in together singing, "All in
together this fine weather", or run in and out at random. If a girl trod on the
rope, she had to take her turn on the end of the rope as a penalty.
Of the journey to Queenstown, only one thing stands out in my memory. On
the little train from Zeehan to Queenstown, there were bars across the windows
to prevent people from putting their heads out, which would have been
dangerous because of the narrow cutting through which the train went. I guess
the railway guage was narrow and the line not so smooth, because that was the
only time in my life I have been train sick. My dear mother, alas, had to cope
with the result.
On revisiting this part of Tasmania a few years ago on a conducted tour, we
stopped at Zeehan to visit the museum and other places of interest. In the
museum, in a covered-in space, there were some antique railway exhibits, including some carriages, but to my disappointment I was not able to find my
well-remembered carriage. Perhaps in the ensuing years the railway cutting had
been widened, thus allowing the bars to be removed. I asked the attendant - a
wrinkled old man with grey hair and a very long grey beard - about the carriages with the barred windows, but he knew nothing about them. I began to
feel that perhaps I was the "antique" - but, although I had the grey hair and
wrinkles, I had much to be thankful for that I did not have the "long grey
beard" !
These were my thoughts at the time. Since then I have ascertained from A
Pictorial History of Australian Railways, 1854-1970, by Ron Testro, that light
two-foot-guage lines were built in the mountainous Zeehan area between 1897
and 1900 to make the mines accessible. I remember being taken to visit the Mt.
Lyell mine in Queenstown, where the little railway that went into the mine and
the overhead containers carrying the ore that plied back and forth evidently impressed me. Eventually, the mining industry declined in the area and all these
lines were closed by 1932.
We lived in Queenstown for a year or thereabouts. In those days it was a very
dreary place. It rained practically every day of the year, so they say. I can certainly remember the fog, the rain and the murky atmosphere, not to mention
the sulphur fumes, which made me feel sick at times. The place was devoid of
vegetation - no trees or gardens. The inhabitants had to make their own
pleasures. For instance, my mother belonged to a Shakesperian society, which I
understand she enjoyed, and I am told they held musical evenings. Gilbert and
Sullivan pieces were very popular. My mother was very musical; she played the
piano very well indeed and sang beautifully.
There were pleasures for the children as well, and I was one of the lucky ones.
Mr. Robert Stitcht, the manager of the Mt. Lyell copper mine, had a son
named Bobbie, and he engaged a dancing teacher to come to Queenstown to
16
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give him lessons. A number of small children - I was one of them - were invited to share in these lessons with Bobbie at his home. My first lessons in dancing thus began at an early age, and my love of it has always remained.
A little girl named Stella Single was among those taking part in the lessons.
She remained a dear friend of mine all her life, even although later on our paths
took us in different directions. Sad to relate she died just before Christmas in
1979. She had returned to her home in Melbourne after having been out doing
some Christmas shopping. On her return, she said, "I'm so hot and tired". She
sat in her comfy chair and passed away. How wonderful for her to die so
naturally and peacefully, but very sad for those left behind. I miss her letters
very much.
Stella's father was a very clever engineer who had been brought out to
Tasmania from Switzerland in connection with the construction of the Mt.
Lyell copper mine. His next important assignment took him to China, and after
some time there he disappeared and was never heard of again. The mystery of
his disappearance was never solved, although the company for which he worked was tireless in its investigations. He left a widow and three daughters.
How fate plays tricks! Instead of a comfortable life ahead of them, financially and otherwise, the Single family had little money and faced many hardships.
Stella, the oldest daughter, was clever and became the mainstay of the family.
After the First World War my father had the pleasure of giving her away in
marriage. Stella's fiance, Jack Gibbs, had suffered facial wounds in the war,
probably through shrapnel. After their marraige they lived in Hobart for a few
years, then moved to Ballarat where Jack succeeded in obtaining a very good
position with the brewery. As far as I can remember, he was an accountant and
promotions followed.
Their first babies were beautiful twin girls. When I was married, I remember
saying to my friends, "Never feel sorry for me if I ever have twins!" When my
first baby girl arrived I realized what a rash statement I had made!
We lived in one hotel in Queenstown and the Singles in another. The one in
which we lived had two storeys with a wide balcony in front on the first floor,
forming a shelter over the pavement below. This balcony was where I spent a
lot of my time playing. My favourite game was playing with the little doormats
which the maids took out there each morning and left in heaps for shaking
while they went about the cleaning duties inside. I had lovely games building
houses with the mats. I would lay them flat on the floor in the shape of rooms
and passages, with spaces for doors, etc. I can't remember if I was made to pick
up the mats afterwards - but I think not! And, of course, there was my skipping! This must have kept the blood flowing in my veins and kept me warm in
that bleak climate.
The hotel in which the Singles lived was more impressive than ours, and its
name remains in my memory - the Empire Hotel. It was situated on a corner
and had steps leading up to the large entrance doors. I can't remember any
balconies around it, so I like to think my parents made a fortunate choice, for
as far as I was concerned I had a lovely area on which to play my make-believe
19

games. One never knows, perhaps the games with the mats contributed to the
interest I developed later in the plans and layouts of houses, and in architectural
drawing.
A tiny souvenir of Queenstown that I greatly treasure lives in my china
cabinet. It is a very small gilt spectacle case, about an inch long, containing a
miniature pair of spectacles with movable arms. On the outside is printed
"Love is Blind". It was given to me by Bobbie Stitcht - I guess his mother had
organized little gifts for him to give to the children attending the dancing
classes. Of course, I don't remember the gifts the others received, so I look
upon this as my first "romance"! I also think of my "little pair of specs" as a
magic charm that has given me the wonderful eyesight I have enjoyed during
my lifetime, enabling me to do the fine needlework and embroidery that has
given me so much pleasure, and helping me in later years to keep awake at night
while watching TV. Nothing is so frustrating as going to sleep and waking up to
find one has missed one's favourite serial, or something important one particularly wanted to view.
My last (but not least) memory of Queenstown was seeing the local band
marching down the street and hearing it play The Soldiers of the Queen to
celebrate the end of the Boer War.
It is sad to think how many wars there have been since then, and always with
the hope that the one in progress will be the last. But on they go - maybe to the
last armageddon, or perhaps the obliteration of this lovely world of ours by the
nations gaining the greatest supremacy in the "arms race".
The earth on which we live is a wonderful place. Every country, however
great or small, has its natural beauty - each so different in climate, culture,
religion, customs, architecture, handcrafts, language and people. All are God's
creatures - great and small, and we are where HE has placed us.
How sad it is that nations cannot agree to live amicably side by side. Is it that
the population growth is too fast and there is not enough food available to feed
the masses? Or is there a preponderence of males so that wars are the only way
of equalizing the sexes? If only the brains of every nation and country could
gather together and think of a way to solve the overwhelming problem of the
world today and make it a better place in which to live. So much brain power, it
seems, is being directed into the wrong channels, such as outer-space travel,
nuclear energy, etc., etc. If one nation defends itself to the utmost, of course
the other nations have to follow suit and do likewise. Couldn't there be another
answer to it all?
When our time in Queenstown was up we moved to Hobart. I have no recollection of our journey, so nothing untoward could have happened. It must have
been by train; there would have been no other means of transport for such a
journey at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Our dear Queen Victoria's long reign was over. There was a king on the
throne, and another Edwardian era was with us. Once more we heard the cry,
"Long live the King!"
Hobart now became my home for many years until I married.
20

Chapter Two

Hobart and Beautiful Tasmania

ur first home in Hobart was
Domain House, situated in a
high position on the Queen's Domain
close to Government House and the
Botanical Gardens - a lovely outlook
with a beautiful view of the River Derwent. The house stood alone and had
been occupied by a Mr. Morton, who
had an important job in connection
with the Gardens. A house in the
Botanical Gardens had been made
available to him and the Domain
House was offered to my father.
(The name of Gwen Morton has
just come to my mind, evidently she
was a daughter of the Mortons. In the
process of looking back how strange it
is that the past unfolds and names of
people long forgotten are remembered! )
There were no little children living
nearby with whom I could play, so I
had to make my own fun. I derived
Childhood
great joy from the companionship of
a little terrier called Tamity, who belonged to the Mortons but who, much to
my joy, refused to go and live with them when they moved, although much effort was expended in trying to persuade him. Perhaps he for his part enjoyed
the companionship of a little girl. Whatever it was, we were both happy.
Needless to say he was a darling, and I am sure his little canine brain was above
average. For instance, we used to bath him every Monday morning. That was
our laundry day, and the bathing took place after our washing was done and
the clothes hung out on the line, and while the water in the tub was still nice and
warm and soapy. I don't know if thIs was for convenience or economy - which
we had to practise a lot in those days. However, Tamity very soon discovered
that his bath was associated with the running of the water and the activity in the
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laundry and chose to be a "missing person" on those days. We put two and two
together, and from then onwards we remembered to lock him up prior to turning on the taps.
After his bath I had the pleasure of wrapping him in a towel and rubbing him
to dry his dear little body. Fun and games then followed to complete the process, and I think we were forgiven for the' 'Order of the Bath".
Tasmania, the Apple Isle - thinking of Hobart makes me think of the beauty of a little bit of England dropped in the ocean. It is one of the seven States of
Australia - a part of the Commonwealth but not of it, being separated from
the mainland by Bass Strait. It is a precious gem set in a silver sea, which in
calm weather laps beaches of incredibly white, fine sand. On dull days a walk
on the beach gives one a feeling of well being, calmness, serenity and peace. It is
a contrast to the sunny summer weather when the sand sparkles with the
moisture of the incoming tide. One perhaps forgets one's worries for the time
being and a feeling of happiness arises. I always feel happier when the sun is
shining - be it spring, summer, autumn or winter.
The winter, of course, is the stormy period, when the gales blow and whip up
the seas into a frenzy of emotion, sending them surging towards the shores to
batter the coastline and rocky headlands. Over the centuries, the sea has
become nature's sculptor, wearing away and polishing the rocks. The waves run
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up and down and in and out of the tessellated pavements, forming little basins
that fill with frothy salt water in which tiny creatures of the sea come to rest wonderful pools for little fingers to explore. From quite a distance off, one
hears a roaring as the sea is driven into the cracks, clefts, crevices and gaps of
the rocks. The nearer one gets the louder the noise, until it becomes almost
deafening. Finally one sees the awesome blowholes and the towering monuments such as arches (especially Tasman's Arch) and steps and stairs on the
high, steep precipices, from which portions have been eroded to fall into the
tempestuous seas below. Visiting these places one feels invigorated, refreshed,
and breathless, not only because one inhales glorious fresh air into one's lungs
but also because of one's amazement at all the beauty.
Tasmania is an island of incredible natural beauty, with wildflowers in plenty, magnificent native forests, and lovely beaches. Adding to this natural
beauty are the glorious English trees that are scattered all over the island, giving
such colour and tints to the countryside and gardens in the autumn. The early
pioneers had great foresight in bringing out these seeds with them, and in so
doing have contributed greatly to the beauty of the land of their adoption.
In one's youth, while the process of development and growing up is going on,
many things around us are taken for granted - such as the beauty of the landscape and the sacrifices our parents make in their efforts to prepare us for what
may lie ahead. One's appreciation of everything doesn't really develop till later.
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Chapter

Three

School Days

y school days started while we were living in Hobart. On looking back I
realise what happy days they were. I attribute this to the fact that I had
the companionship of girls of my own age - something I lacked at home, for
to all intents and purposes I was an only child - and to my love of learning
(with the exception of history, although I can still remember most of the dates
of the kings of England - parrot fashion!)
I was in my eighth year when I started school. (There were no kindergartens
in those days.) I attended the Collegiate Girls' School run by the Anglican
sisters of the Church, who had been brought out from England for the purpose
of establishing these schools in Australia. The first one to arrive in Hobart was
Sister Phyllis, Principal of our school. I think ours was the first school of that
kind to be established in Australia.
The pupils had great respect and love for Sister Phyllis, and looked up to her
with affection. Personally, I feel she had a great influence on my life in every
way, especially through her talks to us. She instilled into us, for example, that if
a thing was worth doing it was worth doing to the best of one's ability.
As she aged she seemed to become shorter in stature; but, of course, we girls
were naturally growing taller. Also we were unconsciously reaching upwards
for knowledge and experience, and we had ambitions and ideals engendered by
the guidance and love of our dear Sister Phyllis.
A little old riddle comes to mind: "What is it that the longer it stands the
shorter it grows?" Answer: "A candle". One may compare life to that simple
riddle.
Necessity is the mother of invention: the candle was invented to give us light
in the darkness. At the beginning it glows brightly and serves its purpose, but
eventually it starts to wane, flicker and grow dim, until gradually it fades away
and dies, its usefulness spent. Then another candle takes its place. So it is with
humans. We all have our allotted span of life - some longer, some shorter and we know not why. We are brought into this world through love. Those who
are born into happy homes with a good family life, and of parents who have
their children's welfare at heart are the lucky ones - and they are not necessarily those who are born with a silver spoon in their mouths. Money doesn't
always make for happiness (although it certainly makes life easier along the
way); it is what one does with it that counts.
And so I am grateful to my parents for giving me a wonderful start in life by
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their loving care and their choice of a school with such a marvellous headmistress. She loved her pupils, was so fair in every way, gave praise when praise
was due, punished us when we deserved it (frequently!), and was ready with encouragement when it was needed. Through her religious teachings, and by
guiding us along the right channels, she moulded our lives to the best of her
ability. It is sad for those who do not make the most of their opportunities and
fall by the wayside. It is said, "Opportunity knocks on the door but once".
Perhaps it is a good idea to think carefully when this happens, for it mayor
may not lead to something; but on the other hand it may lead to something better and thus prove to be a stepping-stone along the way.
Thinking over my experiences and good fortune, I realize what a great
responsibility teachers have on their shoulders today, especially the principals,
who have to keep their eyes on the teachers serving under them and do the best
for all those who come under their care. Pupils come from all walks of life happy homes, sad homes, divided homes and one-parent homes. As far as
education is concerned, we all have the opportunity to take the advantage of
what is presented to us. Unfortunately there are so many problems and temptations these days for the young, it is sad! However, there are lots of happiness
and happy people around, and people who show thoughtfulness and kindness
to others, and give help where and when needed. They smile and the world
smiles with them. A sense of humour is a wonderful asset, and, of course, "love
makes the world go round", and so on. Perhaps good health, and various interests and occupations are three of the greatest attributes for a happy old age.
I[ one is lucky enough to have all three - as I have - then life is really worth
living.
My father took me to school on the first morning. We had a walk of about
three-quarters of a mile to the railway station, from where we caught a tram up
Macquarie Street to the G.P.O., then had a further walk of a similar distance to
my school.
I can remember so vividly my first class-room in the primary school. This was
where our spelling-bees took place. I enjoyed these tremendously, so they remain uppermost in my memory. The entire class had to stand up and each in
turn was asked to spell a word. When a girl made a mistake she had to sit down,
and the winner was the last girl left standing. Also in that first form we started
our multiplication tables - twice one are two, twice two are four, twice three
are six, etc., in a sing-song up-and-down voice. Then the kings of England and
their dates - William I, 1066; William II 1087; Henry I, 1100; Stephen, 1135.
At this stage our voice dropped and then there was a slight pause - I guess this
was where we drew breath - then on we went again with renewed vigour.
My elocution lessons were an "extra" and they also started in Form 1. My
teacher's name was Miss Clarke. She was exceptionally nice and very popular
with all the girls who were her pupils. I became very fond of her and apparently
she of me. I enjoyed my lessons with her immensely, and she became responsible for a very happy turn of events in my life, which I shall mention a little later
on.
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We learnt so much from her in many ways apart from the art of speech. She
taught us deportment - how to stand, walk and sit correctly and gracefully, as
well as exercises for the movements of hands and arms, which was necessary in
reciting poems, etc. What a shame today that a subject such as this is not compulsory in the schools. To have training like this, however little, would equip
the schoolleavers to present themselves so much better when being interviewed
for obtaining jobs. This is a problem today and they need all the help possible
and the encouragement to try.
I had my midday dinner at school in a special room provided for the day girls
whose parents took advantage of this facility provided for them. I am sure my
mother must have been delighted with this arrangement, for it would have saved her the trouble of cutting my lunch. I did, however, take some play-lunch.
This varied according to what was in vogue with the girls at the time. The one
that stands out in my memory was a hot buttered crisp crust of bread, and even
now my mouth waters at the thought of it. Bread deliveries must have been
made early in those days!
School dinners are not usually very exciting, as every school boarder well
knows. Ours were good, plain meals which satisfied our appetites. The same
meals were repeated week after week - Irish stew (of which I was fond),
goulash, chops and occasionally a roast dinner, all with accompanying
vegetables, of course. As for puddings, the suet kind predominated, but we did
have a variety, such as apple dumplings and treacle roly-poly, all with some sort
of sauce or custard, and spotted dog (as we called it). Spotted dog was a roll
with currants in it. I didn't like this very much as I didn't like currants. But all
the puddings went the same way down and all served their purpose!
I made many friends among the boarders, and was invited to spend holidays
in the country with them every now and then. Thus being an only child had its
compensations in some ways. The boarders enjoyed their midnight suppers
every now and then and made our mouths water telling us about all the
"goodies" they consumed. Cream puffs appeared to be one of their favourites,
and macaroons. But alas, inevitably one night they were discovered in the act!
The punishment was a dose of castor oil all round, their "goodies" confiscated
and served up to them for breakfast - cream puffs and all! This took the gilt
off the gingerbread, so to speak. Harsh treatment, no doubt, but very effective
in more ways than one!
In those days there were no tuck-shops in which to spend one's small weekly
allowance. Maybe this together with the climate contributed to our good
health. At recess time, there were many games we played and enjoyed - skipping, rounders, and various other ball-games, hop-scotch, hand-clapping games
played to rhymes, and yoyos and diabolo, to mention but a few. (With regard
to diabolo, none of my friends of later years had heard of it, and the word did
not appear in the two dictionaries I owned. However, a more comprehensive
dictionary in the local library defines it as "game in which a two-headed top is
spun, tOssed, and caught on a string attached to two sticks, held one in each
hand. ")
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There were tennis courts at the school and we were allotted our times and
days on which to play. I always looked forward to these days, and also to the
days when we had dancing lessons. We were taught the square dances - the
Lancers, quadrilles, etc. - as well as minuets, the barn dance, polka, waltz and
so on.
Sadness struck my family towards the end of my schooldays by the death of
my brother Horace. It was very sudden - he died of typhoid fever at the early
age of 25 years. He was an electrical engineer and had a promising career ahead
of him at Broken Hill. He left a widow and baby son named Horace.
Horace went to school in Adelaide and eventually became a bank manager.
He married and with his wife Oelice lived in Adelaide. They had two sons Nicholas and Michael, and a daughter Elizabeth. The boys studied law and
became very successful in their profession in that city.
However, my schooldays were very happy days, and I am proud to have my
achievements on the roll-of-honour boards in the school hall for having passed
the University Junior Public and Senior Public Exams and matriculated in the
latter.
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Chapter Four

Holidays

fter a few years we moved from Domain House to a house called "Kenmure" at 3 Swan Street, North Hobart. We were very close to the tram
which took me to the a.p.o. as previously, and from there, as before, I walked
to school and passed the same people each day on their way to work. It was
strange; if I happened to meet these people elsewhere, I didn't know whether to
smile or not - same faces, different places!
The trams were double-decker ones - painted green, I think, and similar in
style to the London buses of today, with the curving stairway at the back
leading to the top. That was where I liked to travel. The tram ran on a single
track with loops about a mile apart enabling the cars to pass one another, but
sometimes causing a hold-up. There were no motor cars in those days. Horsedrawn cabs known as landaus were the only other means of transport. They
were four-wheeled carriages with a top in two parts so that it could be thrown
back. The driver sat on a high seat in front, and behind him were two double
seats facing each other. Entry was from the side, and luggage was carried beside
the driver, who wielded a whip to speed up the horses when necessary.
These cabs, a thing of the past, now remind me of the holidays when my
mother used to take me to the country to visit her father, who being a widower
then, lived with her married sister on a large mixed farm called "Londavra" at
St Marys on the east coast. I remember he used to meet us with his horse and
trap at the nearest railway station, which was Cullenswood. My aunt had six
children - five girls and a boy, the latter the youngest. The eldest was a little
younger than I. We would enter the property by a gate, then go on up to the
homestead, which was enclosed by a fence. The first time we went we saw the
six heads of my cousins peeping over the fence, awaiting our arrival. Then, in a
flash, they all disappeared. They were shy and so was I. However, afternoon
tea broke the spell and my happy holiday began.
There was much to see, so much to do and so much to hear when the dawn
was breaking - roosters crowing, hens cackling, birds singing, and dogs barking eager to be off the chain in answer to the cows' mooing on their way in to be
milked. (One can understand why the farmers are not enthusiastic over daylight
saving, for their day starts with the dawn.) Then there was the milking to be
watched, and after that the activity in the dairy. Some of the milk had to be
separated, some left as whole milk for the house, and some set aside for cheesemaking, etc. Best of all, some was put in large flat containers and heated, then
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left in the dairy to cool till it was ready to be skimmed, thus providing us with
luscious scalded cream - or, as it is called in England, Devonshire cream.
When these early preliminaries were over, the smell of breakfast cooking
emanated from the kitchen and we soon partook of same. Then, without delay,
the men went off to whatever task the season dictated. If they were not too
busy, they came in for their elevenses, for which frequently toasted cheese was
served - and it certainly was very' 'yummy". If the men were harvesting or
otherwise engaged we girls took their billy tea and eats to them, and they made
up for it at midday when a hot dinner was served.
And so the days would go by in this pleasant "home and land of plenty". My
aunt always provided mother with a wonderful hamper to take back with us. In
this way, my father came in for his share on our return, when he was more than
happy to welcome us home.
My maternal grandfather was Robert Wardlaw. Born in Dunfermline,
Scotland in 1823, he had sailed with his parents for Australia in 1842 in the
Prince of Orange, departing from Leith. They had gone round the north of
Scotland, through Pentland Firth and down the west coast through the Irish
Sea. They had settled in Tasmania near Swansea, on the east coast. At the age
of 24 he had married Elizabeth Bennett, aged 17, and they had had thirteen
children - seven girls and six boys, but two of the latter died. They had settled
on the land and had lived on various properties before finally settling at "Londavra". I thought the names of the properties on which they had lived were
charming - "Glengala",
"St Albans", "Meadston",
"Millbrook"
and
"Rosegarland".
This last was the one my mother spoke of frequently; she
evidently spent a very happy youth there and told me that one of her greatest
joys was to go riding on horseback over the fields with the wind blowing
through her hair.
My grandfather died in 1916. I am glad to have those happy memories of him
from my visits to "Londavra". He was a tall, handsome old gentleman with a
long grey beard, apd a quiet and rather austere manner. I was on my best
behaviour in his presence!
In those days we had three terms a year at school. Holidays came at
Christmas time, Easter and Michaelmas. The longest break was at Christmas,
and the other two were of about three weeks' duration each. I spent some of my
holidays visiting my father's sisters, Aunty Jessie and Aunty Grace, in
Launceston. They were spinsters and I was very fond of them. When I first
began my visits there, my grandmother had been alive. She had beautiful hair
and I can remember my aunt brushing it with long strokes - probably a hundred times, as was said should be done in those days. It was beautiful auburn
hair. I inherited the same shade of hair and Aunty Grace used to say that, had
my grandfather still been alive, I would have been his favourite granddaughter
on account of this. Sad for me - but just as well, perhaps, for it wouldn't have
increased my popularity with my cousins!
My dear aunts did everything possible to give me the happiest of holidays.
Aunty Jessie used to make me a sponge-cake for which she was renowned. It
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had eight eggs in it! (It sounds like one of Mrs. Beeton's recipes. Mrs Beeton's
cookery book was to be found in most homes in the early days, but I think it
has largely disappeared now, with the exception of those homes in which cordon bleu cookery is indulged in.) The cake was crusty on the outside and
spongy in the centre. A slice of this with a glass of milk was certainly a favourite
of mine. Aunty Grace would make me banana custard, which she knew I enjoyed. In the food line I think I was easy to please, as I enjoyed everything.
The only outing I remember was a walk up the Gorge - a deep ravine
through which the waters from the high levels cascaded down over the rocky
slopes in a spectacular manner. A pathway was cut out of the rock on one side,
and on the edge of this there was an iron railing for safety. Further in there were
seats every so often where one could rest and enjoy at leisure the unique sight of
the angry waters in a mass of foam and spray in their hurried rush and frenzy to
get to the sea - under the bridge at the entrance to the Gorge, then on into the
Tamar River and eventually into Bass Strait.
I remember this outing because there were chocolate-machines at the entrance to the Gorge, next to a turnstile where you had to pay to go in, the fee
presumably helping with the upkeep of the paths and walks. I'm sure they must
have been the first chocolate-machines in Tasmania. You had to put a coin into
the machine - probably a penny, which had real purchasing powers then. This
allowed you to pull open a little drawer which contained a small slab of
chocolate.
I am mentioning all this to show how at that time we appreciated the small
and simple things of life. If one had a penny to spend it took quite a long time
to make up one's mind what to spend it on when looking at all that was displayed in a box under the glass top of the counter. If there were several of us
together we probably each decided on something different and shared the
goodies. Later on at school I had an essay to write on the topic "Which is the
more enjoyable - anticipation or realization?" It took a lot of thought and
weighing of the pros and cons, and I have forgotten which I favoured at that
time. However, as far as the chocolate was concerned, I think the realization
won!
At that time my aunts were still living in the old family home called "Moss
Side", in High Street on Windmill High. They were such lovely names and such
happy ones in my memory. My Uncle Frank was then alive and living there. He
was a bachelor, and photography was his hobby. For relaxation he sat in the
comfy smoking-room, probably with his smoking-cap on! This little room was
situated at the end of a long verandah at the back of the house. Next to it was
his darkroom, where he developed and printed his photos. Another bachelor,
Charles Nickalls - an old friend of the family - also lived here and was called
Uncle Charles by the grandchildren. Another inmate was Nellie Bayly, a young
relative of the Birchall family. She had lived there as long as I could remember,
and helped my aunts run the house. So, strangely, the household consisted of
two bachelors and three spinsters all living happily together, the other members
of the large family of thirteen children having either married or died. Uncle
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Charles was a tease. For instance, he told me that dog was spelt "dorg". It's
funny that one remembers little things like that.
"Moss Side" was built on a large corner block. On one side was a full-sized
croquet lawn, so the rooms along that side of the house had a very pleasant
outlook. Round the croquet lawn and extending to the side entrance was a tall
fence, which ensured privacy. There was a small garden on either side of the
front path leading up to the house, which had a small verandah over which
climbed a magnificent highly perfumed jasmine creeper. I can never forget the
scent of it. (I have since tried to grow one like it but have never succeeded. I am
still persevering, and have three in my garden. Perhaps I'll succeed with one of
these. Mother used to say, "Nothing is ever the same again twice - never so
nasty, never so nice." I have found this to be very true.) On the verandah itself
was a large swinging chair made of iron and covered with canvas for the seat. I
wonder where it is now. It was very strong so I hope it found a nice home and
did not end up on the scrap heap!
A little drawing-room and the front bedroom looked out onto the verandah.
The dining-room was the largest room in the house and contained a long
dining-table to accommodate the large family. I loved to play in this room,
where in a dear little footstool with a hinged lid were to be found many
treasures to interest the grandchildren.
(When I later had grandchildren of my own, I kept a little suitcase under my
bed and whenever they came to visit me they said, "Nanna, may I play with
your toys?" I felt one of my saddest moments was when the youngest grandson
did this for the last time. He asked the same question and out came the case,
but a very short time afterwards the case was put away - never to be asked for
again. Sadly he had outgrown it. I have the case now, and other children coming to see me have played with the contents. Thinking it over, I may put it away
in a safe place to keep for my great grandchildren in the hope they may get
some pleasure from something their daddy used to play with.)
I would love to have inherited the little footstool with which I played. I often
wonder who the lucky person is who owns it now. I hope it is owned by one of
our family.
The side entrance to "Moss Side" opened off Arthur Street, with a small
gate and a double gate. Perhaps there had been stables there at one time, but as
I remember the layout at the back there were a number of rooms detached from
the house. These perhaps had been living quarters for the servants and were
later used first as a sewing-room for repairing the linen, then as a laundry with a
large mangle and a large table for ironing. To cap it all, there was a large WC in
which were three seats of different sizes - small, medium and large - and a
footstool, so that whoever entered there was accommodated. (This reminded
me of Goldilocks and the three bears!) There were no rolls of toilet paper, of
course - newspaper cut in squares and hung on the wall by a piece of string
through one corner served the purpose. I wonder how many people today can
remember this!
On the other side of Arthur Street was Windmill Hill, a large green area in31

terspersed with paths and seats. On the other side of the green were three or
four little shops to cater for the needs of the nearby residents. I frequently ran
messages for my aunts to the corner shop, which sold everything one could
think of - groceries, fruit and vegies, dairy products, sweets, etc., and at the
end of the month, when the bill was paid, the reward was a little bag of sweets.
When the old family home was sold, my aunts Jessie and Grace moved to a
small house very close to this shop. So when I stayed with them, I frequently
shopped for them again at the old familiar spot.
I last visited Tasmania at the beginning of 1980, when I spent a few weeks
with my cousin, Miss Ida Birchall, M.B.E., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), F.R.C.O.G.,
who, I think, was the first lady doctor with those qualifications to practise in
Tasmania. She was very highly thought of. She lived not far from the old family home, on top of a hill, with an extensive view of the surrounding areas and
mountains. The lights at night were fascinating to watch, especially the evermoving headlights of the cars. There was no need to pull down the blinds in
such a high position. And in the mornings there was no rude awakening. The
singing of the birds in the trees and in the lovely gardens we overlooked and the
sun shining brightly through the windows when the clouds or early morning
mist had dispersed, was a happy way in which to greet the dawn.
My cousin's house was only about half a mile to the little corner shop, which
looked just the same as in the old days. It gave me so much pleasure in revisiting
it for old times' sake. The faces had changed, of course, but the atmosphere
was still the same - happy faces behind the counter and people so anxious to
serve one's needs, especially with the freshest of fruit and vegies displayed in
the small window. The lady of the shop was interested to hear of my visits of
long ago. I felt very special when she came to the door to see me safely down the
steps with a wave of her hand and her cheery voice saying, "Goodbye, and be
careful crossing the road". I was! No large supermarkets in this peaceful spot
- only the noise of the traffic on the busy road.
How sad it is today when these friendly little corner shops are forced to close.
My wish is that this little one will be spared to remain there for many years to
come. I will not be there to see its demise, so I will always be able to think of it
as it is at the present time. My travelling days are over now and I am at present
living my life and travels in retrospect. I am so fortunate that my memory is still
clear and that I have had so many happy times to look back on. It is wise, I
think, to try and put the sad times in the background and count one's blessings.
I also spent some holidays at Westbury in the midlands with Aunt Sarah, an
elder sister of my mother's. I was very fond of her and she spoilt me. I wonder
though, if it is really spoiling or is it kindness being fond of the child concerned
- especially if such treatment is appreciated and leaves such happy memories
in its wake. (There was only one of my aunts I did not like. She thought my
mother spoilt me. I overheard her say to my mother, "If she was my child I
would smack her bottom". How fortunate I was that this was not the case! She
was a widow who had had a sad life and was, I think, a sick woman. I heard this
later, so I must forgive her.)
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I learnt much from Aunt Sarah. She was
an excellent needlewoman. She subscribed
to a Parisian journal of embroidery, which
came out monthly, each copy containing a
piece of stamped linen plus the threads and
directions ready for working. She also
loved gardening. Her two daughters, who
were older than I, had left school and did
all the housework and cooking, etc., leaving my aunt free to follow her own devices
and desires. I followed her round like a little puppy dog. The garden was a dream,
containing everything one could think of or
wish for in the way of fruit, vegies, sweetsmelling flowers, beehives, etc. What a luxury of goodies for the bees to revel in!
After breakfast my aunt and I went into the
garden till morning tea time. I helped her to
On holiday at Westbury, Tasmania
pick the sweet peas and any other flowers
that were wanted, and to gather raspberries, loganberries or other fruits. The
cherries were superb and so large and juicy - black hearts, white hearts, kentish cherry and biggareau. (I have just looked in myoid Brunnings Gardening
book and was so delighted to find the spelling of the last-named variety.)
On a couple of occasions I helped to take a hive of bees that had swarmed on
a tree. I was stung only once. A bee flew in my hair, and as I tried to extricate it,
it objected and immediately stung me on the scalp.
There was one sad never-to-be-forgotten
occasion for me when an elder
cousin came to stay with us for a few days. Of course, he was a great tease, as
most boys are. In the garden one day, he had a catapult and was aiming and firing at various objects when he saw a little bird sitting on the branch of a tree.
"See that bird?" he said, "I'll kill it". He took aim and fired and the bird fell
to the ground. I picked it up, cuddled its limp, warm body, trying to bring it
back to life, wrapped it in some soft cloth and put it at the side of the warm
stove, but all to no avail. It had to be buried in the garden. I hated my cousin
for many days after that. Perhaps no one was more surprised than he was at the
accuracy of his aim. It was my first meeting with death.
A few years later, when the little "white eyes" were attacking the cherries,
my uncle used to shoot them with a little pea-rifle. He taught me to use it and I
became quite a good shot in the cause of protecting our luscious cherries. My
attitude had changed as I grew older.
After our 11 a.m. "cuppa", my aunt and I would go to the sitting-room, and
for relaxation she played patience with small packs of cards specially made for
that purpose. On one occasion she taught me the rudiments of the game. I was
interested, and found it a good way to fill in a spare moment. (The trouble with
me now is that I don't have any spare moments. Perhaps I'm lucky in that
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respect. The folks I feel sorry for are those who are lonely, who have no interest
or hobbies, and for whom time hangs heavily on their hands.)
After this little period of relaxation out would come the needlework. She
supplied me with pieces of linen, a needle and thread and under her guidance I
learned to embroider. I'm sure no one could have had a better teacher or a
more patient one. My love of sewing, needlework and embroidery dates from
that time.
There was a phonograph in the dining-room and it was often played. I was
most intrigued with it, for I had not seen one until then. Probably the first of its
kind, it consisted of a revolving cylinder, and the sound it produced came out
of a large horn on which was painted a dog, and the inscription' 'His Master's
Voice". The announcement "This is an Edison record" preceded the music.
As I advanced into my teens, tennis, dances and picnics down under the
willows by the river were very happy times. I was sad when my holidays were
over.
While I was on another holiday at Westbury, my cousin married. I found it a
very happy time, with all the preparations and excitement. The day before the
wedding, I picked lots of violets and put them in water ready for the important
occasion; but it was winter, and a very cold snap that night found the lovely,
sweet-smelling violets all frozen in their vases and containers the following
morning.
The wedding took place in the beautiful Anglican Church of St. Andrews in
Westbury. "Craigellachie", the house where my aunt and her family lived, was
next to the church and overlooked the village green, which was typically English
in every respect - quite large, and dotted about with oak trees round which
seats were built. On the opposite side of the green were houses and attractive little cottages. On certain days and public holidays it was a hive of activity, with
races for the children, maypoles, bands playing, etc.
The church is renowned for its exquisite carvings, especially on the pulpit.
The carvings were the work of Mrs Ellen Nora Payne, the granddaughter of the
Hon. Thomas William Field of "Westfield", a very well known family in
Westbury. The pulpit, which stands about eight feet high, is octagonal in shape,
and is carved richly and intricately from top to bottom. It was assembled in the
church. It was dedicated on 4th May by the Venerable Archdeacon Whitington
of Hobart, on a cold winter's evening in 1905. This pulpit remained the most
strikingly beautiful piece of furniture in the church until it was joined many
years later by the exquisite "Seven Sisters" chancel screen.
Mrs Payne's magnificent carvings are to be seen throughout Tasmania, in the
University, schools, halls, etc., and in many of the homes of relatives and
friends.
When I visited Westbury a few years ago, it was a gala occasion and there
was much activity on the green. I really felt the sun was shining its very brightest
for my benefit. I was lucky enough to meet the local clergyman and asked him
if he knew the owners of "Craigellachie". He did, and forthwith found them
among the crowd and introduced me to them. When I told them I had spent
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many happy holidays in the house in which they now lived, they very kindly
asked me if I would like to look over it again. They were very proud of it, having carried out extensive alterations and renovations. I also went up the little
stairway to the attic rooms in one of which I slept. It was a delightful experience. They asked me many questions which I was able to answer for them.
One thing was very interesting - when they removed one of the mantlepieces
they found several postcards that had slipped down behind it, and they produced them for me to see. They were sent to my cousins, so I was able to furnish a
little bit of old history for them. Coincidences such as this make life so interesting!
I spent a number of happy weekends with a well-known family named Hart,
who lived in a large two storeyed house situated between Westbury and Exton,
a nearby village. The house was called either Exton House or Exton Hall. They
had children of about my age, and I imagine money was no object. When the
weather was fine we were taken for drives along the country lanes in a carriage
drawn by two horses, similar to the old cabs used in Launceston before the
trams began running. The coachman sat on a high seat in front, his whip standing upright in a special holder, readily accessible to his right hand. I guess he
was so taken up with his thoughts, with controlling the horses and concentrating on where he was going that he didn't notice what we were doing. The
cab was hooded and fitted with a pair of seats facing each other, so that it held
four passengers. There were steps at the back by which to get up and down. I
guess it was a trifle boring for us just sitting looking at one another or talking,
so the son of the family, who was the eldest, soon found other entertainment.
When the cab slowed down going up-hill, he showed us how to step off the cab,
run along behind, then mount the steps again. We evidently became proficient
at this, for I don't remember any falls or dire consequences. I was the novice,

and it is a wonder I didn't fall from grace

~

or from the cab -

and do

something silly. However, like Jack, I was very nimble in those days.
If the weather was wet, making picnics, walks and explorations out of the
question, there was plenty to amuse us indoors. Playing cards was popular with
the young in those days; we played euchre, five hundred, beggar my neighbour,
snap, etc., as well as more juvenile games.
After my cousin was married, she and her husband, Harry Room, lived on a
property near Exton. Harry was very charming and with everything to look forward to, they were extremely happy. A darling baby girl, Betty, was born to
them, which increased their happiness.. They had ideas of moving to Victoria,
so after a few years Harry went there to inspect some properties which had
come on the market. But tragedy struck; he contracted pneumonia and died.
The little daughter grew up to be a lovely woman in every way and supported
her mother. Betty eventually made a happy marriage, but her husband enlisted
during the Second World War, and was taken prisoner. Fortunately, he returned safely when the war ended. They had a son who ultimately studied medicine
and is now a doctor doing well, I understand, in Melbourne. He is the sole survivor of that little family, for his father died a few years after the war ended.
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Thus his mother and grandmother came to live together again. Betty died suddenly, however, and my cousin was left alone. She died three years ago, in a
geriatric hospital near where they had lived and surrounded by many of her
daughter's friends. It is a sad story about a happy little family with so much to
look forward to. But fate stepped in and lives were changed; nevertheless, along
the way there ensued bravery of the greatest magnitude and the acceptance of
God's will.
The last time I stayed with Aunt Sarah the family had become a small one.
My uncle had died, leaving only my aunt and her elder daughter. I could sense
there was something worrying my aunt, although she said nothing of it to me.
We went for walks together at certain times, and gradually, putting two and
two together, I realized that her daughter had become very friendly with a man
of whom my aunt disapproved and was having a clandestine affair. Fortunately, it came to nothing, and was never alluded to, for which I was thankful.
Perhaps through being an only child and maybe keeping certain things to
myself, I have developed certain powers of perception and intuition from an
early age. My mother always gave me very good advice, of which I took notice,
and this has served me in very good stead. One learns so much during a long life
such as I have experienced, and there is so much that we can learn only through
our own experiences. How sad it is we can't pass on much to the next generation - and the generation gap is forever widening! I am thankful to have
grandsons to help me accept so many of the changes that have occurred during
two generations. Some of the changes are for the better, but as far as some of
them are concerned, I prefer the "good old days". One can't put back the
clock, and in some ways as time goes on it takes a tremendous lot of adjusting
to keep up with what is so often referred to today as "this day and age"
A most significant event occurred when Miss Clarke, the elocution teacher I
referred to earlier, asked my parents if they would allow me to go with her to
spend a long week-end with her married sister, who lived at Lindisfarne and
who had a son about my age. My parents fortunately agreed. This kindness led
to the opening up of a new way of life for me that brought great happiness and
lasting friendships. Miss Clarke's sister, Mrs Harcourt, and her son Alec, knew
all the young people of Lindisfarne. They were a wonderfully happy crowd,
and I was accepted into their way of life.
In those days Lindisfarne was a small settlement situated in a small bay
across the River Derwent and was accessible only by a ferry trip of about 20-25
minutes. Behind Lindisfarne was Natone Hill, where there were lovely walks,
picnic spots and glorious wildflowers.
There were many permanent residents living there, as well as houses owned
by city folk who took their families over there for the holidays. To start with I
spent occasional week-ends there with Miss Clarke, and eventually entire
holidays with a family named Brammall, in which there were four daughters
and one son (the youngest). The two eldest daughters, Mollie and Joan, were a
little older than I. These became my dearest lifelong friends. I spent most of my
holidays with them at Lindisfarne, and when there were parties in Hobart they
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stayed with me. It was through them that I met my future husband, whose
parents had a holiday house at Lindisfarne.
Mrs Brammall was the sweetest woman I ever met and was another great influence in my life. Naturally there were many parties during the holidays. Mrs
Brammall always played the piano for the dances that were held in their home.
She was a gifted pianist and also played by ear.
It was the happiest home in which I ever stayed, and she loved young people.
Thus my circle of friends was well established early in my school years, both
in Hobart and Lindisfarne.
Lindisfarne was a haven of delight for youth, for there was so much to do in
so many ways. There were two jetties, known as the top jetty and the bottom
jetty, where the boats took on and disgorged their passengers. The service was a
frequent one in the busy periods, for it was the only means of transport to
Hobart for children going to school and for residents going to work. Living so
close to the water the children swam like fish and used the jetties as diving platforms. The boys built their canoes, paddled round the bay and ventured further
out into the Derwent. On one occasion at least, as the ferry was approaching,
some boys pretended they were in difficulties, and the ferry went to their
assistance only to find it was all a hoax. The O'May brothers, who ran the
ferry, vowed they would never go to the help of those" - - - - -" again. Motto:
Never play wolf more than once. Nevertheless, life went on happily with never a
care in the world.
The culprits were Ray and his elder brothers Val and Laurie Brownell.
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Chapter Five

Happy Days

y schooldays finally came to an end. What joy when the results of my
final exams came out and I found that I had matriculated, thus enabling
me to go the University for further study if I so desired. I wished very much to
do this.
My headmistress asked me if I would accept a position at the school to teach
the junior girls whose parents wished them to learn the piano. I was torn between going to the University and accepting this offer. I knew my father was not
receiving a big salary, and although I can't really remember, I think I must have
discussed the situation with my parents. The outcome was that I accepted the
teaching post.
I was very fond of playing the piano and had been learning since moving to
Swan Street. My tutor, Mr Bradshaw Major, who was considered the best
teacher in Hobart, came to my home to give me lessons. I studied, sat for and
passed all the Royal Academy of Music exams, taking one at the end of each
year. When each exam was over I remember saying, "I'm never going to sit for
another exam"; but after the holidays were over and the strain and trauma
forgotten, my ambition and enthusiasm would return, and on I went. Mr Major
was very, very thoughtful and kind and understood my temperament and love
of music. Often, at the end of my lesson he would sit at the piano and play such
lovely things to me to increase my knowledge of the composers and the different
types of music. He also had a great sense of humour, which I appreciated,
knowing that all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. On one occasion,
when he was walking over to the piano to start my lesson, he tripped and fell.
Fortunately, he didn't hurt himself and he quickly got up. We were both convulsed with laughter. He then "carefully" walked to the piano, steadying
himself on everything he came in contact with, then quietly sat down at the
piano and played till I had regained my composure!
He lived at Lindisfarne and was in a hurry each morning to catch the ferry.
He used to say he ate his egg while running down the garden path and left the
egg cup on top of the gate post!! He fostered my love of music, and this played
a very large part in my life - especially during the war years. I feel I owe him
much.
The two years following my school days - 1913 and 1914 - were exceptionally happy and memorable for tennis, picnics, house-parties, and walks up
the mountains and hills. Each year, on a holiday in June, when there was snow
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on Mt Wellington, we climbed or drove up the mountain in a charabanc. It
depended on how much snow there was as to whether we reached the pinnacle
or stopped at the Fern Tree, or went further on to the Springs, which was about
a mile below the summit. At that time there was a very good hotel at the
Springs, where naturally there was an abundance of fresh air to take in. Unfortunately the hotel was later burnt down and never rebuilt - a great loss! A walk
of about a mile up the Fern Tree Bower was a delight with water gurgling down
from the Springs. (About twenty years ago in the early 1960s a large bushfire
swept through this portion of the mountain as well as other parts of southern
Tasmania, causing great damage, burning homes to the ground and causing
loss of life. In the mid 1970s when in Hobart on a holiday I was taken up to the
Fern Tree and Bower and surrounding parts and was amazed and delighted to
see how the ferns and vegetation had grown again since then.)
In those days, in the hey-day of our youth when all was merry and bright, we
were experiencing the best years of our lives, unconscious of what lay ahead which was just as well as it would certainly have dampened our ardour. We
were all very good friends, and our great sense of humour enabled us to get the
greatest enjoyment from simple pleasures. Thus our teenage years overflowed
with happiness - our boy-and-girl affairs, dances galore, to which the girls
took a "plate" for supper and at which the only drinks were soft - no alcohol
on the menu then. Nor did we have cars - if the trams stopped we walked
home - and it all added to the fun.
There were camping parties at Eaglehawk Neck, where friends had lent us a
hut on the side of a hill not far from the sea. We performed our ablutions in a
little sheltered creek where the fresh water gurgled over the small rocks on its
way down the hill, conveniently making little bathing-pools on its way. At
night, after a day full of fun and activity during which we bathed, walked, and
explored the vicinity, and had a picnic meal, we relaxed round the camp-fire
singing all the songs that were then our favourites. One of the lads had a small
portable gramophone, and we thought this was wonderful. It certainly added to
our enjoyment. Of course, we had a chaperone, but she was a great "sport"
and gave us plenty of latitude. As far as I can remember, she had a companion
to keep her company.
There was always some bit of excitement cropping up, as for instance when
one boy lost his dentures while swimming. Fortunately, after much searching,
they were found.
Snakes abounded in the area, but we kept our eyes open for them, and the
boys generally led the way through the bush with a stick at the ready. Perhaps,
with all the noise we made, the snakes were more frightened than we were, and
slithered away into their "hidey-holes".
In short, we got a great deal of simple enjoyment out of life, all in together in
a perfectly natural and innocent way. Boy and girl relationships developed and
we had our special attachments, some remaining permanent and some eventually ending in marriages that, based on such a firm foundation, turned out to be
very happy.
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Before the First World War, the two R.J.B.s

In the few years before the outbreak of the First World War, my happiness
knew no bounds. My boy-friend's mother was a darling and was so tactful and
understanding towards us. Every now and then she would phone me and ask if I
would like to go for a drive in the little car they had recently acquired which
Ray, my boy-friend, very quickly learned to drive. We always went to Brown's
River, as it was then known. (It is now Kingston, and is well known for its golf
course.) We used to park down by the beach, and Ray's mother would say,
"Y ou two go for a walk along the beach. I prefer to stay in the car!!" The
water was full of phosphorus and sparkled in the moonlight when disturbed.
We frequently took our shoes off and paddled in the water whenever this
phenomenon was more in evidence.
Ray's two elder brothers were away. Val- eldest of the family of three boys
and two girls - was in Melbourne at the University studying to be a doctor,
and Laurie was at Dookie Agricultural College on the mainland. He was
preparing to go on the land in Tasmania. Christmas holidays were fantastic
when they both brought friends home to stay. Their lovely home, "Carolside",
used to overflow with young people. Dances were held there and just prior to
Christmas a large tree in the garden was hung with Christmas decorations and
gifts for the large annual party that took place. Of course, there were plenty of
willing hands to help with the preparations, for altogether, with house guests,
relatives and so many young friends of the family, there must have been more
than 100. On one holiday Val brought home with him two brothers named
Mackie, who were studying medicine with him at Uni. They were charming
young men. Shortly afterwards we heard that their parents had died in the
tragic Titanic disaster.
At this stage Ray was studying accountancy in Hobart with the firm of Wise
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and Inglis, and I had started teaching the piano at school. We met almost every
day - he would suddenly appear beside me when I was walking up Macquarie
Street and would accompany me for as long as time would permit him to do so.
Most of my girl friends were a little older than I. They "came out" (made
their debut) at a ball, but unfortunately I just missed out. Had we known what
disruption in our lives was to follow I'm sure I would have been there!
Under the Defence Scheme in Australia established in 1911, boys from the
age of 12 were compulsorily trained as cadets at school, and at 18 they had to
undergo service training in units of the Commonwealth Forces for a further
seven years. The training covered a short annual camp, and some night and
Saturday afternoon parades. Ray was in the second year of his militia training
in the artillery at the outbreak of war. When war was declared on 4 August 1914
volunteers for overseas military service were called for and the response was terrific. Owing to this previous training the volunteers were quickly established at
the AIF Camp at Pontville near Brighton, about 15 miles or more from Hobart
and intense training immediately began in earnest. During this time the newly
formed 9th Battery was formed and built up to war strength. From this time onwards Ray kept a diary all through the war. These diaries became valuable and,
as they were authentic, he was able to base an account of them in his wartime
experiences autobiography From Khaki to Blue. The book was posthumously
published in 1978.
An open day at the camp was held occasionally and friends and relatives were
invited by the troops to go out there. We went to Brighton by train. Home leave
was also granted every now and then, and we made the most of these precious
visits.
In a few weeks all the organization was completed and the time for departure
had arrived. On 19 October 1914 our Tasmanian soldiers departed from Pontville Camp, which had been their home for those weeks of training. At 9.45
a.m., they marched right through Hobart to Ocean Pier. The unusual sight of
horse-teams and guns excited quite a lot of interest among the cheering crowds
lining the city streets. All normal traffic had stopped, flags were flying on all
city buildings, and a most enthusiastic send-off was given from the thousands
who had vacated their offices and shops and swarmed onto the streets, most of
them waving small Union Jacks and Australian flags. The route march came to
a halt on the pier and the gunners assisted the drivers to load the horses into the
transport Katuna. Then the guns and some of the equipment were loaded into
the troopship Geelong. The troops then went aboard for their first meal. The
Katuna left the wharf at 8.15 a.m. the following morning - 20 October. The
Geelong did not leave until the afternoon.
I can never understand why this compulsory military training is not in force
at the present time, seeing that it was so successful prior to the First World War
in keeping the men and boys fit and preparing them for what lay ahead, so that
the first AIF was able to leave our shores at only two and a half months' notice!
There was a similar scheme to this in force many years ago, and many schools
were involved. The cadets had their parade once a week and, I think, spent one
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week a year under canvas in camp. At the end of the year a passing-out parade
was held and parents, relatives and friends of the cadets were invited. It was a
most interesting display of drill, marching and competitive events and so worthwhile. I haven't the dates of the inauguration nor when it was disbanded, but I
know most people thought it a sad occasion when it was disbanded.
How much better it would be now if the youth of today had had this training
and was still receiving it - with its discipline, occupation and all the good that
must be derived from it. Surely it would benefit their manhood. Perhaps for
those on the dole it might help them to obtain jobs, influence others for the better and make of them good citizens.
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Chapter Six

Sad Days

T

he ten years that followed I would like to rub off the slate. But it is part of
me and my life and I feel I must recount it.
How can one reveal one's innermost feelings? I don't believe it can be done;
there must be a little "hidey hole" inside which only "I" may reach and
unlock.
For the last few days my writing has come to a halt for the want of words to
express my feelings against wars, and the transition from peace to war. In the
words of Cowper, "War's a game, which were their subjects wise, Kings would
not play it".
It is said, "Men must work and women must weep". But we were not "men
and women"; we were lads and lasses in our teens, in the flush of youth, and
looking forward. The war was indeed a rude awakening. Our dreams were shattered. From then on we lived from day to day, not knowing what news the next
day would bring forth. Of course, we were extremely proud of our wonderful
friends and sweethearts who had responded so readily to the call to arms to defend their country and loved ones. But why, why are wars necessary? To begin
with, boys will be boys the whole world over, and it is natural for them to get up
to mischief, have their fights and experiments, let off steam, court danger and
so on, but then they grow up and become men. The world is in the hands of
those who rise to high estate, be they kings, presidents, heads of nations, chiefs
of the services, or heads of religious denominations or politicians. Great
responsibilities are theirs and uneasy lies the head that wears the crown. Decisions are made, some with world-wide devastating results.
20 October dawned - a never-to-be-forgotten day and date. The Geelong's
time of departure was to be 3 p.m. We went down to the pier in the morning to
where access to the ship was fenced off, and we waited there till the boys were
finally permitted ashore for an hour or so to mingle with their friends and
relatives and make their farewells. At last the dreaded order to board the ship
came. Our final good byes were said, with everyone putting on as brave a face as
possible, and we saw them off with a wave of the hand and a smile, for that is
how we wanted them to remember us. What could one say except, "Take care
of yourselves and come back safely". But their lives from then onwards were
not in their own hands; it was their duty to obey the orders of their superior officers and to carry out these commands to the best of their ability.
When all the troops were on board, the barriers were removed, and we rush44

ed to the side of the ship to get the best possible vantage point. Eventually the
gangways were taken down and the mooring-ropes removed, and the ship
started to slide away from the wharf. The gap slowly widened, separating us
more and more until the moment came when they were "full steam ahead". We
watched silently for some time with aching hearts and misty eyes. Little did we
know the length of time it would be before we saw them again. We then wended
our way homewards. It was a relief when the day was over and we got to bed at
last - not to sleep but to give blessed release to the feelings that we had been
suppressing all day. I cried myself to sleep for many nights and prayed for the
safety of all those dear ones from whom we had been parted. They were now in
God's hands.
For the time being, we girls felt the bottom had fallen out of our happy little
world - but, more or less individually, we had to adjust ourselves to a new way
of life. Fortunately, I had my teaching to occupy much of my time. The number
of my pupils continued to increase at school and also at home when I was asked
to give private lessons. I continued having lessons myself from Mr Major, for I
was very keen to take my final exam to obtain my letters from the Royal
Academy of Music so that if circumstances permitted I would be qualified to go
to the Conservatorium of Music in Sydney to become a qualified accompanist.
I was too nervous for "solo" work, although I did a little during the war years.
However, this ambition was never realized. My teacher enlisted and went to the
war, my lessons from him ended, and my final exam for my "letters" didn't
eventuate. The final achievement I attained was to be the accompanist for the
performance of The Messiah with full orchestra, conducted by Mr Bradshaw
Major in the Town Hall in Hobart. I enjoyed this and the rehearsals that preceded the performance. J felt to have been asked by my beloved teacher to do
this was indeed an honour in more ways than one. Thus my happy association
with him came to an end.
Mother and I walked to church on Sunday mornings. I aon't think the trams were
running at that hour
maybe we trammed
home. However, the walk warmed us up.
In the evening she usually went to church
again, for she was in the choir. I went with
my father to have the evening meal with his
sister and her family of two boys and a girl.
My uncle had a fox terrier, which he had
taught many tricks, and he took great delight in showing us all the new ones learnt.
Bobs, the elder boy, was slightly younger
than I - then Dick came next, then Mary.
The boys were great scout enthusiasts and
great walkers. Aunty Dora excelled in
cooking us a most enjoyable meal. She was
a very amusing woman and always saw the
C/elerdog

-
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funny side of things. One thing she said which I had every reason never to
forget; it was, "Always be nice to little boys as you never know what they will
turn into". I taught the piano to a young boy who came to my home for his
lessons. He was very musical and it gave me great pleasure teaching him. In
later life he was knighted for his work and eventually became the Governor of
Tasmania and I think still holds that office. He is Sir Stanley Burbury. On a
visit to Hobart some years ago I was invited to Government House to an official function. It gave me pleasure to renew my acquaintance with him. He was
very charming, and I think he enjoyed our moments of "looking back" as
much as I did.
We did all we could towards the war effort. Our knitting needles were always
clicking during any spare moments we had; we knitted mainly socks and
Balaclava helmets, which were welcome at Gallipoli and France during the
winter. We made fruit cakes to send for birthdays and Christmas and times in
between, and innumerable parcels containing luxuries and items that were requested. There were many concerts arranged to raise money, as well as other
functions, the proceeds going to the cause where it was most needed.
We girls all attended the St. John Ambulance Association's lectures on first
aid to the injured and on home nursing and hygiene. We sat for the exams,
passed and became V.A.D.s. I still have my medal, which I value, and which I
keep among my treasures in my china cabinet. When the wounded soldiers
started to come home we took our turns at the Repatriation Hospital in Hobart.
Most of my friends did full-time nursing there. I envied them, for I should very
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V.A.D.s
much have liked to have done this also, but owing to my teaching commitments, I was only able to do duty part time during the term.
Every day we looked for letters from our loved ones, but when they arrived
they were all highly censored. When the men were in the firing-line, all we
received were cards which were printed with these sentences:Nothing is to be written on this side except the
date and signature of the sender. Sentences not
required may be erased.
If anything else is added the postcard will be
destroyed.
I am quite well.
I have been admitted into hospital
(sick)
and am going on well
(wounded) and hope to be discharged soon.
I am being sent down to the base.
(letter dated
I have received your (telegram dated
(parcel dated
Letters follow at first opportunity.
(lately
I have received no letter from you (for a long time
Signature)
Only
)
R.J.B. 1915

Date

I still have these cards and letters in the pretty but very shabby blue box
(originally containing notepaper) in which I always kept them. It is tied up with
blue ribbon. I have never been able to bring myself to destroy them. Perhaps
when I have finished writing about my life I may do so, or request they go with
me on my final journey when I look forward to being re-united with my "better
half" .
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I will not dwell on the war years. The boys we knew who were not eligible to
go in the first contingent enlisted as soon as possible and off they went. Val
soon qualified as a doctor and joined the medical corps. He was married before
his departure. Laurie finished his course at Dookie Agricultural College, and
the property that his father had acquired for him was waiting for him to take
up. However, he enlisted to go to the war, did his training, got his commission
in the infantry and off he went. He was killed in France. He was one of the
most handsome young men I have ever met, and was so good and thoughtful to
me while doing his training, owing to my association with his younger brother.
He took me out and often contacted me. It was another goodbye to be said - I
was very sad to see him depart.
I went to Lindisfarne every now and then for week-ends, and we all saw as
much of our girl friends as possible, when we compared notes, etc.
And so the time passed, with the precious years of our girlhood disappearing.
We were now young women in our early twenties. Fortunately our spirits never
really flagged; we were all in the same boat, our happy natures popped up, and
we had our pleasures - such as they were! We did all we could for our war effort, but otherwise we could do no more than wait, hope, pray and look forward. Sad and anxious times were still with us - especially when the casualty
lists appeared in the newspapers. There were no radios then. We had long been
accustomed to the rationing and had accepted it as part of our life. We had acquired many ways of making the best use of our rations. Fortunately I did not
take sugar in my drinks of cocoa and tea. My mother gave up sugar and she
made tea essence, which was a great saving of that essential commodity.
We were thankful that we were qualified to help in caring for the wounded as
they returned and were glad to nurse them back to health.
At last the war came to an end and the peace for which we had waited so long
had come. I walked with my father the mile to the centre of the city where
pandemonium reigned, with crowds shouting, singing, dancing and waving
flags, balconies overflowing and crackers and fireworks popping about all over
the place - a never to be forgotten sight. We thanked God that the war was
over at last. What was to happen next?
Ray had a very distinguished career during the war. I was tremendously
proud of him and his bravery. He had written to me regularly all the time he
was away, and I had reciprocated. I looked forward to - and lived for - those
letters. He was awarded the Military Medal for "bravery and devotion to duty
at Pozieres and also consistently fine work on Gallipoli and ever since". This
was the citation given by his commanding officer when advising him of his
award and offering his congratulations.
The day following the award proved to be a turning-point in Ray's military
career. He and a 9th Battery friend from Launceston, Tasmania, read in the
Daily Routine Orders that applications were invited for the Royal Flying Corps
in Britain. They both decided to apply and forthwith forwarded their applications. Only twenty-six were to be picked from the whole of the 1st Division, including infantry, artillery, engineers and all other units. They naturally felt
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their chance of selection was very slim! However, Ray was one of the lucky
ones and was ecstatic over his good fortune, but naturally had to conceal his
effervescence owing to the disappointment of the unsuccessful ones.
So towards the end of 1916 orders came from the R.F.C. for him to report to
Britain in order to join up. Thus followed several months of intense training in
different localities, including Oxford. He graduated in all fields and was
presented with his R.F.C. wings on 19th June, 1917. (This was probably the
proudest moment in his life!).
He was posted for active service in France on 24th August with No. 45
Squadron. After three months of fierce aerial fighting in France, their
squadron was then posted to italy in the November. It was during this period he
was awarded the Military Cross. He said, however, that he appreciated the
Military Medal the most - having won it in the ranks in the field.
Just before Christmas in 1916, he had received the sad news that his father
had died from a stroke. This news was ultimately to alter his entire life in many
ways.
On 1st April, 1918, the name of the R.F.C. had been changed to the Royal
Air Force, and Ray had been offered a permanent position of captain in the
newly-formed R.A.F. He considered this a great honour, as well as a wonderful
opportunity. His future was assured, and he was delighted. However, pressure
was brought to bear by his uncle in Hobart, who was at the time acting as adviser to his mother with regard to his father's estate. His uncle thought it advisable that, owing to his mother's ill health since the sudden death of his
father, Ray should return to Tasmania. Being very fond of his mother, and also
very family minded, he carefully considered the situation, then sadly gave up
the opportunity of the wonderful life of security, promise and happiness that
had opened up in front of him. He adored flying and was a super pilot. Instead
of the happy homecoming and reunion that I had looked forward to - things
had changed - he now felt he had nothing to offer me. He had to pay his own
fare home, for he was no longer in the A.I.F. And he had no money.
On his arrival home, he set about in search of a job as soon as possible. His
father had been a Member of Parliament and in private life, being the eldest
son, he was the Director of the large drapery establishment of Brownell Bros.
(now taken over by Myers), which had originally been founded by his grandfather. Ray naturally went to his uncle first, seeing that his father had been
head of the firm, but received the staggering information that there was no
vacancy for him in the firm. He then visited the firm of accountants to which he
had been apprenticed before, but there was no luck there either unless he
started again at the beginning! Not much reward for fighting for his country!
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OSt of Ray's friends who had returned from the war had jobs to which
they could return. Several were journalists and subsequently excelled in
their special fields; others had parents with sound businesses to which they also
could return. Ray did what he could to help his mother, but his two sisters then
took on the responsibilities and they settled in a smaller home in Sandy Bay.
After trying hard and being unsuccessful in obtaining a suitable job in
Hobart, Ray decided to try his luck in Melbourne. Eventually he was successful
and was given a post as a clerk with the firm of Cameron and Sutherlands. He
had finished his education at Scotch College in Melbourne and during that time
had made many friends there. He also had relatives there as well- an aunt and
uncle of whom he was very fond and who had a family of several daughters and
two sons, (the latter both killed in the war). Ray treated their home as his own
"home from home".
This time, there were no sad partings, no explanations, no goodbyes. He just
went out of my life. My girl friends were the only ones I talked to about it and
the only ones who knew how I felt. One of them suffered a similar fate. But we
both put on a brave face and didn't wear our hearts on our sleeves. Another of
my mother's quotations comes to mind - and it is so true - "None but the
heart knoweth its own sorrow". Being very fond of Ray's mother and sisters, I
saw them frequently. I know they were fond of me, but there was never any
mention of the situation, which would have been embarrassing to them and of
no use to me. Ray had made up his own mind and did what he thought best in
the situation and circumstances. (I subsequently found out he wouldn't ask me
to marry him without having something to offer and without being able to keep
me - something he felt he would be unable to do for some considerable time.
He had strong principles about that. He did not want to tie me down with false
hopes and thought it best that I should make another life for myself for the time
being.)
I thought differently, but I picked up the threads and did my best to make a
new life - and to a certain degree I succeeded.
In 1920 my father died. I was spending the week-end at Lindisfarne with the
Brammalls when my mother phoned to say my father had had a heart attack
and was seriously ill. I went home immediately, and he died a few days after50

wards. This was the first time I had been closely associated with death. I contacted a nurse friend of mine, the daughter of a family living a few doors away
from us.
Fortunately she was at home, and came immediately. After the doctor's verdict, she took charge and did everything that was necessary, and I shall never
forget her kindness and thoughtfulness to us in our sorrow. Alone with my
mother, I bade him a sad farewell, for I had loved him so much. I kissed him on
the forehead and laid a posy of violets beside him. His spirit had departed, and
soon what was left was no longer with us. It is extraordinary that I remember
nothing of what happened afterwards.
The nurse who had done so much to help us was a dear friend. Her young
sister came to me for piano lessons. Her father was a widower and had several
children, he married a widow with children and they in turn had two or three. It
was rumoured he once said, "Your children are fighting with my children and
our children are not getting a look in!" Eventually, my friend became engaged
to a returned soldier who had been on Gallipoli with Ray. We were delighted
for her in her happiness, but alas it was not to last - she died a few months
later.
During holidays to St. Mary's I became very friendly with the son of the
Presbyterian minister in a nearby village. We corresponded and saw one
another during the holidays. (He was studying medicine at the University of
Melbourne.) He became very fond of me and had hopes of a closer association
when he had qualified as a doctor.
Ray was still in Melbourne. He loved his football and had played League
football for Cananore before the war. My father and I used to go and watch the
matches in which he played. He joined a football club in Melbourne and was
selected to play in a team. He also played tennis, went to dances and apparently
enjoyed life. I had news of him from his mother and also from a close friend of
mine in Melbourne, Norah Anderson, who accompanied her mother on frequent holidays to Hobart.
Through Norah I met a charming friend of hers - a man older than I was.
He came to Tasmania on business in connection with his bank in Melbourne,
where he was employed. Norah gave him our address and he contacted us on his
arrival. He was in Hobart for a few weeks. He was very fond of dancing, at
which he excelled. We had a wonderful time together during that period with
dancing and outings. This was like a breath of spring and when I subsequently
visited Melbourne, I came to know his family very well. This was one of several
"flutters" I had that passed the time and were enjoyable interludes.
Following on this a friend in Hobart took me under his wing - and he also
was some years older than I. He was a very good golfer and offered to give me
some lessons, which appealed to me tremendously, especially as I had not
previously had the opportunity to take up golf. So off I went in another direction! He selected a few essential golf clubs for me and each week on my free day
we caught the ferry across the river to the Rosny Golf Club, the only one in
operation then. It was superbly situated at the head of the bay on which the
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suburb of Bellerive was situated - similar to Lindisfarne, but larger and closer
to Hobart. The ferry took about fifteen minutes and deposited us at the Golf
Club jetty. I enjoyed my association with Henry - especially the golf!
Bob, my cousin and "the bird-killer", had returned from the war unscathed,
but sadly his elder brother Alan had lost a leg. Alan was a very fine man and
later became a member of Parliament; and after his retirement Bob followed in
his footsteps. Thinking of Bob, Aunt Dora's advice comes to mind - "Always
be kind to little boys, etc."!
In 1920 Bob obtained a job in Sydney and became engaged to a girl there,
and this led to another pleasant interlude for me, for I was invited to Sydney to
stay with the girl's family in Rose Bay. It was a special occasion - the impending visit of Edward, the Prince of Wales, to Australia. Sydney put on a magnificent gala performance in every way. The city was decorated throughout with
flags, coloured lights, illuminated ferries and fireworks, etc. We went to the
Sydney Cricket Ground early one day, hoping to see a display there in honour
of His Excellency.
The Prince was so handsome and popular and was the idol of the nation. A
tremendous crowd had gathered at the entrance gates. We moved closer and
closer until all of a sudden the gates were closed and a large placard reading
"Ground full- no admittance" was put up. What a disappointment! Panic set
in and people lost shoes, hats, bags, gloves, etc. in the crush. We clung together
to avoid falling or being knocked over. It was a wonder that lives were not lost.
If anyone had fallen they would have been trampled underfoot. In that case,
certainly, "anticipation was better than realization!"
I had a wonderful holiday. My hosts had a car (which in those days was a luxury) and took me for drives everywhere they could think of. Jessica, Bob's
fiancee, had a brother, Lew, so we constituted a foursome when we went out
and had the happiest of times and great fun together. However, Ray was always
in the back of my mind - but in his own little' 'hidey hole", not in mine. Much
as I tried, I couldn't forget him.
Skirts and blouses were much in vogue those days, as well as coats and skirts,
the length of the skirts and dresses being about halfway from knee to ankle, as
far as I can remember. Lipstick was starting to be worn. Roger and Gallet was
the make - but it was more like a lip-salve, coloured a very pretty shade of rose
pink. We treated our nails with a special nail powder or stick and polished them
with a special buffer to make them shine. At school we wore our hair long and
tied it back with a wide piece of moire ribbon to form a large bow.
The Royal Australian Air Force was formed in September, 1921, and those
who wished to join were asked to apply. Ray did so straight away and was
eventually accepted, thus becoming a "foundation member". He had to drop
the senior rank of captain that he held in the R.A.F. and start off as a flying officer on the bottom rung of the ladder and work his way up once more. By 1924
he had been promoted to the rank of flight lieutenant and had been granted a
permanent commission. He was very happy to be flying again.
It was at this stage that I went to Melbourne with my mother to stay with her
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sister, my Aunt Edie, whose husband was a Presbyterian clergyman, and the
Moderater for Victoria at the time.
Dick, my friend who was studying medicine at the University of Melbourne,
was approaching his final exams and invited me to go the the University one
afternoon. I wanted to go as I hadn't been there before, but I was apprehensive
and didn't want to get involved. I naturally had my suspicions and did not
know how to deal with a situation for which I was not ready. So I asked Dick if
he would mind my mother coming with me as she also would love to see the
University. He naturally agreed and we had a "very enjoyable afternoon". I
knew we would be seeing one another again. Thus, I put off till the morrow
what I was not ready to do that day. Little did I know that fate was playing
tricks.
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Chapter Eight

Clouds Lifting

elbourne is a beautiful city. Much thought was given to its layout and
planning, and it is so symmetrical, tidy and harmonious. The meandering of the Yarra River, with its wide, grassy banks and lovely trees separates the
city proper from the suburbs; then when one passes over the bridge and onto
the glorious, wide St. Kilda Road there is the imposing War Memorial, the
gracious Government House in its fine setting, and the Botanical Gardens housing the conservatories that display the most colourful exotic flowers in season.
Paths go in and out and round about, winding their way onwards and eventually ending at the restaurant exactly where one would want to be.
At regular intervals streets branch to the left and go on to the well-known
suburbs of Toorak, Malvern, Kooyong, Glenferrie, Kew, etc. Along St. Kilda
Road one passes the big schools - Merton Hall, Melbourne Grammar, Wesley
College - the seats of learning of many famous men and women. Thence onward to St. Kilda and past the beach suburbs until one finally reaches the shores
of Port Phillip Bay.
After my arrival in Melbourne with my mother, how pleasant it was for me to
start renewing the friendships of those whose acquaintances I had made
through their visits to Hobart. My closest friend there had been Norah Anderson, so she was the first one whom I contacted. The others followed, and what
joy it was to see them again and to meet their families. After a short time Norah
invited me to stay a few nights with her and I was introduced to many of her
friends. Early one evening when there were just the two of us home together,
the door-bell rang, and who should it be but Ray! I was naturally overwhelmed
with surprise! I secretly wondered how this had come about, and later learned
that it had all been organized by my dear friend Norah in an effort to bring us
together again! Ray had joined the Air Force and was then living in the Officers' Mess at Point Cooke, some twenty-five miles or so from Melbourne on
the road to Geelong. He was adjusting himself to his new life and revelling in
flying once more, which he so loved. He was also getting to know the chaps in
the Mess and enjoying living amongst those with whom he had so much in common.
Norah had an extremely bright personality, with plenty to say but very tactful, and she made sure there would be no embarrassment at our meeting - just
a perfectly natural meeting of old friends, coming together after a period of
years and picking up the threads once more. This started the ball rolling and led
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to other meetings being arranged. One was to a football match in which Ray
was playing, and another to meet and enjoy a night out with a couple of his
friends from Point Cooke. It was great fun. We were getting to know one
another again - feeling our way slowly but, I hoped, surely. It is said that love
makes the world go round, and as far as I was concerned it was a case of
thoughts going round and round in my head in a maze of not knowing what was
to be the outcome. I dared not indulge in hope or look forward in any way. I
knew what my feelings were, for these had never changed or wavered, but I had
been hurt so much in the past and had suffered so many disappointments. I
came to the conclusion I must playa waiting game - live day by day, take
things as they come and carryon as usual.
I think that the years following the war had inevitably changed my outlook
on life. As a young girl and virtually an only child, I was shy and of a retiring
nature but full of fun. The war years sobered us all down a lot, but then there
was the excitement when peace was declared. This in turn was followed by
disappointments and disillusionments, including my father's death, and my
subsequent responsibilities towards my mother. I think I developed a
philosophical outlook without any bitterness and tried to adopt the attitude
"whatever is is best", although I think I became somewhat apprehensive.
Perhaps this all helps in the formation of one's character and creates the ability
to face the setbacks in life. Our present Prime Minister's phrase, "Life is not
meant to be easy", sums it up, I think.
My very pleasant and eventful holiday in Melbourne finally came to an end. I
bade farewell to all my friends and again to Ray, and Mother and I returned to
Hobart. I did not know if Ray was going to write to me. He did - I answered
his letters as they came. He said he was coming to Hobart for his Christmas
leave to stay with his mother and sister Marjorie. His sister Gwen was now married and living on a property in the midlands near Campbell Town.
Life went on as usual for me. My teaching kept me very busy, and I had my
regular games of tennis and golf. Mother and I had moved to a very nice flat in
Sandy Bay, where we were very happy. Time certainly did not hang heavily on
my hands. Spring blossomed, ~ummer approached and at last the schools
broke up and the Christmas holidays began. There was so much of a pleasant
nature to do in preparing for the festive season - shopping, cooking (mostly
done by Mother), gifts to be wrapped, and parties to attend. I didn't dare think
about what Christmas held for me, or entertain any hopes. I felt it was better
so. Ray arrived home, and within a day or so I was invited by his mother to go
there for a meal one evening.
As far as the weather was concerned it was a glorious evening and far too
good to be inside, so Ray suggested a walk. Off we went to the little beach at the
bottom of the hilly street where their home was, with its fantastic view of the
broad river Derwent. We wandered along the beach, which we had to ourselves,
and my hopes began to rise. Indeed, my heart began to flutter. The man in the
moon peeped down at us, "God was in His Heaven", and "all was right with
the world" .
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After our meeting in Melbourne Ray had evidently done a lot of thinking. He
had weighed up the pros and cons, and had come to the conclusion that he had
something at last to offer me, seeing that his future was assured. Naturally our
mothers were the first to be told of our intentions, and they were very happy to
hear our news, which then spread rapidly. As Christmas was several days away,
it was decided that Ray, his mother and I should drive up to see Gwen and her
husband, Harry Bayly, and personally impart our good news to them. This was
a very happy thought and the drive there and back was extremely pleasant. Just
before we reached their home, we got the idea of hiding me in the boot. I duly
got in, and Ray drove very carefully up to the house. Ray and his mother got
out of the car, greetings were exchanged, then Ray gave Gwen the key of the
boot and asked her if she would open it. She almost had hysterics when I popped up like" Jack in the box". The surprise was great fun, and when we told
them our news, great happiness prevailed. Our visit was a great success. We had
a few happy days there, then home again.
From then on the time sped by - hours like minutes, minutes like seconds.
There was so much to discuss and plans to make - when and where and how until everything fell into place. We were all so happy. It all depended when Ray
could get leave as to when the date for the wedding could be settled.
The holiday came to an end and another farewell had to be said, but this one
was not fraught with sadness. I did not cry myself to sleep this time, but when I
snuggled into my comfy bed there may have been shed a few tears of joy when
saying my prayers of thanks to God for all his goodness and guidance in bringing us together again and for such overwhelming happiness, which could have
been even greater had it been possible for us to be together during the time prior
to our wedding. The date was finally arranged for 26th August 1925.
Ray brought over with him two of his RAAF fellow officers, Tom Swimbourne and Keith Fryer-Smith, to be his best man and groomsman, and for my
bridesmaids I chose Ray's sister Marjorie and my cousin, Doreen Birchall. We
were married in St. Andrews' Presbyterian Church in Bathurst Street, Hobart,
a lovely old large imposing building set in beautiful grounds, with the Manse on
one side and the Sunday School on the other.
All this was so familiar to me. I used to accompany my mother to Church on
Sunday mornings (my father was not a church goer). My uncle, the Rev. Alan
Leckie, had been the minister there for a few years, and it was a happy situation
for my mother when her sister, Aunt Edie, was living in the Manse. The Leckies
had two children, Jean (the elder) and Ian, the latter being born while they were
living there. Ian was full of mischief - a good name for him would have been
"Ian the Imp" - but he was adorable and one of my favourite cousins. There
were no play pens in those days, and I remember my aunt getting the ingenious
idea of making a little cloth harness for him and tying him to the leg of their
solid dining-room table, giving him enough scope to safely move around, but
under close supervision and out of mischief. Again necessity was the mother of
invention. It proved an excellent Invention for this mother.
The Sunday School used to be the venue for what the name implied, and for
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Wedding Day
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R.i. B. in wedding dress
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concerts which I did not enjoy when I had to take part! Socials and fetes were
held, too, and for the latter Mother was usually in charge of the cake stall. Our
kitchen was really a hive of activity the preceeding week! I was the "cake
beater" - not by the easy method of today with' 'the flick of a switch", but by
the up-and-down, tiring method of a flexible wire spiral attached to a wooden
handle or maybe a scoop made of strands of thick wire also attached to a handle, and the good old wooden spoons of all sizes which have remained with us
always. As far as the cakes were concerned, Mother's piece de resistance was a
rose cake, delicious to eat and delightful to behold. It consisted of a sponge
cake of two or more layers coloured pink, with filling of pale pink whipped
cream flavoured with rose essence and iced with soft butter icing, also tinted
and flavoured and criss-crossed with the prongs of a fork for decoration. The
final touch was the real thing and came from our garden in the form of dainty
little Cecil Brunner buttonhole roses on very slender stems, which were stuck into the top of the cake all round the outside edge and as many in the centre as
were available. I have tried to grow these adorable delicate little rosebuds but
without success, so I haven't been able to bask in my mother's invention! A
German pastrycook had a special shop quite close to where we lived, and was
famous for his delicacies - especially for his vanilla slices - of which I have
never tasted any to equal them. He happened to go to the fete one year and saw
this cake, inquired who made it and said to mother, "It is nearly as better as
mine". This was a household joke with us from then on!
Needless to say my wedding day was the happiest day of my life. The sun
shone, everyone danced attendance on me, the bridesmaids looked glamorous
and I'm sure the men outshone us all looking so gorgeous in their RAAF special
evening mess dress consisting of a darkish blue Eton-type jacket with sky blue
lapels, and stripes down the outsides of the trousers. It was the first time this
uniform had been seen in Hobart. This uniform and others were given to the
'museum at RAAF .Station Point Cooke after Ray's death.
My dress was three-quarter length, which was then the fashion. It was made
of white georgette embroided in tiny gold beads in circles round the bottom
forming scallops, and round the hips in the same manner. The dress had no
waist, a round neck and was sleeveless. It was also beaded. My train was lined
with very pale buttercup yellow georgette and trailed at the back several inches
on the ground. Thus the colour scheme was gold and pale blue. It was a very
happy wedding.
We stayed the night at Heathorn's Hotel near the railway station and caught
the train to Launceston the following morning. We then left by ship in the
afternoon for the overnight voyage to Melbourne. Ray had invested in a little
car, which he collected as soon as possible after our arrival. We proceeded
immediately to Healesville, where we spent our honeymoon at the Healesville
Hotel. It was a glorious spot and naturally we had a wonderful honeymoon.
The countryside was ablaze with wattle trees of every description - our colour
scheme in profusion was there to welcome us in all its glory. A happy crowd of
people were staying at the hotel and we met many congenial guests with whom
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lasting friendships were made. We were never at a loss for something to do tennis, walks, drives, picnics, etc. We were able to conceal "fairly well" that we
were honeymooners. One friend confided in me that "so-and-so thinks that
you two are on your honeymoon".
I laughed heartily and said, "How
ridiculous! Whatever made her think that?" The night before we left we had a
little party, and confessed that the rumour was true. They drank our health and
happiness and we theirs, so a happy evening was had by all. Th~y gave us a
good send off the following day.
During our honeymoon my thoughts reverted frequently to Mother. I
wondered what she was doing, how she was coping, and how she was, and
hoped she was not missing me too much. I knew all she wished for me was my
happiness, but we needed to work out what might be the best thing for her to
do. We had been very happy during the years we lived in the flat to which we
had moved in Sandy Bay, but naturally she did not want to live there alone. I
knew that Mother and her youngest sister, my Aunt Florrie, who lived at Londavra, St. Marys, were very close, and that they had always helped one another.
For instance, we were always welcome at Londavra for holidays and my cousins
stayed with us in Hobart for their higher education. Aunt Florrie came up with
the offer that she would be happy for Mother to come and live with her temporarily or permanently. This appealed to Mother and the offer was accepted.
I admired and loved my mother very dearly, and this arrangement eased my
mind with regard to leaving her. I never ever heard her complain, nor do I
remember her being ill until she was elderly, nor complain of feeling tired although I'm sure she felt both at times. She was very brave in adversity always ready to help others, and she was very talented in so many ways - with
her crochet and tatting, painting, singing and piano playing. Whenever I hear
any of the difficult pieces she used to play so well I think of her and it gives me
intense pleasure. She was a truly Christian woman.
Ray and I had been allotted married quarters on the Air Force station at
Point Cooke. The previous occupants were to be posted elsewhere, so before
coming on leave Ray was able to take over the cottage from them. This made
things very much easier for him, for he inherited various floor coverings and
curtains, and was able to buy from them some of their odds and ends they no
longer required. I still have one item Ray bought which has been invaluable to
me and one which I have never been able to replace with anything as useful. It
was an electric ovenette consisting of a solid, round base about 9 inches in
diameter, which could grill or toast. On top was a flat element of straight coils,
and under this was a space of three or four inches in which to slide a container
holding a grill or toaster. On top of the element could be placed a reflector if
only the bottom part was to be used, otherwise a kettle or frypan (provided).
Thus many things could be done at the same time. Also there was the round
oven to go on the top, and in this could be cooked a casserole, baked custard,
baked apples, etc. I really think it is a museum piece, for it must be all of sixty
years old. I think it cost us £3. Our only other means of cooking was a wood
stove, wonderful in winter but very hot to cook with in summer.
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House at R.A.A.F.

Station, Point Cooke. Our first home.

We also acquired an old fashioned iron water-boiler and an iron kettle to go
on the stove. The boiler was very useful because it had a brass tap in front from
which the hot water was easily obtained. These utensils stood permanently on
the stove and supplied us with continuous hot water. There was no hot water
supply - only a chip bath-heater in the bathroom that opened off the little
back verandah. The toilet was down the garden. The house was a primitive little
wooden cottage with an iron roof, but it was "heaven on earth" to us. It
originally was the gatekeeper-cum-gardener's
cottage and was situated at the
entrance gates. On our right was the water-tower, the officer's mess and beyond
were the married officers' quarters, which were superior to ours. Opposite to us
was the M.O.'s quarters and a small weatherboard hospital, and the road
leading up to the hangars, parade ground, etc. I can't remember the number of
married officers living on the station - maybe eight or nine. Others lived at
Werribee, five miles away, and some who had homes in Melbourne, lived in the
mess during the week and went home for the weekends.
The last week of our honeymoon was spent in Melbourne, and apart from
enjoying ourselves, we shopped and bought the necessary furniture and other
items we needed to set up house. Then off we went to Point Cooke to establish
ourselves and settle into "our home".
The wives called on me, welcomed and entertained me - and thus I was
introduced to R.A.A.F. service life, which proved to be an extremely happy
one. We were all one big family.
Of course, it had its sad incidents - and also its amusing ones.
It was there I saw my first parachute jump - which almost ended in tragedy.
On this important occasion the wives were invited to go up to the airfield to
witness the event. The naughty pilot told his "cobbers" that after pulling the
ripcord he would "put his thumb to his nose at them". In executing this act he
got the ropes twisted and the parachute didn't open. We could see him falling
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rapidly to the ground while he frantically endeavoured to disentangle the ropes.
Fortunately he succeeded in doing this just in time for the parachute to open
and he made a safe landing. He not only gave himself a fright but the spectators
also! Incidentally he went up again later and made another jump so as not to
lose his nerve. This was perfect - and without incident. I guess it taught him a
lesson.
There were many sad occasions there during instruction courses for the
young pilots and cadets in the early days of the R.A.A.F., as was only to be expected. A particularly sad incident took place over Melbourne during a fly-over
for a special occasion. It concerned two planes that collided and crashed. They
were double-seater planes - each containing two officers - and all four were
killed. One of the officers lived in married quarters at Werribee, and Ray was
delegated to impart the devastating news to his wife. Ray found it a very sad duty to perform, for she had no relatives here - she was an English girl. After the
initial visit I went with Ray to see her, and was amazed at her bravery, left all
alone as she was in her intense sadness. Naturally we all rallied around and did
all we could to make things as easy as possible for her. To make things worse
she was pregnant. She bore a healthy baby son - perhaps a little more
developed than usual - for Bobbie (called after his father, Robert Dines) was
born with a tooth. I must say this did not make for comfort during feeding
times with his mother, as it was very easy for Bobbie to show his annoyance by
giving her a "sharp reminder"! As soon as conveniently possible she and Bobbie returned to England to her relatives. I kept in touch with her always, exchanging letters and visiting her on our trips to England. Many years later,
when his mother had died, Bobbie and his wife came to Australia. He wished to
follow his father's career, applied to the R.A.A.F. for consideration and was
eventually admitted.
I became pregnant - and likewise some of the other wives - and thus we
had more in common than usual! Of course we had lots to talk about and plans
and garments to make, but apart from that life went on as usual.
Snakes abounded in the rocky ground surrounding the aerodrome. Snakecatchers would come down to these areas to collect them for whatever purpose
they were required for. One day Ray was mowing our little lawn and I was raking up the mown grass. I was about to pull the grass from the rake when I
espied a whip snake. Fortunately Ray successfully dealt with it. We had to be
careful where we walked in our little garden.
During our last hot summer there we had a plague of Bogong Moths. These
are large dark-coloured insects, which during many years have been known to
occur in large numbers, during summer, in the mountainous area of south
eastern New South Wales and north eastern Victoria. The name is of Aboriginal origin, and it is possible that the Bogong Range in Victoria was named
after the moth. In other years bogong feasts were important events in the lives
of the Aborigines, various tribes gathering enthusiastically to feed on the
moths, which were eaten after being singed on fires. It was a pity I did not at that
time have this knowledge - we could have experimented with our cooking!
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Rav and Geraldine

The three mothers and babies al Point Cooke
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They formed in clusters like a swarm of bees in any corner of the outside of
the house or building and the paling-fences, especially in the corners of the
uprights supporting the fences. They were active only for a short period at
dawn and dusk. The house was wired on the doors and windows but we were
unable to prevent some of them entering as we went in and out. In the house
they hid behind everything possible - pictures, curtains, towels, brooms, etc.
They certainly played hide and seek with us, popping out from anything and
everything we touched. As they were not visible until disturbed, we forgot
about them until they flew out in annoyance. We did not enjoy their game at
all, certainly not the one when they hid in the roll of toilet paper, which, when
pulled disturbed their slumber and out they popped. Oh, "the ins and outs of
life for man and beast"! The moths also caused havoc and trouble up in the
hangars, and the airmen swept them up in barrow loads for disposal.
On going to bed one night in the latter stages of my pregnancy, I stupidly
flicked at one of these moths which was flying round the bedroom and had
landed on the wall above my pillow. This act put the moth on my pillow and me
in hospital. After a drive of twenty-five miles in the middle of the night I gave
birth to a premature baby girl - Geraldine. Here endeth "The Tale of the
Moth and the Mother"!! Three of us of the RAAF families had babies who
were girls.
My pram-pushing walks were directed up the main road towards Laverton
and I used to watch the planes flying overhead. I preferred this unless I was invited to visit any of the wives, which frequently happened. While walking and
watching the planes, I used to wonder what their mission was, and where were
they bound. At times, if a strong wind was blowing agamst them, they seemed
to be almost stationary. Sometimes it would be Ray flying off somewhere and I
would watch the plane until it was a tiny speck, ultimately disappearing.
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Chapter

Moving

Nine

Onwards

ur first move was to Laverton, five miles away. I was sorry to leave our

O first little home and the good friends we had made and with whom we had

so much in common. However, it is the policy of the Army and the Air Force
for personnel to be moved on frequently, and so one becomes accustomed to
and expects it. At Laverton we settled in a very nice, recently built house with
all "mod cons" and we enjoyed living there. However, it was not much longer
than a year before we had our next move, when Ray was posted to Headquarters in Melbourne. I had made very attractive curtains for the lounge-room
and as we decided not to take them with us the next occupants were more than
happy to buy them from us. I did not think we would have moved so soon but I was learning quickly!
Needless to say there was never a dull moment in the Air Force in many ways.
At the end of our service life we regretted not having kept a visitor's book, thus
having a record of the hundreds of guests we had the pleasure of entertaining
during our service career. Some of them were V. I. P.' s but it became impossible
to remember their names unless we registered them somewhere.
In Melbourne we had the opportunity of renting a very attractive furnished
house in Brighton Road, St. Kilda, the owners of which were going abroad for
a year. We took advantage of this and put our
furniture, etc. in storage for the time being.
On settling in Melbourne I again became pregnant and my second daughter Patricia was born.
By that time I was a more experienced mother,
both before and after the birth!
When the year was up, we were very loath to
leave the furnished house we had been fortunate
enough to occupy, but we succeeded in finding a
suitable house in the nearby suburb of Elwood,
not far from the beach. It was an easy move, for
we were able to install our furniture and belongings and move in without any trouble on the
scheduled date. It was fortunate that there was a
kindergarten not far away which Geraldine was
able to attend, and there was a playground in the
vicinity. Also, an enclosed and wired-in verandah on the front corner of the house was a safe
RayandPatsy
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Geraldine and Patsy in Melbourne.
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place for Patsy to play her make-believe games, which mainly consisted of
taking off all her clothes and trying to put them on again. She was not very
successful. She would also stand on tiptoe when she could just see over the top
of the railing and call out "huwow" (hello) to all the passers-by. Her mouth being level with the rail, she would nibble the wood as she walked all round - far
more exciting than playing with her toys. However, I'm glad I didn't have to tie
her to the leg of the dining-table, as in the case of my cousin.
A few Air Force friends were living in the vicinity. The parents of one owned
a tennis court, and we were invited to play once a week which was very pleasant.
In the few years that followed, we enjoyed living in Melbourne - the centre
of all activities, the highlight of which was the visit to Australia of the then
Duke and Duchess of York. A large reception was held in their honour at the
Exhibition Hall. Several weddings of RAAF officers took place, and there were
balls to attend, dinner parties and bridge evenings with our friends, etc.
Ray was able to fly frequently. He went to Laverton once a week to keep in
practice, and he went on many flying visits to the other capital cities in the
course of his duties. Fortunately I had a maid to help me, and my mother, who
was then in Melbourne, often came to stay with me.
Then early in 1934 came the momentous news that we were to go on exchange
duty to England for two years - news that we welcomed tremendously. There
was much planning and organizing to do, but during the last few weeks, there
was great anxiety as to whether we would be able to get away or not! Ray's
niece, Barbara Bayly (daughter of his sister Gwen), came to stay with us for a
short time and developed chicken-pox! We did some calculations and came to
the conclusion that if both Geraldine and Patsy caught it from Barbara at the
same time they would both be free of infection when we were due to depart but if there was a "delayed action", what then? So we played safe. Patsy went
to stay with mother, and the result was that Geraldine developed it but Patsy
escaped.
An amusing incident took place during Patsy's stay with mother. Patsy very
much disliked wearing a pair of sandals she had and they were nowhere to be
found. After several days of searching, mother thought she saw something
suspicious poking out of the garden bed. On investigation the missing sandals
came to light and so the plot was discovered. It was a clever thought on the part
of my "scamp Patsy", but unfortunately for her she didn't get away with it.
Ray and I dare not let ourselves get excited until we were safely installed on
board the ship. The time for our departure eventually arrived, bells were rung,
and orders given for "all visitors ashore please". When the boat was clear of
visitors the crew proceeded with their duties. The gangways were lowered, the
ropes cast off, the busy little tug-boats started operating, streamers broke as we
started to move along and out from the wharf, arms were aching with waving
goodbyes, voices were getting husky shouting last farewells, and eyes were
becoming misty until we could no longer see the dear faces of those who were
there to bid us farewell. Then finally out in midstream there was the final in67

struction, "full steam ahead", which meant the pilot left us to our own devices
and the captain "paddled his own canoe". We were really on our way. We
retired to our cabin and in the privacy there could we only then relax with a
great, great big hug and the relief that we had really made it after all in the dear
old S.S. Nestor. We could at last settle down and look forward to the next stage
of our career.
The voyage in the Nestor was delightful, and the children were well catered
for. She was a creaky old ship but very seaworthy, and belonged to the Blue
Funnel Line. I remember going to the fancy dress dance on board as a "Blue
Funnel". The trip was uneventful until just before reaching Durban, when we
encountered dense fog and a severe electrical storm. The speed of the ship
slackened to a crawl, and the fog sirens were intermittently blaring forth their
mournful sound - an eerie experience at night. Soon after dinner Ray went on
deck to watch the lightning. Personally I would rather have been under the
table or the bed but naturally I wanted to be with Ray, so out I went with him. I
was in the middle of asking him if he had ever heard of a ship at sea being
struck by lightning (cheerful thought and I guess he wouldn't have told me
anyway!!) when I had my answer in a spectacular manner. There was a terrific
bang and a fireball struck the mast! But all was well, for apparently the nonconductors did their work.
After that, the fog gradually lifted and dispersed, the sun shone once again,
and we berthed safely at Durban, where we remained for three days.
Friends of Ray's, the Foadens, who lived in Durban, met us on our arrival
and took charge of us while we were there, taking us for fascinating drives to
such places as the "Valley of the Thousand Hills". We lunched with the
Foadens each day at their lovely home on the Borea. They had three little sons,
whose company Geraldine and Patsy enjoyed. They had a black nanny and
native servants, and our girls had not seen black people before. During lunch,
when one of these placed a bowl of soup on the table in front of Patsy, who was
sitting next to me, she whispered, "Mummy, don't let that black hand take my
plate away". The girls soon became accustomed to them, however, for they
were very fond of the children and looked after them in excellent fashion. The
children were taken to the Zoo, which they thoroughly enjoyed, and they also
enjoyed seeing all the little monkeys scampering about in their natural habitat
- in and out of the trees along the sides of the country roads. We adults went
to the pictures one evening to see a film entitled "Friday 13th". This was a coincidence with regard to the date on which we saw it, which was Friday 13th. It
was an excellent film.
Our next port of call was Cape Town. Ray and I always arose very early on
the days when we arrived at a port. Cape Town was by far the most magnificent
sight I have ever seen. I think it was about 4 a.m. when we went on deck. There
was not a cloud in the sky, which was unusual, for most times Table Mountain
is covered with its "tablecloth of cloud". The sea was calm, and all was silent
except for the rhythm of the ship's engines and the sound of an occasional bell,
as the ship cut a pathway through the water, disturbing its peacefulness but
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Ray and me, Geraldine and Patsy and the three Foaden boys at Durban

leaving its wake behind sparkling in the moonlight. The stars were at their
brightest, like holes in the floor of heaven with the light shining through. All
round the sky was a very dark royal blue colour and, as we approached Cape
Town, the black mass of Table Mountain became apparent, with the bright
lights of the city sparkling beneath it and itensifying as we came closer. From
then on the change in everything was gradual as dawn broke, the stars lost their
brightness and disappeared, and the lights of the city gradually dimmed, as the
forms of the buildings and landscape took shape. Bells started to ring again,
engines slowed down, our speed slackened, the engines stopped and the anchor
was weighed. We were ready for the rising of the sun in all its glory, and the activity that was to follow, with the anticipation of a wonderful day ahead. The
rosy dawn appeared flooding the sky with its quickly every-changing rainbow
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tints heralding the day to which we had been looking forward and awaiting. At
last the sun peeped over the horizon and rose rapidly enveloping everything
with its brightness. How lucky we were to have witnessed such a never-to-beforgotten dawn of almost fifty years ago!
We had some concern before going ashore at Cape Town, for Patsy eluded
us and became a "missing person". In the midst of all the excitement she had
wandered round the ship on her own on a little tour of investigation. In voyage
the children had been limited to certain parts of the ship, with someone always
in attendance, and when Patsy saw her chance, off she went! She was eventually found - in the writing-room all alone, a tiny little girl sitting at a big
writing desk very happily and unconcernedly writing a letter to her Nanna. The
panic being over, we collected ourselves and went ashore and did and saw
everything possible in the space of time allotted to us. This included a trip to the
top of Table Mountain in the aerial cable-car, from where we saw the tremendously expansive view afforded by the cloudless sky and bright sunshine. We
visited Constantia, the Rhodes Memorial and Simonstown and had a wonderful
drive round Table Bay on the road, the building of which had cost so many
lives. What a day!
In 1979, our sesquicentennial year in Western Australia, I recalled Cape
Town for two reasons. The first was that it had been a port-of-call for Ray's
great grandfather, Dr. Thomas Coke Brownell, who with his wife and tW{)
small children, one of which was born during the voyage, sailed to Australia in
the brig Tranby. He was the ship's surgeon. The ship sailed from Hull,
England on 9 September 1829, in torrential rain and with the wind failing soon
after. It was by no means a pleasant start to their voyage - nor was it a happy
arrival in Fremantle, when they camped on the beach to start with until their
ultimate destination was known. They arrived at the entrance to the Swan River
at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, 3rd February 1830, in brilliant sunshine and the sky
clear and cloudless. Camping on the beach in midsummer with two babies, coping with the sand, wind, flies, food and discomfort must be read to be believed.
I have his diary.
After a few weeks in Western Australia, Dr. Thomas Coke Brownell decided
to take his family to Tasmania - or Van Dieman's Land, as it then was. Thus
the family of Brownell was established in Hobart, and as families were large in
those days - the usual number reaching a dozen - the increase was rapid!
The Tranby arrived at Cape Town on 8th December 1829. They stayed nineteen days to replenish stores, replace stock which had been lost on the voyage,
and attend to other necessary things.
The descendants of the Tranby passengers had a reunion in Perth in 1979. I
was the only person over here with the name of Brownell, so with the help of all
the families living in Victoria and Tasmania, I had the honour of compiling the
family tree, which had been requested for display here. It proved to be an interesting project, and took much time and effort, but I learnt much about the
family while doing it, and it is here for reference if any of my family are so inclined in the future. The reunion took place in a large marquee erected in the
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grounds of Tranby House, which is situated in a glorious position on the banks
of the Swan River at Maylands. Tranby House was the home of the Hardeys,
who sailed out in the Tranby. This house was taken over by the National Trust
and is now a very interesting museum. Tourist trips up the Swan River stop at
this delightful spot to inspect the old house and its contents, which is well worth
a visit.
My second reason for recalling Cape Town was in connection with my eldest
grandson, Ian Sandover. Part of the sesquicentennial celebrations was the
Parmelia Yacht Race, from Plymouth to Fremantle. Ian was lucky to be
selected as a member of the crew of Challenger, a 47 foot sloop. As far as Ian
was concerned it was a great co-incidence inasmuch as he left England in the
same month (September) following the same route - first stop Cape Town,
where repairs were effected and provisions, etc. taken aboard to see them
through to their destination, Fremantle - as did his great, great, great grandfather 150 years before him! The difference was in the size of the vessels, the
time in transit and the reasons for the journeys. The time taken by the
Challenger was slightly less than three months all told, and for the Tranby, approximately five months. Unfortunately for Ian he just missed the family reunion.
The voyage up the west coast of Africa was very pleasant. The weather
became warmer as we approached the equator, and awnings were put up, under
which we relaxed or took part in the deck sports. Then came the crossing of the
Line with the usual King Neptune ceremonies. Our only other port was
Tenerife, in the Canary Islands, and then on to Liverpool, our port of disembarkation, where a boat-train awaited us to take us to London. The train
was very luxurious, with comfortable little armchairs in a lounge compartment
from which we watched in comfort the incredibly beautiful English countryside
slipping past us all too fast on this spring May morning. What an introduction
to our homeland of Great Britain and how lucky we were.
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Chapter Ten

By The Way

n preparation for the relating of coming events, I must once more delve into
War, and to the lives of my two dearest
friends - Mollie and Joan Brammall. They were more than friends - more
like loving sisters to me through thick and thin. Although our lives did not cross
as much as we would have liked, when this did happen, it was just as if we had
never been parted and the intervening years had slipped away.
Mollie's future was rosy. She married Alf Clemes, whose parents owned
"Pendennis", a holiday cottage at Eaglehawk Neck, and the little hut up the
hill, which they used to lend us for our happy camping holidays. Alf and Mollie
met on one of these occasions and it was the beginning of their romance. Alf
had been to the war and was home on holidays to see his parents. His future lay
in England, to where he returned. They eventually became engaged, Mollie
journeying to England, where they were married and settled down. Jack Brammall, her brother, had been killed in the war.
Joan was not entirely happy with the turn of events after the war. She completed a business course in Hobart, became unsettled and went for a holiday to
Java. There she obtained a secretarial job on a tea plantation, where she met a
charming Scot, Gordon Mackie, whom she married. They lived in Java till the
outbreak of the Second World War. When things became serious Joan was
evacuated to Australia, and shortly after that, Gordon was taken prisoner. It
was an extremely sad time for her, for she did not hear from him for a long
time, and she did not know if he was alive or dead. Joan was so brave; she did
not receive any remuneration from the Company for which her husband worked, but she obtained work and became self-supporting.
My other friends married and most of them remained in Hobart. My visits to
Tasmania naturally give me great joy. Sadly most of them have now passed
away and those remaining are in rest homes.

I the past to the end of the first World
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Chapter Eleven

The Happiest Years

ur comfortable journey from Liverpool to London by super train on this
delightful spring May morning was my introduction to the lush,
unbelievably green countryside of England with its open spaces, neat green
fields bordered by hawthorn hedges, and farmlets where crops were being
cultivated, and with a sprinkling of cattle, sheep and farm animals. It was truly
wonderful country to pass through for the first time. Enough produce was
grown on these small holdings to keep the family supplied, the remainder going
to the local market, thus giving them their income. Occasionally we passed over
bridges under which flowed rivers and streams gurgling and sparkling in the
sunshine, then on past the neat villages and attractive houses, the woodlands
and the lovely trees bursting their buds and preparing for the shade they would
give in the summertime. I wondered how there could be so much open space in
England where the population is so large?
The scene changed rapidly as we approached the outskirts of London and
passed by comfortable suburbs with attractive houses where spring flowers
were starting to bloom in their gardens. The colour soon changed to the dark
grey of the little stone cottages, from the chimneys of which emerged smoke,
smoke, smoke. The backs of these cottages faced the railway line along which
the "monster" carrying us and many others to our destination was travelling,
emitting more smoke as it did so, some to waft away and some for the time being to envelop the little cottages which were no doubt "home, sweet home" to
the inhabitants. ("Be it ever so humble, there is no place like home.") To a certain degree, life is what one makes it; but circumstances can arise over which
one sometimes has no control - sadness and trouble overtake some, and happiness prevails for others. Let us hope the latter predominated in those little
homes.
In this way we reached dear old London, which I consider to be the hub of
the universe, and the gateway to some of the happiest years of our lives with our
two little daughters. Geraldine had celebrated her eighth birthday very happily
on board the Nestor, when the chef was responsible for organizing a party including a birthday cake. It proved a gala day for all the children to enjoy. Patsy
was five years old. I thought of them as my "little princesses", for their ages
were practically identical with those of the Royal princesses.
My greatest joy after gliding into this enormous, brightly lit railway terminal
of Euston Station was to be greeted by my dearest girlhood friend, Mollie
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Brammall (now Clemes) and her husband, Alf. In this case, the realization of
some of my greatest dreams certainly won over anticipation. After the
necessary arrangements with regard to luggage, etc. had been completed, we
piled into their car and off we went. We had been invited to stay with the
Clemes for a couple of weeks, or until we were due at the RAF station at Grantham in Lincolnshire, where furnished married quarters had been allotted to us.
It was fortunate that our arrival took place at a week-end. It was easy for Alf
to be able to drive us around and show us some of the most important buildings
- Big Ben (which we heard chiming), Westminster Abbey, Trafalgar Square,
St. Paul's Cathedral, the beautiful bridges over the Thames bordered by the
Embankments, the Houses of Parliament, and last, but not least, Buckingham
Palace, in front of which stands the imposing memorial to Queen Victoria, apparently guarding the beautiful Palace which for so many years had been her
home. As slowly as possible we drove past this glorious building protected by its
wrought-iron fence and magnificent gates but with the facade visible for all the
passers-by to admire. Patsy piped up and said, "Mummy, are those toy
soldiers?" They certainly looked as if they were, standing immoble in their little
sentry boxes. Later on we were able to show the girls the ceremony of the
Changing of the Guard, which always attracts many onlookers. On we went up
the Mall, passing Hyde Park and thence out of the city and on towards
Croydon.
At last we arrived at the delightful home in which Mollie and Alf lived. It had
a fascinating address - "Redcot, Blue House Lane, Limpsfield, Surrey". It
was the happiest home one could possibly imagine. Their family consisted of
three children - two daughters and one son. The eldest girl was Joan (christened Joan Rhyllis after Mollie's sister Joan and me - we had both been proud to
be asked to be her godmothers). Then came John, named after Mollie's brother
Jack, who had been killed in the First World War. Mary, the youngest, was the
same age as Geraldine.
It was a great joy for Mollie and Alf to be able to entertain their relatives and
friends from Australia. I have always kept in touch with my dear god-daughter
Joan, who is very musical and plays the piano superbly. She has had a happy
married life, with three children - two sons and one daughter - and she is
now a grandmother. At first she lived on Hayling Island, then moved to The
Hague, where her husband, John Unsworth, has had a job since the end of the
Second World War. A short time ago after his retirement they returned to
Hayling Island.
"Redcot" was our home-from-home during our stay in England. We spent
our Christmas holidays with the Clemes, and Mollie and I used to take our
children up to London for the day to see a pantomine or play. The first year it
was "Peter Pan", and we all enjoyed it immensely. At one stage, when Peter
Pan jumped out of bed and ran round the room, Patsy in an audible voice said,
"Isn't he a naughty little boy, Mummy, not putting on his dressing-gown!"
This caused amusement in the audience and added to the entertainment. There
was a pretty little melody, which I memorized, running through the play, but it
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must have struck a note of sadness in the children's minds, for whenever I
played it on the piano for them, they burst into tears. So that was out, unless it
was specially requested.
The time came for us to go to Grantham and settle into our future home
which was awaiting us. We inherited a married couple who had been employed
by the previous occupants, and it sounded a good idea to us. They did all the
cooking, housework and waiting on table, etc. They did not live in, but had a
little cottage in the village. I soon became aware that my grocery and food accounts were colossal, and later found out they were also feathering their own
nest at our expense. Thus I had to give them notice, and the last I saw of them
was when they walked away from our quarters, he carrying their suitcase and
dressed in a pin-striped navy suit and wearing a little bowler hat and his wife
trotting along beside him carrying her handbag and umbrella on the way to
catch the bus. I did not shed any tears at this parting!
I was successful in obtaining the services of a man named Greatham, who
proved to be very satisfactory in every way. He was a good cook and so
thoughtful. He was also happy to do anything we asked him, and took pleasure
in doing it. He was honest and faithful and a joy to have in the house. His home
was in Grantham, and he came in daily. He remained with us throughout our
time at Grantham.
Ours was a comfortable house in which to live, consisting of two storeys and
a basement. In the latter there was room for some storage, troughs in which to
do some washing, and clothes-lines, etc., and (most important!) the hot water
system, operated by a coal-fire. This was always kept going unless we were
away for a length of time. This system served the entire house. It heated a container in the linen cupboard upstairs in the passage, alongside of which was a
hot water radiator that was very effective - sufficient to take the chill off the
house upstairs in this very cold but invigorating climate. Everything in the linen
cupboard, too, was always warm and aired.
Australians did not have a very good reputation in the United Kingdom after
the First World War, so I was very careful not to put a foot out of place. I felt
my way cautiously and kept my eyes and ears well open. For instance, I had
heard it was "not the done thing" to hang washing on the line outside in view
of the next-door neighbours, so I hung it in the boiler-room.
I was very pleased one day to see some "smalls" hanging on the line in my
next-door neighbour's garden - so this was a start! An amusing episode happened in the winter. I had washed the girls' one-piece flannelette pyjamas, bravely hanging them on the line in mild sunshine. I later realized there could be no
drying whatsoever in the bleak, frosty atmosphere, so I decided to bring them
indoors. To my intense surprise and amusement, the garments were frozen
stiff, so instead of putting them into the basin which I had provided for carrying them, I laid them very carefully on top, and walked sideways through the
door in a crab-like manner, negotiating the entrance successfully without doing
any damage. I think I had learned a lesson from a story-book which I loved in
my tiny tot days. It was called Poor Amelia Jane. It had a message - Amelia
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Jane was a good little girl and was always trying to help her mother, but
generally with disastrous results. What has brought this little story-book to my
mind is the picture of Amelia Jane going up the steps of the house with a basket
of clothes. Of course, the door was not wide enough for the clothes basket to go
through so the next picture showed Poor Amelia Jane falling backwards down
the steps with the clothes and basket falling on top of her. Luckily she was
never hurt! It was a happy little book. Our washing, with the exception of that
of the girls and the "smalls" , was collected and delivered back to us by a laundry in the village.
I was lucky in finding a very pleasant girl to be a nanny to the girls. She lived
in with us during the week and went to her home in Grantham for the week-end
except, on the occasions when we needed her help.
The officers and wives living in the married quarters on the station were very
friendly and pleasant, and did all they could to make us welcome and feel at
home amongst them. Patsy very quickly made friends with a little girl the same
age - Jane Roach, who lived next door to us. She was a delightful little girl and
they were birds of a feather and as far as mischief was concerned - a case ot
two minds being better than one! Their star performance was embarrassing to
us parents, to say the least of it. The officer living next door to us on the other
side was Wing-Commander Oddie and his wife. They had two daughters, who
were away at boarding-school.
He was a keen gardener, especially of
vegetables. With some envy, we watched them growing, for our gardens at the
back were separated by a wire fence - easily negotiated by small people.
Everything on the other side of the fence was plainly visible to the "four small
eyes", which quickly communicated to active brains that there was something
very interesting in the "out of bounds" area on the other side of the fence.
What could be more attractive than a great big orange-coloured pumpkin which
had been growing larger and larger day by day and had just reached their line of
vision? This pumpkin was the pride and joy of our gardener friend, who was
watching it daily till it would reach what he considered the maximum size, when
he was going to pick it and enter it in the local show, which was just about to
open. Jane and Patsy were well versed in fairy tales - especially the one in
which a pumpkin figured, which happened to be one of their favourites. They
could resist the temptation no longer. There were no witnesses to the event, for
everyone inside the two houses was going about the usual routines, the two dads
were on duty, and there were no eyes to spy on the adventurers. The time was
ripe - and so was the pumpkin, almost. The sun was shining and, with no
malice aforethought, it was just the right time for a tour of investigation. So
through the fence went the four little feet in order to get a closer look at this
beautiful golden ball. Imagination blossomed on seeing it at close quarters. The
fairy tale forgotten, they decided it would be a lovely ball to roll down the sloping path in the garden. Down it went - bumpety bump!! Were their fairies at
the bottom of that garden? I think not - only happy little' 'imps of mischief".
When they were telling their mums afterwards about the game they had been
playing, and with every word illustrated, they said how hard it had been to
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loosen and pick the pumpkin; they had had to screw and screw and pull and
pull before they eventually succeeded.
We mums, being young at heart ourselves, were able to visualize the girls'
pleasure at their so-called achievement! But how were we to cope with the
displeasure of our neighbour and having to remonstrate with our little girls? I
don't remember how the problem confronting the parents was resolved. My
guess is that the mums dealt with the "imps" by reasoning and so on. What
they really did wrong was to climb through the neighbour's fence, yet Jane
came through the fence to Patsy and vice versa. I think it is hard for children to
draw the line sometimes - for instance, they pick flowers in the bush or fields
and bring them home, but it is a different matter if they pick them in the garden
unless they are instructed not to do so. There has to be a first time to err. I think
this would be a very good subject for a debate, "How to bring up little children
fairly and constructively", and include the older ones, perhaps, to hear their
point of view.
I'm sure we must have left the dads to deal with the irate officer next door
and, with their knowledge of tact, diplomacy, etc., restore peace and harmony
in the camp. I would love to be able to remember what happened to the pumpkin. Was it eaten? If so, by whom? Or was it buried where it lay? Perhaps it was
retrieved in the darkness of the night, carefully washed and dried and stored in
a larder or basement for future eating. I'm sure the quality was superb.
Geraldine missed all this excitement, for she was going to the Kesteven Grantham Girls' School. I have learned that the Prime Minister of Britain, Margaret
Thatcher, was born in Grantham and went to the same school. She is six
months older than Geraldine, so they must have been there at the same time.
Life was very pleasant for us at this Air Force station, which was situated on
top of a hill overlooking the attractive village. Some of the wives went to the
township once a week to do their shopping, ending up at a little coffee shop for
a "cuppa". Coffee had recently become the popular drink for the 11 o'clock
break and this was a morning out for us.
We played tennis during the week in the summer, when the courts were
available to the wives during working hours. It seemed an odd custom to me
that when the first of October arrived all tennis racquets were stowed away for
the winter, however brightly the sun shone. We then played badminton in one
of the hangers - or squash, alluded to by Patsy as "The Lemon Squash
Place". The squash courts were close to the married quarters. The exercise was
wonderful - one would get so hot in such a short time. We did not linger after
our game was over but made for home, pouring forth our "hot air" into the
frosty, extremely chilly atmosphere. It was a most exhilerating feeling. I would
go into the house and into my winter woollies as fast as could be. Showers after
sport were not then available, and we missed them.
The days were very short in midwinter. It was dark soon after 4 p.m., and all
activities out of doors ceased. On the worst days the children were sent home
early from school. The men went to the mess for a chat then home to their own
firesides. Most had their own hobbies - stamp-collecting, studying, resear-
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ching, photography, etc. Several were interested in making wool rugs or mats,
both tapestry and the hooked variety. We became interested in the latter, and
invested in the necessary materials. One of the other couples a few doors away
(Wing Commander and Mrs. Fisher) who were very artistic, were enthusiastic
about this work and very skilful at it, and were kind enough to instruct us. Between us Ray and I made a hooked hearth rug and were very proud of our effort.
Nearby was a favourite spot where the children loved to go and play and were
able to practise tobogganing in the snow.
There was a Navy, Army, Air Force Institutes store on the station at which
we were able to buy various commodities in the way of groceries, sweets, odds
and ends, etc.
Ray had bought a secondhand car, a T model Ford, which served us well
after he had rectified its teething troubles, the worst of which caught us
unawares one night when we were sleeping in it. The rain started suddenly and
came through the roof on top of us - a rude awakening! After that it conveyed
us in comfort all over England, Scotland and Wales.
When going away on our own, Ray and I were able to sleep in the car, for the
backs of the front seats were made to fold back and served as quite a comfortable bed. In the wet weather we would spend the night at a B-and-B place (bed
and breakfast), picked out from the advertisements in our travel-book or
selected on the spur of the moment, if one appealed to us and we were ready to
stop. B-and-B notices appeared in the windows of the cottages along the way or
in the villages, and the ones we chose to inspect and in which we decided to stay
were scrupulously clean and ridiculously cheap, varying in price from 2s. 6d.
onwards per person per night. They were run by humble folk in order to augment their income. These people were interested in their guests, just as we were
interested in their way of life, and the interests, customs and mode of life in the
villages in which they lived and through which we were passing. We were
served a typical English breakfast of cereal, bread, toast, eggs and bacon and a
pot of tea. We carried a box of provisions in the car with us for snacks and
wayside meals or picnics. This was very easy after our B-and-B's, for our
breakfasts were so liberal we were able to cut a sandwich for our lunch and augment it with some fruit and cake. They would even fill a thermos for us if we
wished. If it was a very nice day we would select a nice spot and have a picnic.
We enjoyed this way of travelling.
Our longest holiday in this fashion was of two or three weeks' duration up to
Scotland on our first leave. It was also a holiday for Nanny Hawkins and
Greatham, who went to their respective homes during that period. We were
very fortunate in being able to arrange for Geraldine and Patsy to be boarders
at Kestevan Grantham Girls' School during that period. The Headmistress,
Miss Williams, was a wonderful person and had an excellent house matron and
staff. Just prior to leaving on the morning of the day of our departure, Patsy
took a tumble off her tricycle and cut her chin. (She still has a little scar by
which to remember it!) This had to be attended to. However we eventually
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delivered the girls to the tender mercies of the two H.M.'s, and off we went,
jiggety-jog.
It was hard to believe we were at last on our own on the wonderful holiday we
had been looking forward to. We first inspected the City of Lincoln, with its
magnificent cathedral standing on a hill. It is said that on clear days the towers
of Lincoln Cathedral are visible for thirty miles. Indeed, the City of Lincoln has
been alluded to as an inland St Michael's Mount. It is surrounded by the Lincolnshire fens. Then across the hills and moors' of Yorkshire to the city of York,
where stands another famous edifice - the York Minster - famous for its exquisite glass windows, especially the "Five Sisters", a tall, slender window the
excellence and beauty of which must be left to a poet to describe to do it justice.
I think our guide informed us its dimensions were equal to those of a single tennis court.
Onwards we went, over more Yorkshire moors, so lonely, desolate and
bleak, some crossed by walls sturdily and neatly built of the local rocks. Signposts were to be seen every now and then and an occasional stopping-place
where one could buy petrol, drinks, etc. Often there was no sign of habitation
for miles. Ray always procured personal maps from the Automobile Association of our proposed journeys so we knew where we were going. I sat with the
maps on my knees, following the route and able to come up with the answers if
or when necessary. Happy days and happy travelling - and no mishaps.
We crossed the border at Gretna Green, the well-known spot for runaway
marriages. The blacksmith's shop faces the high road - a long building, half
dwelling-house and half smithy. It rose to fame in 1754 when Lord Hardwicke's
Act put a stop to the scandal of secret marriages in England. It is a popular spot
for tourists, with a small museum and the old smithy, now disused, all being
worth a visit. We chose to go north via the west coast, cutting off the southwest corner and going direct to Ayr via Dumfries. Ray was anxious to show me
the Turnberry Hotel and golf links which had been taken over by the R.F.C.
during the war for their School of Aerial Gunnery. It was about fifteen miles
from Ayr, on the coast and overlooking the distant Isle of Arran. It was now
again a luxury hotel, and it brought back happy memories to Ray. I was
delighted to visit it and partake of a meal. Near the stately little town of Ayr
and not far from Brig o'Doon stands the cottage where Burns was born in 1759.
It is said, "Shakespeare is reverenced in England; in Scotland Burns is loved."
We made various stops on our way north, including Oban and the comfortable little village which boasts the most grotesque signpost in the British Isles
- the village of Glencoe, where in the valley nearby horrific fighting and
massacres took place between the Campbells and the MacDonalds. We drove
through parts of this sad, dark valley to which the rays of the sun could never
reach. We were pleased to leave "that depression" behind us.
Our next stop was Fort William, which nestles at the foot of Ben Nevis the highest mountain (4,406 ft in height) in the U.K. and the base of which is
said to be twenty-four miles in circumference. Our main purpose in this village
was to augment our supply of food, and we were doing this when we suddenly
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heard the sound of bagpipes coming closer and closer. It must have been a very
special occasion, for all and sundry rushed out into the street, including
ourselves, to see these evidently famous men march past with their weatherbeaten, scarred faces and their steadfast steps, their kilts and sporrans swinging, and to hear the wonderfully stirring strains of the patriotic Scottish
melodies that they were producing so forcefully from their bagpipes. The sight
couldn't fail to bring tears to one's eyes and a lump in one's throat. We all remained transfixed for the time being until the marching of their feet, the
beating of the drums and the glorious music started to fade away in the
distance. My Scottish ancestry had been aroused. It was a never-to-be-forgotten
experience and is still so vivid in my mind.
We collected our purchases and continued our journey after finding a convenient spot in which to relax and satisfy our hunger. We proceeded along the
northern side of the Caledonian Canal, on which I kept my eyes glued for I was
quite sure I was going to see the Loch Ness Monster. But no! He did not make
an appearance for my benefit. The weather was divine, so we decided to drive
up one of the little glens and find a cosy, secluded spot in which to spend the
night and sleep in the car . We found one and Ray was tempted to have a swim
(in the nude) in the stream by the side of which we were camping. We then lit
the primus, cooked our meal and partook of same in this beautiful environment.
I produced my pen and paper and started writing a letter to Mother, and
remembered saying I would continue writing for as long as I could see. It was
approximately 11 p.m. and still light owing to the long twilight so far north.
During this time I encountered my first meeting with midges, those tiny little
flying insects so partial to human flesh! Sampling my Australian variety must
have given them intense delight and satisfaction, especially after having been
undisturbed for so long! I felt their inroads into my sensitive skin for days after
with the itchy spots they left behind, and I would have preferred not to be
reminded of them. However, it taught me a lesson - beware of all creatures,
great and small.
On we went the following day, retracing our steps out of the glen and onto
the road alongside of the canal once more until we reached Inverness, where we
had planned to spend the night. The hotel recommended to us was all we
desired in every way. Inverness is a romantic city, surrounded by beauty and
with a broad river running through its heart. The lovely coastline of the Moray
Firth can be seen from the city, which is surrounded by hills that are reflected in
the blue waters when the sun is shining. In the evening we went to a display of
Highland dancing, singing and the playing of bagpipes. We were very lucky in
that this superb entertainment was taking place on the evening we were there.
We were loath to leave, but we made the most of the time available to us and
sawall we possibly could.
From there we went to Aberdeen then zigzagged to Perth, Dundee and
Dunfermline, which we were aiming for as it was the birthplace of my maternal
grandfather, Robert Wardlaw, who brought back so many memories of my
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youth and holidays in the country when I came to know him so well.
Dunfermline is a great and ancient town, and is alluded to as the Winchester of
Scotland. In a garret in this town was born Andrew Carnegie, the illustrious
philanthropist - poor in his youth but born with such a brain which enabled
him to make millions and bestow libraries throughout the world, thus enabling
others to acquire this gift of free knowledge and follow in his footsteps if they
so desired. The cottage, where he was born, at No.4 Moodie Street, is now a
museum and memorial hall. The town elders raised £ 750,000 for this, and only
the little upstairs room in which Carnegie was born and the adjoining attic have
been (at considerable expense) retained in their original poverty. The historical
Dunfermline Abbey has much to thank Carnegie for, as well as many other
features to be seen all over the town - monuments of his generosity and love
for his birthplace.
Under a memorial brass in the Abbey lies the body of Robert the Bruce.
We enjoyed driving through the countryside, where the banks and braes were
covered with heather in full bloom in varying shades that added to its beauty.
We picked little sprays of the heather to include in our letters home for luck.
The accents of some of the villagers in Scotland were so broad we found difficulty in understanding them, but their voices were so melodious it fascinated
us to listen to them. On and on we went enjoying every minute of our journey
- each for different reasons. I was experiencing the joy of it all for the first
time, and Ray derived his pleasure from being able to show me all the places he
knew so well - especially the glorious arched bridge spanning the Firth of
Forth over which we drove to reach Edinburgh and under which he had flown a
small plane. (This was strictly prohibited, of course, but he had not been able to
resist the temptation, and felt completely confident that he could accomplish
this feat with safety. The bridge which lies alongside it now was built many
years later and I think is a railway bridge. Thus now no-one would be able to
enjoy this daring feat even if he so desired.)
We lingered in Edinburgh for a day or so, enjoying its magnificence, but time
was catching up with us and home was calling. Back across the border we went
- but at a different spot this time and home to Grantham.
By then, after our wonderful, ideal holiday together, and after ten years of
married life, our respect and consideration for each other, the trust, the companionship, the mutual interests and love had never changed. We now felt we
couldn't get home quickly enough to collect our little daughters. Arriving at the
school we were ushered into H.M.'s sitting-room, and after a talk and report
from Miss Williams, the girls were brought in. They were bursting with good
health and happiness. Miss Williams then tactfully left us together for a short
time. The girls were anxious to show us the main achievement they had learnt in
our absence - to stand on their hands with their feet up against the wall. My
apprehension after seeing this feat of which the girls were so proud was that the
H.M. might return and catch them in the act. However, they downed their toes
in time and fortunately all was well. On thinking this over, I realize what a good
story one could concoct about all the things that might have happened - my
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mind boggles at the thought! Nanny and
Greatham were at home to welcome us and had
everything prepared for our arrival. How happy
we were to be all together again - safe and
sound. The girls had so much to tell us about the
happy days they had spent at the school.
On occasions Mollie and Alf came to stay with
us when there happened to be a ball or special
entertainment to which we were able to invite
guests. We were so pleased when this happened.
The Australian Cricketers were in England for
Test matches at this time and the Commanding
Officer at Grantham gave Ray leave to attend
some of them. So off we went each day to see the
matches at Nottingham, which was not far
away, and at Manchester where the Dobies lived, distant relatives on my father's side. Percy
A great achievement
Dobie was very interested in the Birchall family
tree into which he had delved very deeply and laboriously wrote out a copy for
me, which I still have and treasure.
Frequently there were special low-fare day-trips to London by train, and
some of us wives took advantage of this opportunity. It was a chance for me to
explore and get to know London, with its fascinating streets and stores, and to
window shop in Regent and Bond Streets. The first time I visited London on a
week-day I heard a delightful pealing of bells ringing out the melody of
"Cherry Ripe, Cherry Ripe". I traced this refrain to its source, and found it
came from one of the perfumery stores in Bond Street - Yardleys, Roger and
Gallets, Elizabeth Arden, I forget which! They each had their individual
establishments in which to display their luxuries in order to tempt the ladies to
spoil themselves with a little extravagance or the menfolk to lavish a gift on the
lady foremost in their mind at the time - be she mother, wife, sister,
sweetheart, friend or --!!! I think the "Store of the Bells" was the old firm of
Yardleys. I did not window shop here after my discovery, but straightway went
in to enjoy its luxurious interior - to browse round and talk to the most friendly of the beautiful assistants and explain my fascination with the bells that had
led me to their source. Each time I visited London I stood and listened for
them! Many years later on my next visit to the U.K. I again listened, but alas!
they had gone. However, they have always lived in my memory. Even the little
block of Cherry Ripe chocolate with its pretty colourful wrapper pops up and
reminds me of this and I sometimes indulge in a block for old times' sake.
One has to call the year of 1935 in England a really Royal year. First and
foremost it was the Silver Jubilee of the reign of our darling King and QueenGeorge V and Queen Mary. It was a wonderful summer in every way. The sun
shone brilliantly on all the Royal events. The Royal couple presented
themselves to their subjects on four separate occasions, driving in their State
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carriage to the four points of the compass from Buckingham Palace through
London and its environs. On three occasions displays were given by the three
services - Navy, Army and Air Force.
The most spectacular review was the one given by the Royal Navy at
Spithead, to which Ray and I were invited. It was a gala day, which started with
a journey by special train from London to Southampton, where we embarked
on a special naval vessel in which we, in line with other similar vessels carrying
V.I.P.'s and other guests, followed the Royal Barge carrying Their Majesties in
the inspection and review of the Fleet, which was dressed accordingly and
awaiting them in the Solent. We passed slowly by these Naval vessels, whose
crews were standing at attention saluting Their Majesties. It was an unforgettable sight. I remember Helen Wills (Moody), the Wimbledon tennis star of the
year, was also on our ship. Later in the afternoon we were transferred to the
R.N. Hospital Ship Maine, where we were entertained with drinks, etc., and
then a buffet dinner. Later we viewed the most spectacular exhibition of
fireworks one could ever wish to see. The stars that were shining so brightly in
the cloudless sky were outclassed by this pyrotechnic display - finishing with
an unbelievable picture in coloured lights of Their Majesties, suspended for a
short time and bursting in all its brilliance, then slowly disintegrating and
gradually disappearing from sight, leaving the eclipsed stars to take over once
again and bring us back to reality.
Some little time prior to this Ray and I had been to the theatre to see a
delightful performance by Ivor Novello. We later had the unique experience of
seeing him in person at the Garden Party in the grounds of Buckingham Palace.
When the members of the Royal Family came out to mingle with their guests,
avenues were selected down which they with their Equerries and ladies-inwaiting wandered. Various guests along the routes had been selected for presentation. One did not know in which direction Their Majesties would move, nor
the other members of the Royal Family, so it was a matter of chance where one
chose to stand and who one saw, for they all went in separate directions. It was
our extreme good fortune in that we could not have chosen a better spot in
which to stand. We were in the front row of one of these roped-off lanes in
which we saw His Majesty and his entourage slowly approaching, his left hand
raising his top hat, his right hand with his handkerchief mopping the perspiration from his brow, for it was a very hot day, but smiling so graciously right and
left to all his guests. He had such a handsome happy face. The two guests to be
presented were Ivor Novello and his mother. We heard every word of the conversation, which went something like this. The Equerry said, "Your Majesty,
may I present Ivor Novello to you? You remember, Your Majesty, you were
present a short time ago at the theatre to see the performance of his play." His
Majesty replied by praising the performance and saying how much he had enjoyed it and making conversation with Ivor Novello and his mother. To finish
off with, he threw his head back and laughed and a twinkle came into his eye
when he said, "But I think you should have ended it a little differently". They
then moved on giving delight to all those with whom he spoke and came in close
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contact. For me - well I felt I had stepped out of "Alice in Wonderland" but
as there was no rabbit hole to slide down, where was I? It surely was real life. I
was overwhelmed by all the Royal Family. The Princesses, Elizabeth and
Margaret, accompanied their parents in walking among the guests. We were
able to get glimpses of all the members of the Royal Family by moving round to
the various avenues along which they were slowly moving. Afternoon tea was
served at open marquees situated round the perimeter of the garden. The
members of the Royal Family retired to their special rendezvous, where they
partook of refreshments with their V.I.P. guests. Following this they retired to
the Palace going in the same way as they emerged - up the wide steps onto the
grassed terrace and in by the wide doors. There were a large number of foreign
dignitaries and their ladies among the guests, which added to the colourful
scene.
The Duke and Duchess of Gloucester were married during this eventful year
and we viewed their wedding presents, which were displayed at St. James'
Palace. The handsome Duke of Kent's engagement to Princess Marina was announced, and her charm, poise, beauty and flair for clothes captivated
everyone. Her charming daughter, Princess Alexandra, inherited all her
mother's grace and charm and friendliness. No wonder she was so popular all
over the world.
On another occasion we were fortunate to see King George V and Queen
Mary at close quarters and quite by accident. This was when we visited the
Royal Military Tournament at Earls Court, London. This was held in London
each year in the month of June. It was not advertised or known by the general
public that the Royal couple would be present that day, and so it was a surprise
to all attending. On coming out of the building at the conclusion of the display,
all those wishing to pay homage to the Royal visitors were advised to stand in
two lines, leaving space as directed for Their Majesties to walk when making
their departure. They finally emerged, and we were again extremely lucky in
having a position in the front row. The Queen looked fantastic - so regal, proper and graceful as usual, her tall and slight figure immaculately dressed in the
beautiful shade of blue she favoured and which matched her eyes, and wearing
her usual style of toque and carrying a lacey parasol.
As she slowly walked down towards us, I felt she was looking directly at me.
Poor darling, she had to look somewhere and I guess this was wishful thinking
on my part. She was smiling and so was I. My knees were shaking with emotion
but fortunately they supported me as I made my curtsey to her when she passed
me by. So there was "Alice in Wonderland" again - but as before no rabbit
hole to slide down. So this really was life through which I was magically passmg.
In between these exciting events life proceeded very happily at Grantham. We
took Nanny and the girls on camping-trips in the holidays. We invested in some
camping-gear - sleeping bags and a tent in which Nanny, Geraldine and Patsy
slept. Ray and I slept in the car. We also had a canvas lean-to between the tent
and the car, in which we had our meals, and a table which when folded formed
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a case carrying four little stools. We pulled a trailer in which we stowed our gear
when travelling. When we had had enough journeying for the day, we would
select a good spot on which to camp, often in a farmer's field. We would visit
the farmhouse to ask permission from the farmer to camp on his property. If
agreeable he would sell us eggs and milk and we would remain there for a few
days - often in Devonshire and close to a beach or somewhere of interest. One
happy holiday we spent near the home where Bunty Dines and Bobbie lived.
She very kindly asked us to stay with them, but 1 felt that was too much of a
good thing, so we split up, with some here and some there, but having our
meals together. It was a happy reunion with our brave little friend from Point
Cooke with whom 1 had always kept in touch.
Another happy holiday was spent in South Wales at a gorgeous spot with the
delightful name of Happy Valley. No need to take our camping gear on this occasion, for we shared a holiday cottage with the Clemes. Mollie organized this
as she knew all the ropes, having been there before. Another family, the Galls,
with their two sons and friends, rented another cottage, so we were a big, happy
family. Nanny didn't accompany us on this trip, but we took the trailer with us
as we had to take blankets, sheets and towels, odds and ends, etc. After we had
spent a fortnight at the cottage we wanted to explore more of Wales and went
westward. Going up a steep hill on the west coast, we had a slight mishap when
the connecting rod snapped! Voices from the back seat burst forth: "Daddy,
Daddy, the trailer's gone!" and there were tears forthwith! Fortunately it had
not g6ne far, having veered into the bank, and tipping over, slightly dislodged
some oranges, apples and tins of food, etc., that rolled down the hill. This
necessitated a couple of days' stay at a nearby village for repairs. The inhabitants spoke such broad Welsh, it was difficult to make ourselves understood
and vice versa.
On our drives from A to B, there were the usual calls from the back seat of,
"When will we be there Daddy? When can we have something to eat?", so at
that stage we realized that boredom had set in! It was then that 1had to rack my
brains to think of games to play, such as "I spy with my little eye, something
beginning with --", or counting telegraph poles, milestones, bicycles, piebald
horses, and so on.
The most exciting event for me during 1935 was my presentation at Court.
This necessitated many trips to London in preparation. 1 had to select my dress,
train and ostrich feather fan, which 1 had to carry, but fortunately 1 was lent
the latter by a friend who had been presented the previous year. This, of course,
determined the colour of my dress. 1 chose a very pretty shade of pale salmon
pink, and wore a small feather in my hair to match the fan and a satin train of
the same pale shade. The dress was made of pale cream lace flecked with gold
threads over a pale pink satin lining. It was finished off with hand-made roses
of the same material across the top of the low neckline. The Australians were
presented by Mrs. Bruce, wife of Rt. Hon. Mr. Stanley Bruce, the High Commissioner for Australia in London.
Another Tasmanian whom 1 knew was presented that year. Her married
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name was May O'Connor. Her maiden name was Fairthorne - a well-known
Launceston family living close to my aunts, Jessie and Grace, and whom they
knew well. During the holidays I spent with my aunts, I met May and her sister
Geraldine and brother Fred, who was away at the First World War with Ray. I
called my elder daughter Geraldine because the name attracted me.
Those of us who were to be presented attended meetings where we were instructed in all the protocol and etiquette, and practised curtseys, movements,
etc. All in all, everything possible was done to help us "not to blot our
copybooks". Nothing was left to chance and all went according to schedule.
At last the important day arrived. We drove to the Palace at the appointed
time, making sure we entered the gates at the exact minute to avoid confusion.
On entering the central courtyard, my "Alice in Wonderland" feeling popped
up again, and for the third time there was no rabbit hole. Ray was with me in a
gorgeous uniform. Our car stopped under the porch at the main entrance, and I
was helped out, complete with train. We were ushered up the steps and then into the large entrance hall filled with guests and finally up the broad staircase,
along a wide passage and into a large reception room filled with rows of chairs
that, in order of precedence, were waiting for us and our escorts. At last our
time of waiting was over. The ladies were summoned in an arranged order and
our escorts were left behind. Out into the passage again, we walked slowly to
the Throne Room, where Their Majesties were waiting to receive us on a dais at
the far end of the room, and with them were other members of the Royal Family in all their splendour.
The ceremony was over all too soon. Oh! for a thousand eyes to have enabled
me to have taken into the full this vision of magnificence in front of which I was
passing. I curtseyed to their Majesties, then slowly passed on moving
backwards towards a nearby door through which we made our exit. My heart
was filled with emotion, my legs were like putty, and my brain barely able to
take in my extreme good fortune that had come my way. Along the passage
again to the waiting-room and the support of our Escorts (with a capital "E"),
who were eagerly awaiting us and anxiously looking forward to hear all about
our experience. When all the presentations were over it was time to move on
and we were ushered into another large room, where we were entertained with
refreshments in a buffet style by waiters serving us with champagne and with
the food of our choice on special gold plate. There was plenty of space to move
round and chat with others, "great or small" - but we were all reduced to the
one level on this auspicious occasion.
After all this excitement we were pleased to resume our happy life at Grantham, where things returned to normal. Another winter was soon upon us and
our indoor activities were resumed, and our hearthrug, of which we were very
proud, was completed.
When on her own in the nursery one day Patsy coped admirably with a
mishap she had. It was a large room upstairs in the front of the house. A fire
was burning in the grate, in front of which was a large fireguard. She said her
celluloid dolly was very cold, so she leant over the fireguard to warm it. Its
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clothes caught alight, and she ran to the window, which fortunately was open,
and threw the doll out. The instinct of children is sometimes amazing. She did
not want to throw it in the fire, so out the window it went and was later rescued.
I guess it was soon tucked up in its little cot, lovingly nursed back to health by
the little doctor, and new, warm clothes provided.
On another occasion, she and Jane were playing on the stairs. When Patsy
sat down, she must have sat on a wasp, which stung her on the tail- the sign of
an early spring. Ever afterwards she used to rush up the stairs till she rounded
the corner before the wasp got her! I remember I used to do the same thing not on account of a wasp, but before "the bogey man got me".
Our second and last Christmas in England was spent with the Clemes. An
English Christmas has to be experienced to be believed, especially in a happy
home surrounded by children. There are Yuletide logs burning in the fireplace;
a large Christmas tree decorated with baubles and bells, tinsel and co loured
lights, and a little angel sitting on the top; sprigs of holly with its profusion of
red berries; sprays of mistletoe hanging in high places; gifts wrapped in gay
paper to be gazed at longingly by the young in anticipation; and blinds up for
all to look in and see. Children on the front porch on Christmas Eve, their
sweet voices singing to us their choice of carols which were enjoyed by all of us
and appreciated, and responded to by us in the normal manner, after which
they would then move on to their next port of call. We awoke on the morning
of Christmas Day to celebrate the birthday of Christ, who was born in a
manger, and set an example for us to follow - and then later when his mission
was over, He sadly died on the Cross for our sakes.
We looked out our windows on Christmas morn onto the perfect peaceful
scene of a white Christmas - which can be snow falling so softly and silently or
perhaps a hoarfrost with tapering icicles hanging from the eaves of the house,
and the trees covered with their sheets or blankets of white. It was a breathtaking scene remembered by us in the years to come when seeing English Christmas
cards. The typical Christmas dinner is celebrated at midday with roast beef accompanied by Yorkshire pudding, horse radish sauce, roast potatoes, brussel
sprouts, etc., followed by the truly English plum pudding filled with all the
luscious dried fruits and nuts and silver threepennny pieces, cooked in a pudding cloth some weeks ahead and hung up in the larder to await this festive occasion, when it is boiled again for some hours then at the appropriate time
brought in and carried round the table. The blinds are drawn so that all can see
"the flaming brandy" covering the cake in all its splendour!
Grace Gall and her husband and her two sons shared a dinner with us. We
spent Boxing Day with them when, as far as I can remember, their menu was
roast turkey. The following year the venue was reversed. They were great
friends (distant relatives) of the Clemes and lived in the same locality.
Ray's mother and sister Marjorie (Marmie, or Marm, for short) visited
England while we were there. The latter had just finished training at the Alfred
Hospital in Melbourne to become a nurse. Ray and his mother were very close;
he always called her Julie, or Jule, her Christian name being Julianne. She was
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a very charming and sweet person, who loved doing things for others. For instance, when we left England for home she gave Geraldine and Patsy a suitcase
filled with tiny parcels - one for each of them to open on every day of the
voyage. They were just trifles, but it was such a happy thought and it gave them
such pleasure and something to look forward to each day. Every now and then
there would be something for Ray and me. A present for me on one occasion
was a gadget for cutting the top off a boiled egg. It opened like a little pair of
scissors, and the top was circular in shape with spikes round the inside. This fitted over the top of the egg and, when one closed it, the spikes punctured the
egg, thus enabling one to lift off the top. I have never seen any other one like it.
I often tried to find one on subsequent trips to England, but without success.
When we left Grantham we stayed for two or three weeks in London at the
hotel along Bayswater Road with Mater and Marm. I wanted the girls to
remember as much of London as possible, and I took them to see Madame
Tussauds Waxworks. I can still visualize the little old lady sitting on the seat
near the bottom of the wide staircase, her head dropped on her shoulder in
sleep and with her basket of groceries on the seat beside her. Up the stairs we
went, a policeman standing on either side at intervals. The girls prodded them
on the button in the middle of their tummy until they got a shock in discovering
one was real. I don't know how hard they pushed on the button! They were not
so interested in the kings, queens and politicians, but when we came to the
Chamber of Horrors, that was a different story. The most horrifying exhibits
are veiled and not supposed to be looked at by children, but, of course, my
imps came to life and lifted up the curtains to have a quick look and lingered!!
They even went back to have a second look! We went on to the Tower of London, but it was a bit tame for them after the Chamber of Horrors - about
which they were still talking! They soon lost interest and wanted to know when
they could eat their apples? Off we went to Trafalgar Square, St. Paul's
Cathedral and Buckingham Palace, where they saw the Changing of the Guard,
reminding them of the first time they had seen them and thought they must be
toy soldiers because from a distance they looked so tiny standing in their sentryboxes. Then we took in St. James' Park, and so on. Afterwards, when we were
talking over the events of the day, I asked them what they enjoyed the most.
The answer was, feeding the pigeons in Trafalgar Square, walking up the steps
of St. Paul's Cathedral, the Changing of the Guard at Buckingham Palace, and
last but not least the Waxworks. Fortunately, later on in their lives, they both at
different times had the opportunity of revisiting London.
Early in 1936 sadness overwhelmed England with the death of their beloved
monarch, King George V. We were at Grantham, and the Royal Family were at
Sandringham. The King's health had been failing for some time and was suddenly deteriorating. How well I remember listening to the radio when the
bulletins regarding his condition were being frequently issued by the B.B.C.,
until finally I heard the words "The King's life is moving peacefully to its
close." Shortly afterwards came the final words, "The King is dead. Long live
the King!" He died on 20th January 1936, at Sandringham, very peacefully in
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the presence of his wife and family. Queen Mary wrote in her diary "Am heartbroken". I was alone when the news came over the air, and it was natural that
my tears flowed. To us all at Grantham, being in the Air Force, and subjects of
the King, with it our duty to protect him if need be, it was as if we had had a
death in the family, but on this occasion it was God's will. We all went into
mourning for the required period, the men with their black arm-bands and the
women in their black gloves and sombre colours on the occasions when warranted.
The saddest event we attended in England was the Royal funeral. We had
seats allotted to us on a stand in the Mall, not far from Buckingham Palace,
from where the funeral procession was to start on its way to Westminster Hall
for the lying-in-state. Stands were built on either side of the Mall, and our seats
were in an elevated position from which we had a very good view. The day was
dull, grey and dismal. We were requested to be in our places at a certain time,
so we had to be prepared for a long wait in maybe very inclement weather. We
went armed with cushions, rugs, raincoats, umbrellas, to say nothing of some
sandwiches and a thermos to keep us as warm as possible inside and out! The
first indication we had that the procession was about to begin was the sound of
the muffled drums, then the strains of the band and lastly the slow marching of
the feet coming closer and closer - until what we were waiting for came into
view. I can so well remember the coffin on a gun carriage, his personal belongings on top with a single wreath of flowers lying behind, his personal guards,
with their black busbys marching on either side and followed immediately by
Edward VIII, flanked by the Duke of York and the Duke of Gloucester, and
behind them the Duke of Kent and Viscount Lascelles, husband of the Princess
Royal. There were no cheers - only tears as this sad cortege passed us by slowly, and then gradually disappeared from our view. The King's favourite pony,
Jock, was led in the funeral cortege. It was on Jock that he had his last ride at
Sandringham.
The King's body lay in state at Westminster Hall for four days while 809,182
mourners filed past. On 28th January, King George was taken from London to
the Chapel of the Knights of the Garter at Windsor Castle to be buried.
A few months of a happier nature were left for us to enjoy before the time arrived for us to leave for Australia. We made the most of it. During this period
Geraldine developed whooping-cough, which reminded us of the chicken-pox
episode two and a half years earlier. I took Geraldine to the seaside at Clacton
on Sea for a couple of weeks to aid her recovery and luckily Patsy did not contract it. Another hurdle over!
In August we bade farewell to Mater and Marm, who were remaining in
England for a few more months, and also to our dearest friends, Mollie and Alf
Clemes, and all the others from whom we were so sad to part. Our last view of
London was when we were leaving Waterloo Station bound for Southampton
and in the opposite direction to that of our arrival. On looking through the carriage windows a similar scene confronted us. The grey stone cottages belching
smoke from their little chimneys, their back yards facing the train, which puff95

ed along in slow motion and gathered pace with every turn of its wheels until we
were full steam ahead and speeding through the lovely countryside of Surrey
and Hants in the middle of summer, the glorious trees at their best in their
many shades of green, and all the flowers in full bloom.
It seemed a very short time before we arrived at Southampton and we were
aboard the S.S. Strathaird, in which we were to travel back to Australia.
Goodbye to our beloved England.
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Chapter

Twelve

Back To Australia

W

e had an uneventful, pleasant, restful journey back to our homeland in
the P&O liner Strathaird via the Suez Canal. We called in at Gibraltar,
where we went ashore for a few hours, seeing as much as we were able in the
time allowed to us. As far as I am able to remember, we went as far as La
Linea. We were not permitted to go any further, nor would I have wished to
proceed, for across the border the people looked most unfriendly. It was a very
colourful port of call - hilly, of course. Away from habitation, the monkeys
peculiar to the Cape were interesting to watch. I don't remember going ashore
at Marseilles or Malta. At the latter port we were at anchor off Valetta, and saw
the little boats in which men display their wares and beautiful lace, etc., and the
little boys diving for coins.
In these days of the 1980s one misses this leisurely method of travelling long
journeys, when one makes permanent friendships and visits interesting ports. It
is a health cure in itself as well as a holiday. Today one is able to fly from one
side of the world to the other but arrives at one's destination exhausted. Speed
is now the order of the day and times have changed.
So, on we went enjoying the various ports - Alexandria, Port Said, Aden,
Bombay and Colombo. Then came the last lap across the Indian Ocean to
Fremantle, where we were met by Jamie and his wife, Mollie Woods. He was
the well-known aviator who had previously taken part in the MacRobertsonMillar Aviation Company's air race (Capt. Jamie Woods) from England
to Austraiia in 1934.
We received a lovely welcome in Adelaide and spent the day with Ray's
brother, Val, and his wife, Molly, and their sons, Laurie and Peter.
On our arrival in Melbourne we had arranged to go to Ascog - a very pleasant guest house in St. Kilda, where Ray's mother and sister had stayed before
going to England. It was wonderful to be re-united with my mother, who was
overjoyed at our return, and also with our relatives and friends once again.
Ray immediately reported to Headquarters and was informed he was to be
posted to Richmond Air Force Station in New South Wales. In view of this we
decided the girls and I would remain in Melbourne at Ascog for the time being.
Before leaving EJlgland Ray had ascertained that the cost of the fare to
Melbourne was not increased by booking through to Tasmania. He did this
with the idea of breaking our journey in Melbourne and proceeding to
Tasmania for our Christmas leave. This proved to be a very happy idea.
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In due course Ray went to Richmond, but I remained at Ascog and arranged
for a governess to give lessons to Geraldine and Patsy till Christmas.
In December the four of us went by ship to Tasmania and stayed with Ray's
sister, Gwen and Harry Bayly, on their property in the Midlands near Campbell
Town. They had two children, Barbara (of the chicken-pox episode) and Bill,
who was a little younger. It was great fun for all of us. Barbara loved the
animals, great and small - especially the mice, of which she caught many and
tamed them. She even used to carry some round concealed up her sleeves. We
spent Christmas with the Baylys, then after the New Year, Ray went back to
Richmond, the rest of us remaining in Tasmania. On making enquiries I was
delighted to find that my grandparents' old home in Launceston, "Moss Side",
and "Carolside", Ray's old family home in Hobart, had been converted into
guest houses. I was lucky enough to obtain accommodation for us in both
homes, which were full of memories for me, and I was so happy to be able to
show them to Geraldine and Patsy and tell them of our happy youth spent
there.
We returned to Ascog in Melbourne. By this time the RAAF had changed
their minds re Ray's posting. It was now decided by the Heads that Be that Ray
was eventually to go to Western Australia to open and command the RAAF
Station at Pearce, near Perth, when it was completed. It was then in the course
of construction. Geraldine's comment on hearing this was, "I've seen Perth
and I don't want to go there!"
This posting meant frequent flights by Ray to Perth to inspect the progress at
Pearce and report the result to Headquarters in Melbourne. We did not anticipate moving to Perth for at least 12 months. I enrolled the girls at St.
Michael's Anglican Sisters of the Church School at St. Kilda and for the time
being moved to a guest house close to the school. Shortly afterwards we found a
flat nearby. We then moved our furniture and effects there and were happy to
have all our belongings around us once again in this comfortable upstairs unit.
During this period my sister-in-law Marjorie was married to Arthur Cullen,
who had been a resident at Ascog. During Ray's trips to Perth Mother was only
too happy to come and stay with us at the flat.
Early in the following year we moved to Perth. At this time there was an outbreak of poliomyelitis in Melbourne. Ray flew to Perth and we went by ship, for
we had to go into quarantine on our arrival in W .A., and the time taken in transit used up part of that portion of the three week period. Ray conveniently saw
us off in Melbourne and was able to meet us in Perth. We went straight to
Pearce, where Ray had obtained permission for us to live in the sergeants' mess
during our two weeks' confinement, after which time we should be free of infection! The buildings were completed but unoccupied, with the exception of
the officers' mess and the office block, and a skeleton staff was employed there
preparing for the opening of the station.
The fresh air at Pearce blew all the germs away and the time passed very
pleasantly. We employed a woman to "do" for us during that time. An amusing thing about her was that her name was Mrs. Wines, but she was not true to
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name, for she told us she did not touch, taste or handle liquor, so if we wanted
a drink we would have to wait on ourselves and dispose of the bottles. A few
visitors came to see us while we were there, but this slight inconvenience of serving drinks did not worry us at all. She was a good cook, looked after us well and
we had no faults to find. There was a billiard-table, which, of course, we were
able to use and as I had had the opportunity of playing before, I passed muster
and was permitted to help christen that valuable piece of furniture! It was arranged that Geraldine and Patsy would go to Perth College as boarders. After
we left Pearce we had a week to fill in before school opened, and we filled in
this time staying at the hotel at Yanchep - a delightful interlude.
Ray and I lived at Guildford until the C.O.'s married quarters at Pearce was
ready for our occupation. After two or more years spent there, Ray was posted
to Singapore for a year, but in those days, wives were not permitted to accompany their husbands there. I was naturally very disappointed, and another
farewell had to be said when I saw him off by ship.
I became a civilian once again. We moved to a flat in West Perth and mother
came over and stayed with me during that period. Geraldine and Patsy became
day girls at school, which they enjoyed. While living in W.A. and having to
entertain a lot I had met many people, so time did not hang heavily on my
hands.
Our next move was back to Melbourne. Ray flew over, and we went by train.
Ray's new appointment was in command of No.1 Training Group, which comprised all units in Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania, about thirty major
units in all. It was promotion for him as far as the command and the responsibility were concerned, for this covered a large area and, as he said, he was
"more on the wing than in his office chair", because he made a point of visiting
all his units regularly. It was an Air Vice-Marshal command, but they only promoted him to Air Commodore, which was a disappointment to him. He took
up this appointment at the end of August, 1941. We remained in Perth till the
end of the school year, and left by train for Melbourne at the beginning of
December, 1941. While waiting on the station before our departure, the news of
the sinking of the two large ships, Prince of Wales and Repulse, was announced. The Second World War, which had broken out in 1939, appeared to be approaching us rapidly.
Prom Port Pirie to Melbourne our journey was most unpleasant. The
temperature was 108°P. from Port Augusta onwards, and there was no airconditioning in those days. We changed trains at Port Pirie and Adelaide. I
think it was an overnight journey to Melbourne, so hot, no iced water or other
comforts. I cannot remember a worse train journey or what went wrong, but I
have never been so dirty in my life as when we arrived in Melbourne.
A furnished flat was awaiting us in Clendon Road, Toorak, close to Ray's
headquarters, which were in Irving Road. Later we found a large unfurnished
flat in Mercer Road, not far away. Once more our furniture and belongings had
caught up with us. It would be a story in itself to recount all our moves and our
comings and goings hither and thither!
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By now we were starting to feel the effects of the war, and there were shortages of various commodities and non-delivery of foodstuffs. It was also a very
cold winter. I was glad of the walk to the shops, which were not far away, and
had to carry back home two shopping bags, one in each hand, weighing many
pounds. There was a wood-merchant close by and on a few occasions I was able
to employ someone to wheel a barrow-load of wood along for me. This was
also rationed and not delivered, so it was a case of catch as catch can - or go
without. I occupied my spare time by taking a part-time job in the city. I learnt
to spin, and spun enough wool to knit a thick sweater for the Navy.
Early in 1943 Ray had his marching orders again, this time back to W .A.,
where there had been great developments as far as the RAAF was concerned.
He was pleased at his new posting - A.O.e. Western Australia - for the size
of this new command was somewhat staggering. In area it was about one third
of the whole of Australia. It was bounded on the north by the Timor Sea, on
the west by the Indian Ocean and on the south by the Southern Ocean and the
Great Australian Bight, and contained between 3,000 and 4,000 miles of
coastline to be looked after.
We did not think it advisable to disrupt the girls' schooling too much, so it
was decided that we should remain behind till the end of the school year. In
Perth Ray took over from the previous e.O. (Wing Commander De la Rue"Kanga" for short), who had occupied a furnished flat in Lawson Building on
the Esplanade, Perth, in the centre of the city. Ray asked two of his officers to
share the flat with him till we arrived. They were Alan Smith, his Legal Officer,
and Charles Jonas, his P .A. (Personal Assistant). This proved a happy association, and they tested their skills at cooking when they felt so inclined.
Our furniture went into store again and we went to Perth at the end of 1943.
This time we went by air. It was the first long flight for Geraldine and Patsy,
and I wondered how they would weather the gale, so to speak. Geraldine was a
good flyer - Patsy unpredictable! I kept an eye on her, and we landed without
incident at Ceduna, also at Forrest. It was a little longer flight to Kalgoorlie,
and things looked a bit doubtful. Looking out of the corner of my eye I noticed
she was swallowing 20 to the dozen - a very ominous sign - so I passed her a
paper bag, which she disdained, saying, "Don't look at me, Mummy". We
were handed barley sugar, of which we always took two pieces. This issue was
the custom in those days when taking off and landing - but not now. Patsy
stayed the distance, so all was well. She had more control than I had had in my
little railway carriage in Tasmania, when I had been "within bars" and had
dropped my bundle!
At this stage of the war it was an anxious time for the heads of the three Services - Navy, Army and Air Force. The e.O.s were continually in
communication, with frequent meetings concerning strategy, organization of
preparedness in the event of an invasion or an approach by the Japanese down
our west coast. It was a long coastline and we were very vulnerable.
Commander John Collins and his wife lived in the same block of flats as we
did. The public were advised that sirens would be sounded on occasions,
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whether for practice or an emergency, and the instructions that were given had
to be responded to immediately. Ray gave me the instructions for Lawson Flats
in case of an emergency - that is, to proceed to the basement, where provisions
for temporary accommodation (rations and bedding, etc.) had been provided.
Fortunately, we were never required to use this facility. It came very close on
one occasion when our planes sighted enemy ships making their way down our
west coast, but they apparently noticed they had been observed and changed
course, disappearing further out west. Much damage was done further north at
Broome and Darwin.
Many people in and close to Perth became panic-stricken at the turn events
were taking, with the war coming closer to us. Houses were put up for sale, and
we took advantage of this to buy a block of land at Rockingham, where we had
spent many holidays by the sea in a rented cottage. Friends of ours, Mr. and
Mrs. Les Downes, owned a block of land next to this cottage, and intended to
build, but at that stage permits were not obtainable. However, owing to the
panic, they had the chance of buying a very nice house further along on the
beach front. In consequence they were willing to sell us their block. On it they
had erected a large garage, 30 ft. by 10 ft., in which were two windows and a
side door as well as the garage doors in front. In this they had spent week-ends
comfortably. There was also a toilet at the back of the block. Thus we had a
place of our own and we fitted it out to house the four of us, curtaining it off
into three sections, forming two sleeping areas in front and the cooking and
eating area at the back. We had many very happy holidays there. A sandy road
in front and sand hills separated us from a lovely beach and a safe swimming
area overlooking Garden Island several miles out. It was ideal. Great changes
have taken place, since then, when it was a haven of peace and tranquillity with
no telephones. After the war we were able to build a little cottage with the help
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of a retired man, George Collins, who had built his own house two doors away.
We still had to conform with restrictions, so it grew like Topsy, with portions
being added on when permitted. It continues to be enjoyed by all my family
when they wish to avail themselves of it.
On one occasion Ray had parked the car outside Lawson Flats, and came up
to collect me and our cases to go to Rockingham. It was a Saturday afternoon,
there was not a soul in sight, and we were away only a few minutes, but on
returning to the street, there was no sign of our car - it had vanished completely. At first we thought it must have rolled down the hill, but no! Up we went to
the flat again with our cases, and from then on our telephone worked overtime,
with Ray notifying the police in Perth and also the Navy, Army and Air Force
police on duty and having them keep a look-out for our precious car anywhere
and everywhere. It was found early the following morning by an Air Force
driver on her way from Pearce to Perth on duty. She knew our car and spotted
it on some low-lying marshy ground among trees. On making an investigation,
she found the car was bogged.
Some men camping nearby told her that they had offered assistance to the
occupants of the car, but it had been refused, the occupants saying they would
sleep in the car for the night. The campers promised to take them a cup of tea
first thing in the morning, but when they did this they found the car deserted.
The truants were a couple of American servicemen who had been taken for a
joy-ride by a couple of Australians. Ray notified the local police, who proceeded to the spot to investigate. I went out with Ray in the service car, not wanting
to miss any of the excitement, and thinking I would witness the taking of fingerprints, etc. I was disappointed for the police were no longer interested. They
felt their job was at an end seeing that the car had been found and returned to
its rightful owner.
Ray's next move was to the war zone, as e.o. of 11 Group RAAF, SouthWest Pacific, at Morotai. There the fighter-bomber squadrons were operating
successfully against targets in the Halmaheras and the Celebes, where there was
still enemy resistance.
He, with others, departed from Pearce Air Force Base by RAAF military
plane. We bade our personal farewell in the privacy of our own little flat. I then
joined the ranks of all the other grass widows who had been parted from
husbands off to the war to fight to protect their country and their loved ones.
I was again reminded of the cruelty of war and wondered why there could not
be another way of solving the differences between nations. Why couldn't there
be? - not peace at any price, but certainly not the slaughter of all the innocent
people which war involves and the sadness that is entailed thereby.
Life went on as usual. I had my letters to look forward to and the company
of my daughters and I sincerely hoped the end of the war would not be too far
away.
Ray had a few months in the war zone with many flights and sorties to interesting places. He kept a diary, as usual, and from this wrote several articles
which were later published under a nom-de-plume.
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We could hardly believe the news received on 10 August 1945 that surrender
negotiations were under way. However, there were many Japanese in isolated
places in this area to whom this news may not have reached, so great caution
had to be taken for the time being and defences kept up.
While at Morotai, Ray had been in close liaison with General Blarney,
Commander-in-Chief,
Australian Forces, and also with General Morshead.
Frequent requests by them had been made to Ray for air support and aircraft,
which naturally had always been made available to them. On 17th August Ray
was advised by General Blarney that he was heading for Manilla that day to initiate Japanese surrender arrangements and adding that he had signalled Allied
Headquarters in Melbourne for them to "make Brownell available in an air advisory capacity". This request was granted, and Ray received the order to proceed at once to Manilla. The final surrender conference was held in Manilla on
24th August 1945, at which were present General Blarney, Commodore John
Collins, Air Commodore Brownell and others. Commodore Collins offered
Ray a lift to Tokyo in his flagship H.M.A.S. Shropshire (for the Japanese surrender) and the following day he was welcomed aboard by John and the Captain, C.A.G. Nichols, and led up to the bridge, from which elevated position
they saw the last of Manilla and the disappearing coastline of Luzon. Another
guest on board was Mr. P. J. McDermott, the British Consul-General for the
Philippines. Ray wrote in his book, from which I now quote "We found that
we had been allotted the Commodore's and Captain's cabins. We both protested volubly but were advised that while at sea the Commodore and Captain
always stayed on the bridge and occupied their sea cabins adjoining. When I
settled down for the night in the Commodore's splended suite, my thoughts
went right back to 31 years ago when I settled down in another ship with 800
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privates and gunners off to the First World War. What a comparison!" (From
Khaki to Blue, p. 211)
During the war, or maybe earlier, the Pleiades Club for girls was formed in
Perth. In Greek mythology, the Pleiades were the seven daughters of Atlas and
Pleione, who was the daughter of Oceanus. They were transformed into stars,
but only six were visible to the naked eye. As this was the number of girls'
private schools being operated in Perth at that time, this was how the name
originated.
On leaving school these girls were eligible to join the club. All kinds of activities took place in the club for their pleasure or entertainment. Concert parties
were organized to entertain the troops on leave, or those in training at FremantIe or nearby - also dances were held. It was great fun for the entertainers as
well as their guests. Royal Navy submarines were on tour of duty in W.A. and
their base was in Fremantle. They went north for periods of duty in the war
zone then back to Fremantle on leave. Geraldine was a member of the concert
party and during this time she became very friendly with a young R.N. lieutenant in submarines. Ray was away, so was not here to say "yea or nay". I
therefore found myself in a very difficult position, being involved in a wartime
romance which under the circumstances I felt I had to let take its course, for life'
was so uncertain with sorties into the war zone from which Peter might not
return. So they became engaged.
Ray and I had been through our wartime experiences during the last war,
which was a different situation. As far as Geraldine was concerned we really felt
and hoped for her sake that her marriage would not eventuate, for they were
both too young and immature and had known one another for such a short
time. However, fate stepped in. The war ended, the Royal Navy's tour of duty
in Australia was over, the ships returned to England, and Geraldine bid
farewell to Peter. These two, as in the case of so many other young people, had
been caught up in a wartime romance. Peter was an extremely charming and
handsome young officer in his glamorous uniform, Geraldine was a pretty and
attractive young girl, and circumstances had thrown them together in a whirl of
excitement. Youth is very vulnerable, and it is no wonder they were carried
away.
After a few months, when Ray was home again, Peter had the opportunity of
again coming to Australia on duty - an opportunity of which he availed
himself, as did many others who had become engaged to Australian girls. The
marriage took place in Perth College Chapel. Ray gave her away, Patsy was her
bridesmaid, it was a happy occasion, and they both looked radiant.
The second tour of duty for the husbands was completed and they returned
to England once more. Later the young wives were given passages to the U.K.
In the H.M.S. Victorious, an aircraft carrier. The ship carried about 700
Australian brides of the British servicemen. She struck very rough weather in
the Great Australian Bight, and owing to this her departure from Victoria
Quay, Fremantle, had to be delayed for a day or so. Eventually the ship sailed
on 10 July 1946.
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HARBOUR-BOUND BRIDE SHIP\T

FREMANTLE.

Friends at Victoria Quay prior to the departure of the brides on the aircraft carrier Victorious.

Referring back to Patsy's life after leaving school, she was very anxious to
make nursing her career, but at that stage she was not old enough to be accepted for training. In the meantime I thought it advisable for her to undertake a
secretarial course, the knowledge gained thereby being of use to her all her life
in whatever she finally chose to do. She studied at Underwood College and at
the completion of the course she obtained a position at the University of
W .A., a very attractive building in delightful surroundings. She enjoyed the
work and companionship of the students and the young of her own age with
whom she came in contact. Thus she postponed her nursing training for the
time being, and eventually this was never embarked upon. I was a little sad
about this, for I felt she would have made a wonderful nurse. Perhaps it was all
for the best in view of future happenings.
Thus at that time Geraldine and Patsy were both happy in the occupations in
which they were involved. Geraldine had taken up library work after leaving
school; she was an avid reader. Her first position was with Miss Human and her
sister, Mrs. Debois, in their library and bookshop.
While in Japan for the signing of the peace treaty, Ray had contracted a virus
which off and on remained with him for the last few weeks of his active service.
One week after the signing of the Final Surrender in Tokyo Bay, the scene
changed to Morotai, where the final surrender of the war in that area was signed. There were approximately fourteen in the official party, which included
General Blarney, escorted by Generals Morshead and Berryman - also Commodore Collins and Ray. This ceremony took place in front of a representative
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crowd of about 16,000 Allied personnel. After the Japanese general had handed
over his sword and signed the surrender documents, an outstanding oration was
delivered by General Blarney. Thus the war was over.
Ray's health deterioriated further, and he was placed in hospital at Morotai
with ear trouble and dermatitis. Eventually he was sent back to Melbourne and
into a military hospital there (which I think was at Heidelberg), where he was a
very sick man. It was during this period he learnt that all senior officers were
now to be discharged and those following on were to be promoted to the senior
jobs. This was unbelievable news for them all and many suffered in consequence. It was completely devastating news for Ray in his state of health. The
suddeness of it all, with no warning whatsoever, was indeed a cruel blow to all
- especially those who had been in the RAAF since its inception 25 years ago.
After the end of the First World War, the pilots who were then out of a job
were overjoyed and proud to become foundation members of the RAAF and to
feel their future was assured. Now at the end of the Second World War, that
security had ignominiously ended - and for Ray at the early age of 51. (In
passing, I must mention that during the last few years of Ray's career in the Air
Force, he strove to obtain pensions for the officers. The retiring age was early
and was according to rank - the lower the rank - the earlier the retirement.
His theory was that if this incentive was offered when calling for applications,
applicants would be the best type of men who were interested in a career in the
RAAF. He achieved this for those younger men who followed on after all the
senior officers were compulsorily retired witpout a pension at the end of the
Second World War.)
During one's lifetime one comes across much unfairness and many disappointments for others as well as oneself. One has. to learn to live with them
without feeling bitterness, which sometimes is hard to do! When Ray was well
enough to travel he was sent home to Perth. I was so thankful his sister Marjorie was in Melbourne to visit him, and give him courage if necessary. I was
very concerned that I was unable to be with Ray at the time of his greatest need
of me, but Patsy had just had an operation for appendicitis. It seemed all my
worries had come at once. However, the clouds lifted, and when Ray was well
enough to travel, he came home.
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Chapter Thirteen

Rehabilitation

and Adjustments

t was a tremendous relief to have Ray horne again, and I hoped I would be
He spent periods of time in
Hollywood Repatriation Hospital.
Two things stood out which aided his recovery. One was frequent visits to
Rockingham, enabling him to spend time in the fresh air with swimming,
gardening, walks and carpentry, making cupboards and shelves, etc. I played
the part of carpenter's assistant. He was very exact in all his measurements and
work. Occupational therapy played the other part. We had two friends who
were keen amateur weavers. I mentioned to Ray that I was keen to take up this
craft, and asked if he would help me. I set the wheels in motion, and enlisted
the aid of the Burton Woods, who were kind enough to help us on our way.
Through them we acquired a small loom and other necessary equipment, cottons and threads, etc., and the knowledge to enable us to begin. I started the
work, and, as I had hoped, Ray became interested and took over from me.
With simple beginnings such as scarves and babies' feeders, etc., he finally
made very attractive sets of luncheon and dinner mats, which we gave away as
gifts, then started to. take orders and also sold to a little craft shop in London
Court. The idea had exceeded all expectations.
Later on he was approached by his old friend Stan Brearley to go into partnership with him in the sharebroking business. This proved to be very successful and he became a member of the Perth Stock Exchange. Outside interests
carne along such as the National Fitness Association, of which he became
Chairman. This was "down his alley", for from his schooldays he had been excellent at sport - swimming, boxing, league football (in Tasmania), cricket,
tennis and squash. In 1911 at Scotch College in Melbourne he won a boxing
championship. His elder brother Val was a boarder at Scotch when Ray first
went there. At his initiation they threw him in the pool. He could stay under
water for a great length of time before surfacing, so he swam under water to the
other end of the pool and caused great consternation when he did not come to
the surface. Thus Ray passed his initiation ceremony very successfully. He also
took his turn as Warden of the War Memorial in Kings Park for a year.
After two or three years, Geraldine's marriage ended unhappily, starting
with in-law trouble. She returned home and her wartime romance ended in
divorce. However, she rehabilitated herself and took up library work again. She
had also become interested in going to classes conducted in Perth by the League

I able to help him recover his health and strength.
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of Health, the headquarters of which was in Sydney. She very much enjoyed
these classes and later chose to make it her career.
Now that the four of us were together again and settled in Perth our flat was
too small to house us comfortably, and we started looking for suitable
accommodation. Houses were difficult to find as prices were pegged. We hoped
to buy but were unsuccessful in our search. However, we had the opportunity
of renting a very attractive unfurnished home in Mount Street within walking
distance of the city, which suited us all. It was in a high position with a
beautiful view of the river. It was an easy move, for we were able to install all
our own furniture and belongings before leaving
the furnished flat we had occupied in Lawson
Building. It was the first time since our marriage
25 years ago that we had unpacked all our wedding presents. During our roving life in the
RAAF we had taken with us only as much as was
necessary.
Patsy became engaged to and married Robin
Sandover. Geraldine was one of her bridesmaids. A year later her first son Ian was born.
When he was sixteen months old tragedy struck
Patsy when she contracted poliomyelitis, the
dreaded disease which had been prevalent in
Melbourne in 1938 when we left. It was the first
outbreak in Perth and not much was known
Weddingcakeicedby R.J.B.

R.J.B. mother of bride, Sir Eric Sandover father of bridegroom
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about the treatment. She was several days in Royal Perth Hospital before her illness was diag nosed, and she was then moved to Shenton Park Hospital. I asked our rector at St. Mary's Church of England in West Perth at which we attended services if he would offer prayers for Patsy, which he did.
We felt the bottom had fallen out of our world. Patsy was pregnant with her
second baby. Robin's mother was wonderful and took charge of Ian. He came
to me on certain days, but I was free to visit Patsy and spend as much time as
possible with her. I had no relatives in Perth, and one must keep up in front of
one's family and friends. I longed for a visit from my rector, whom I knew well
and to whom I might unburden my heart and get some consolation. But this
was not forthcoming. A great friend of mine, Enid Clemens, who was a devout
Roman Catholic and who knew of my heartbreak, asked if I would like to go to
mid-week service one night with her to St. Mary's Cathedral in Perth. I said I
would, and thus fate stepped in. The service was a Novena in honour of Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal. The priest delivered a wonderful sermon and I
felt it was preached especially for me although he did not know me, nor was he
aware of my need of help and consolation. The sermon was' 'Take up thy cross
and follow me." This help came direct from God to me. It gave me all I needed
to face the future. Continued faith in God, acceptance of what lay ahead of me,
sympathy for others, consolation in my grief and most of all bravery and
courage of which I felt I had none. Enid had the little medal blessed for me by
the priest and gave it to me. I treasure this thought and gift from my friend to
me in my hour of need. After all this time my little medal is always with me.
Enid spent many holidays with Ray and me at our cottage at Rockingham. She
is great fun - a wonderful person and very brave. I value her friendship.
Patsy spent many months in hospital and gradually improved. Her second
son Grayam was born in the hospital, thereby creating history. He was a
beautiful baby, and we were all very relieved. Both the boys were by caesarian
births - as was Tony, who came a few years later.
Geraldine went to Sydney to do her course of training to become a
demonstrator in the League of Health. Ray and I became Darby and Joan and
were about to celebrate our silver wedding when my mother became ill. The
party we had planned was cancelled and I flew to Melbourne to be at her side.
She was living with my cousin, Winsome Davies, whose love and kindness to
Mother, of whom she was very fond, I can never forget. Mother recovered
from her attack of double pneumonia. Her words to me were, "Darling, I am
ready to go. If only I could fold up my tent like the Arabs and silently steal
away!" How much better it would have been for her had she done this. At first
we moved her to a rest home, where Ray's mother had been and close to where
Winsome and Ray's sister Marjorie lived. They visited her regularly and every
now and then I flew over to see her. We finally moved her into a hospital where
she received every attention and was well cared for. She developed diabetes, her
eyesight declined, she suffered loss of memory, and at last, after a stroke, her
wonderful heart ceased to beat. I went to her funeral and I brought her ashes
home with me. When we got our own home, they were interred under a bed of
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our favourite roses in front of the house.
I did not know to what extent Patsy would recover, so we thought it a good
idea to look for a duplex house. We eventually found one that we thought
would be the answer to our needs - a large home that had been converted into
two large units. We were happy to buy it.
When Patsy had recovered sufficiently to leave hospital she, Robin, Ian and
Grayam and a very nice housekeeper moved in. They were able to live there until they moved into a home of their own they decided to build at City Beach.
The object of this decision was that, if Patsy needed assistance, we would move
into the next door unit, otherwise we would stay where we were for the time being. Things worked out well. Their home at City Beach was built and they
happily moved in. We made alterations to our flat in which they had been living
and on completion we moved in. This was one of our happiest moments when
we moved into a home of our own - something we had always looked forward
to. We spent so many happy years there.
Ray eventually retired from the sharebroking business, and we spent a very
happy holiday going by ship to Adelaide, where we spent a few weeks.
Geraldine was working there at that time with the League of Health. We stayed
part of the time in Adelaide and part in the hills at Belair, where we were lent a
little cottage. We had great fun with all the Brownell family. I had been extremely agile and supple in my youth, and at a family picnic one day and feeling
in a frivolous mood, I turned my last somersault. My head felt as if I had turned a dozen - I had learnt my limitations. I may have been about sixty years of
age at the time, but I don't think I would have qualified for the Guinness Book
of records! From Adelaide we went by coach to Melbourne via Mt. Gambier,
where we stayed the night, then went on through to Warrnambool, Apollo Bay
and Geelong to Melbourne. We stayed in my cousin's flat in Toorak while she
was away over Christmas. Geraldine joined us, and we had Christmas with my
sister-in-law, Marjorie Cullen. Geraldine returned to Adelaide and Ray and I
went for a few weeks to Tasmania, a lovely holiday. We flew to Burnie and
visited my cousin, Gladys Room, and her daughter, Betty Cameron, and her
son, then went by train up the coast to Devonport to see another cousin who
had multiple sclerosis, of which she died twenty years later. Then we went to
Campbell Town, Launceston and via the east coast to Hobart for a few weeks
there, two of which were spent in a cottage at the Fern Tree. It was wonderful
seeing relatives and renewing friendships. We returned to Melbourne in
February in one of the overseas ships which at that time called in for a cargo of
apples.
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Chapter Fourteen

Warld Travels

I

n 1960 with two of our close friends, Reg King and his sister Gladys, we left
in April in the R.M.S. Orsova for our overseas trip together. It was an
organised tour so we had nothing to worry about and were "fancy free". We
were given a lovely farewell by all our friends and it was very exciting. A comprehensive description of our travels is written up in my Trip Book, but I won't
go into details here, with the exception of our route. We went via Melbourne,
Sydney, Auckland, Fiji, Honolulu, Vancouver and across the Rockies to Banff
and then to Winnipeg. On the train across the Rockies we arose early in the
morning to secure seats on the top of the double-decker carriage to witness the
magnificent scenery through which we were to pass. We spent a couple of
nights in Banff, and went for a drive to Lake Louise by the old road and back
by the new one. The scenery was superb. We went up in a chair-lift to the top of
a nearby mountain where skiing was in progress. The next day we went on to
Winnipeg, changed into a more comfortable train, went along the Mississippi
to Niagra Falls for the night, a short stop at Buffalo, on to Chicago, a beautiful
city, for two or three nights, then on to Washington. During the several days we
spent there, we visited Barry Dexter and his wife Judith for dinner one night.
On leaving Washington after lunch on the day of our departure, we travelled in
a railways bus non-stop to New York - a wonderful drive on a super freeway.
Several days in New York then by Greyhound bus service travelling 70 miles per
hour, our destination Montreal.
Ray linked up with his old R.F.C. friend of the First World War, Dicky
Dawes, who invited us to a special dinner in honour of the occasion. It was
wonderful to hear them reviving memories of so long ago. We spent a few days
in Montreal before departing in the Empress of France for Liverpool. It was a
pleasant but cold journey, as one might imagine, for it was reported that an
iceberg had been seen one morning. We were a day late arriving at Liverpool,
resulting in our missing the Derby.
We were met by our tour director, and a private bus took us to London,
where we spent a fortnight before going on our tour of Britain. This tour is
described in detail in my Trip Book. A very comprehensive tour of three weeks'
duration which took us all over the U.K. through England, Scotland and
Wales, stopping at the seaside holiday resort of Rhyl for a few hours for my
benefit! It was a most enjoyable tour in which we traversed this glorious country from John of Groats to Lands End.
III

Shortly after this we left for the Continent. We went from Dover to Ostend,
then through Belgium and Holland, back into Belgium, then to France,
Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Venice, Italy and along the Italian and French
Riviera. We spent a day in Monaco, a fascinating place to visit, and went up to
the palace in Monte Carlo with its magnificent view of the boat harbour, then
on to Nice, where we spent the night and walked along the promenade the
following morning. At Cannes, we walked along the waterfront and saw the
marinas where luxurious launches, yachts and pleasure-boats of every description were lying awaiting their wealthy owners. Platforms were built over the
pebbly beaches. These were used for sunbathing, jutting out from the club
houses and forming a contrast to our lovely Australian beaches. From Cannes
we went on to Grasse, the centre of the manufacture of the French perfumes,
where we visited one of these establishments and saw the whole process. We
went in a northerly direction through Grenoble, Lyons, and Dijon where we
had dinner at the Hotel du Nord. We were offered snails to start with, and six
of us accepted the challenge. Most of the party refused, although we tried to
tempt them by smacking our lips and saying how gorgeous they were, but all to
no avail. However, perhaps they regretted this later on, for those of us who had
partaken of them were presented with a little mustard-pot with a little china
snail on top. Mine is one of the treasures in my china cabinet. The main course
was braised beef cooked in burgundy, followed by fruit salad flavoured with
brandy or liqueur. Dijon is the capital of the wine growing province of Burgundy. We passed fields of mustard bright yellow in full bloom, this part of the
countryside being famous for its mustard. Of course, we all bought pots of it.
We were very interested to see the neat little farms in this fertile area, where
many of the homesteads were close to the road. They were gathering, cutting
and stacking their supply of wood for the winter, which they did neatly up
against the house or walls, some of the wood cut thin for kindling, some cut
thick. Their lives appeared to be so well organized. They all kept rabbits in hutches on their side verandahs or nearby. The rabbits are bred for food. What an
example for places where there are food shortages and hungry people, and
where the idea would be feasible and permitted! All farms had large manure
heaps nearby, these being used for liquid fertilizer or in bulk where required.
Neuchatel, where we had lunch, was a fascinating place. It is in Switzerland
before entering Burgundy. Details of our continental trip are fully covered in
our Trip Book.
There were a couple of interesting experiences I have omitted to relate. One
was the visit with Gladys King to see the Passion Play at Oberammergau. We
stayed at a hotel at Garmisch Parten Kirchen, with the most wonderful view
from our bedroom window looking out onto the surrounding mountains and
the village a little way off. To see the play was a wonderful experience. An interval of two and a half hours was allowed for lunch, which we had at an
attractive hotel nearby. Ray went by train to Innsbruck for the day and took
photos.
The other experience took place during our visit to Munich, where we saw the
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famous glockenspiel of the clock tower of the new town hall. We were taken to
a restaurant immediately opposite and a few floors up, and the large windows
gave us a superb view of the famous clock when it struck 11 a.m. and performed its piece for the interested onlookers!
We returned to Paris for our final days, and made the most of our time there,
visiting all the places of interest not seen on our first visit, and more or less going our separate ways, whichever appealed to us most. We went on a tourist
boat trip on the Seine. The little ship was decorated up forward with gorgeous
flowers in large containers, and seats were arranged in rows, enabling the
passengers to see both banks of the river. There was a commentary informing
us all about the points of interest we were passing.
Our first visit to Paris coincided with juil/et quatorze, the Jour de Bastille,
which was a public holiday. We saw some spectacular marches.
Thus our tour of four weeks or more on the Continent was over. What a host
of memories there were to be stored in our brains. I was pleased to have kept a
record of all my experiences and at this time of writing, it has given me very
much pleasure to read and record them.
Then we were all back in London again. We parted from our tour companions and our friends, Reg and Gladys King. We had been a happy mob and got
along well together. Ray and I had arranged to leave the tour at this stage, for
we wanted to extend our stay, go our own way, meet all our old friends once
more, and stay with Mollie and Alf, who had moved from their old home at
Limpsfield, which had been damaged during the war. They were now living at a
charming house at Box, near Bath. Joan's husband had died and she was living
near Mollie. We old friends of long ago were once more together. Ray and I
found a flat in Cromwell Road, which we rented on a bed-and-breakfast basis,
so we were free to come and go as we wished with no responsibilities. We lived
there for the remainder of our time in England.
We came home on the maiden voyage of the Orient liner Oriana, a magnificent ship in which we had a most enjoyable time. It was a coincidence that we
were seated at the dining table with Ralph Page and his wife, Dorothy, the
former having attended Scotch College in Melbourne during the period Ray
was there. We had much in common and so we were off to a good start. They
had a super cabin on the top deck, and ours was a couple of decks below them,
for which we were thankful, for when the ship rolled we did not go as far as
they did and did not feel the motion so much. Also on board were Arthur
Gilligan and his wife, Penny, who were seated at the Captain's table together
with other V.I.P.'s. Arthur, having been a wonderful cricketer and commentator, was on his way to Australia, and the fight for the Ashes. The Oriana was
the most comfortable and beautiful ship in which I had travelled and our
journey was a delight. I am glad to say she encountered no difficulties on this,
her maiden voyage.
Five years later, in 1965, we had our final voyage together. This was to
England once more, this time via the Panama Canal in the Northern Star. We
had had our names down on the waiting-list for some time before a cancellation
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came our way. We didn't have the best of cabins, but that didn't worry us for
there was a chance of improving this in Sydney. However, that was not to be. It
was a big ship and carried a very large complement of passengers. Our Captain
was delightful and most thoughtful towards his passengers in his endeavours to
make their journey as happy as possible in our time in ports, and going out of
his way on occasions when possible. In Sydney we spent three days, at a time
when the bush fires were very bad, the ashes and smoke following us all the way
to Wellington, where the atmosphere was hazy. We spent three days in Wellington. We were met there by friends who had offered to drive us to Napier,
where we stayed the night, driving up one way and back by another route,
showing us much of the North Island. Wellington is a beautiful city. We drove

Captain's party Northern Star
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up to the top of Mt. Victoria, where one had an extensive view of the city and
harbour and the many bays and hills which surround it. I had always hoped to
visit the South Island, for I understand its beauty in many ways equals that of
Norway.
The entertainments on board were outstanding, both the intellectual and the
light ones. Those which were presented to us, such as conversation in French
and other languages, sketching, drawing, etc., were given by talented
passengers who had offered their services.
Our table companions with whom we became friendly where Fred and Eileen
Long. We joined forces at the ports and hired a taxi with a good driver for the
day, taking us to all the best spots to visit. In this manner we saw more than we
would have on the bus tours from the ship. The ports we enjoyed most were
Tahiti, Acapulco, and Trinidad in Port of Spain. We were up at the crack of
dawn when passing through the Panama Canal to ensure getting a good position to see everything possible, and also to hear the running commentary. We
even had a meal provided for us to take on deck in order not to miss anything.
There are only certain times of the year when the liners call at Acapulco, which
was the port which I particularly wanted to visit. It came up to expectations.
Our journey took six and a half weeks and is a joy to look back on.
We had booked our accommodation in London at the Templeton Hotel at
Earls Court, which had been highly recommended to us by several of our
friends. It was unlicensed and inexpensive and run by two sisters and their
husbands - superior people each playing their own part in its management.
One of the wives was an excellent cook, the other did the housekeeping, the
husband of the cook did the office work, and the other filled the gaps. They
employed a little French waitress. There was not a choice of food, but
everything that was served was perfectly cooked and of excellent quality what more could one want? Lunch was not provided but there was a gas-ring in
one's bedroom where a cup of tea could be made or where one could have a
drink with friends before dinner at night. Our friends, Reg King and his sister
Gladys, and also Dick Fryer-Smith and his wife Audrey, arrived a few days
after we did, having travelled in the El/inous from Australia, and we had planned for a tour with them later on. We had previously booked in the hotel for the
periods we wished to spend in London, and in between times, they would hold
our unwanted luggage until we returned. This made our comings and goings extremely easy. We had also arranged to meet the Pages, our Oriana companions,
who were booked in at a hotel nearby and with whom we had booked a tour on
our way home.
One of the reasons for our visit to the U.K. at this time was for Ray to represent the Gallipoli Legion of Perth at the 50th celebration of the landing of
Gallipoli in 1915. This was to take place at the War Memorial, where a wreath
was laid, then on to Edinburgh Castle where we were both entertained at lunch
at the Officer's Mess. There I felt very honoured to be seated between Earl Haig
and Rev. Selby Wright (the Queen's Chaplain).
Shortly after returning from Scotland we embarked on our Scandinavian
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tour - Holland first, then Denmark, Sweden and Norway, spending nights at
the capital cities Copenhagen, Stockholm and Oslo, and seeing all the main
sites of interest there and along the route. We went for a cruise on one of the
fiords and visited the home of Grieg, then went by sea to Newcastle and back to
London. During this time, Ray and I were invited to Lords and were entertained at lunch in the Holy of Holies and shown over the sacred room where all the
treasures and trophies were housed and kept under lock and key!
Our next visit was to Box, near Bath, to stay with Mollie and Alf. We loved
Bath and came to know it very well. No wonder in the days of yore the landed
gentry made the habit of visiting it so frequently for the good of their health,
and no wonder so many books have been written about those days! I could
write so much about this beautiful little city.
From there we went to Ireland, Joan Mackie coming with us to stay with
Grace Gall. We spent a most interesting and enjoyable week with her when she
drove us all round the coast on the northern part of Ireland. One unfortunate
incident happened on a walk round some rocks on the headland. I slipped, fell
and broke my wrist. It was bandaged up securely and on our return to Bath the
following day, I went to the hospital, where it was diagnosed as a collis fracture
and put in plaster. Soon after this we were off on our travels once more, going
by bus down to Devon and Cornwall to the small fishing village of Polperro,
the most picturesque and delightful spot I have ever visited. It was a real gem
and I could write pages about it.
By the time we were back in our London hotel, my arm had recovered sufficiently to be taken out of plaster before we joined the Pages on our departure
for the Hague, where we spent a week at a hotel. My reason for going there was
to see and bid farewell to my god-daughter, Joan Unsworth, whose husband
had an important position there. The Pages also had friends they wished to see,
and we all had a very enjoyable week. We then took a train to Rotterdam to
embark on a magnificent miniature luxury liner, which was to take us up the
Rhine to Basle. We would tie up at a port at 3 or 4 p.m. and a bus would be
waiting to take us on a tour of the town or city and surrounding areas and get us
back in time for dinner. The dining salon was enclosed with large windows, so
whatever time we had our meals we were able to view and enjoy the outside
scene. This also applied to the large lounge forward, in front of which we felt
we were standing on the bridge of the vessel with an uninterrupted view.
In the course of the day we passed innumerable barges of every description
and size and intensely interesting to watch. One could see children playing on
the small space on deck that was allotted to them, and there were clothes hanging on lines, hands waving to us as we passed. We were going uphill so to speak,
for the current and flow of the water was going their way and carrying them
along rapidly. It would take too long to describe the charm of it all. Unfortunately the description of this does not appear in my Trip Book, so I guess my
eyes and ears were too occupied and my pen was neglected. We were given time
to visit Heidelberg for the day - a magnificent city - and other large cities including Strasburg, then along the stretch of river where all the castles and the
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Lorelei are situated, and the vineyards on the sunny slopes. Perhaps I may have
time to write some more in the future. Many tourists from the U.K. do this trip
both ways, taking about a fortnight.
We stayed at Basle then went on by train to Vevey via Lusanne on the Lake
of Geneva. We stayed here for two weeks, and it was delightful. We visited all
the attractive villages along the lake in that vicinity - Montreux being our
favourite. The lovely floral clock which intrigued us included the date as well as
the time. We inspected the Chateau de Chillon, learning its history and purchasing two packs of cards, one of which was a picture of the Chateau. This
brought back memories when playing my favourite game of bridge. One day we
went up on a funicular railway to the top of a snow-clad mountain, from which
we had a wonderful view of Mont Blanc. This was the fourth high mountain I
had ascended on my travels, the first being Table Mountain at the Cape, one at
Banff, another at Engelberg in Switzerland and this time.
It increased our enjoyment having with us our friends, Ralph and Dorothy.
They accompanied us to Lugano, where we had a few more days together then
parted company. We saw them off in the train bound for Zurich. This was the
last time we saw them for they lived in Sydney, although we kept up our correspondence for many years. Dorothy died a few years ago; Ralph had trachoma
and his eyesight went.
Ray and I continued on to Milan, where I had friends, and we visited them
(also covered in my Trip Book). Our final city was Genoa, where we embarked
in the Gali/eo for our homeward journey and the last of our travels together.
We called at Naples, then Messina where we went for a spectacular drive along
the coast and up the hill to Taormina, and had an extraordinary experience
when my purse was stolen.
The next port was Port Said. We went to our starting-point by launch. We
had booked for the trip to Cairo and the bus was awaiting us. It took us to
Canal Road and to Ismailia, where we went to a restaurant for refreshments
then on to Cairo (see Trip Book). We returned to the ship at Suez, from where
we went down the Red Sea to Aden. I think our only call from then onwards
was Ceylon, stopping at Colombo. It was here I bought a sapphire ring - very
pretty and square cut, the stone surrounded with small white sapphires exactly
like diamonds. I was very fond of this ring, and sad to relate, I have just lost it.
We had time in which to visit the gardens and also go for a drive to Kandy, see
all there was to see there and visit a tea plantation, and look over a factory and
buy some of their special tea before returning to the ship. As usual it was wonderful to be united with our family once again when we arrived at Fremantle.
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Chapter Fifteen

Happiness and Sadness
ay and I spent one of our happiest years in 1966. While in England the
previous year he was advised to show his war diaries to Macmillans, the
London publishers. They were impressed by his authentic diaries and said if he
started his writing on his return home they would publish them. This was a
wonderful opportunity. After Christmas we started to work in earnest. There
was a lot of work involved, collecting all the material together, researching,
collating, putting it all together and writing the rough copies, and I started the
typing. I had never learnt, was slow to start with and made mistakes, but I improved as I went along and thankfully my fingers were more nimble and flexible
then. Towards the end of the year the work was almost completed. It had been
stimulating for us both. It was interesting for Ray in remembering his past
history, and for me in becoming acquainted with portions of his life with which
I was not familiar. There was also the common interest of doing something
together which was worthwhile.
At this stage we went to Rockingham for several days to our beach cottage.
When cutting the hedge he was involved in an accident to his forearm, piercing
the artery and losing a lot of blood. I was so thankful Geraldine was with us.
We applied pressure and bandaging and she drove him to the local doctor. This
eventually healed but had taken a lot out of him. From then onwards his health
started to deteriorate and he lost the urge to finish his writing, although I tried
several times, not wanting to worry him. The work was shelved, and I hoped
that it was just for the time being.
A few years later when Ray, Geraldine and I were again at Rockingham just
before Christmas, he developed a severe pain in his leg. We immediately called
the local doctor who, on examining him, diagnosed it as thrombosis, saying he
must go to hospital at Rockingham straight away, I was informed the last
available bed had just been filled. All we could do was to rush him straight to
Perth. On arrival I phoned my local doctor, but there was no-one there - only
a recorded message to ring the locum at the number given. This we did and
some time elapsed before his arrival, causing further delay. By this time
Geraldine and I were feeling desperate. Finally a vein specialist was called, and
he operated immediately to remove the clot and endeavour to get the circulation going again. Every effort was made, but all to no avail. The result was in a
few days time his leg had to be amputated above the knee. He spent many months in hospital waiting for the wound to heal and to be fitted with an artificial
leg.
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Patsy, Geraldine and myself with flowers after Ray's funeral.
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Rhyllis Jean Brownell with grandson Grayam Sandover who designed the cover jor From Khaki
to Blue.
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Still more months in hospital with physiotherapy and learning to walk on his
leg. Eventually he was ready to come home. A Silver Chain nurse visited him
each morning to bath him and continue to help him in his walking and I helped
him in the afternoon. This he never got used to doing, and the effort entailed
exhausted him. He suffered a slight stroke, was moved to Hollywood
Repatriation Hospital, then finally to the Home of Peace, where he passed
away on Good Friday, 1974. He was given a wonderful funeral by the RAAF
with full military honours and at which there was a large attendance. I was very
proud of this honour that was extended to him.
The following year, with the help of Patsy I succeeded in getting his autobiography From Khaki to Blue published by The Military Historical Society of
Australia in Canberra. This was reviewed in glowing terms in many Australian
papers.
Later in the same year I presented a portrait of my husband to the Officers'
Mess at the Airforce Base at Pearce, Western Australia where he was the first
Commanding Officer when the station, as it was then called, was opened in
1938. The portrait was painted by Mr. Eric Ryan. The ceremony took place in
the Officers' Mess.

Presentation of portrait.
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Memories
I have finished my story "down memory lane"

Of which I've been up

-

and then down again!

From a tiny tot - till right up to today,
an old lady - with sparse hair of grey.
Once a small baby wrapped up in a shawl,
Then I grew larger and I learnt to crawl.
I pulled myself up - and soon I could walk,
And before very long I had learnt how to talk,
To say nursery rhymes, and learn games to play,
To hop - to jump - and to skiP all the day.
What a happy beginning to start off one's life,
Then school days are here, when we may get in strife.
These days soon pass. Our real life has begun Friendships are made and we have lots of fun.
One's journey through life has its ups and its downs.
The days of our smiles, and the days of our frowns,
The days of much happiness
- the days of some tears,
Let's all do our best and not give way to fears.
The world is so beautiful - let's keep it that way,
Help lame dogs over stiles with kind words to say.
We must have our sunshine - we must have our rain,
We must have our sorrow - we must have our pain.
The sun shines again and the clouds disappear,
Don't indulge in self pity or give way to fear.
I thank God for my loved ones whose kindness I treasure,
The gift of this book will, I hope, give them pleasure.
Now

Life Is Worth Living
It is perhaps helped by what we make of it.
In old age we have times of solitude - but should never be lonely
with our happy times on which to look back.
Our lovely memories of those we have loved so much are Always With Us
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Finale
A happy end to my autobiography
is by another
sampler. It speaks for itself as it depicts the beginning
of another generation of my family because I am now a
Great Grandmother.
A new life has begun, and we welcome a boy.
Such pleasure he gave us and we hope for much joy.
So many to love him and watch how he grows,
how he plays with his hands and wriggles his toes.
He's learnt how to smile and to put out his tongue,
He's done both to me while his praises I've sung.

He's winked at me too
What will

-

so he's fast learning tricks.

he be doing when he's Eighty six.?

God bless you my darling
your G.G. (Gi-Gi)
RJ.B.
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is the loving prayer of

Sampler made for Stephen Brett Sandover
eldest grandson
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